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SUMMARY

The princip al objective of the I -Frequency u mentor lnstability Study was to develop a
reliable analytical model that wilFj~~dict the rumble stability Timits and~~haracteristics of
turbofan engine augmentors. The one, most important difficulty in developing a model that
accurately defines rumble is a clear understanding of the causes. A usable model must also apply
to other than conventional V-gutter augmentors; without understanding and incorporatin g the
fundamental rumble mechan isms, failure is imminent. To solve this proble m the model was
evolved in conjunction with and checked by three experimental programs. Rumble mechanisms
investigated early in this study involved system airflow dynamics , combustion efficiency
oscillations , fuel vap orization and recirculation wake energy . Rumble was identified as a system
problem in which airflow dynamics couple with the combustion process. The model was then
refined and extended to include the mixed flow experienced in a turbofan augmentor. Predictions
were made for the effects of altitude , fan stream fuel-air ratio , fan stream temperature , core
stream fuel-air ratio , and fan duct pressure loss. It was concluded from these analytical studies
that the efficiency falloff in the fan stream at high fuel-air ratio is the driving mechanism for
rumble. Thus to eliminate rumble the development engineer must decouple the airflow dynamics
from the combustion process by (1) changing lengths or pressure drop in the cold duct or (2)
choosing augmenter design parameters that will minimize or eliminate the decrease in
combustion efficiency at high fuel-air ratio. This design philosophy was evaluated with engine
altitude tests. These tests included heat addition to the fan stream , fuel-air distribution changes ,
increased fan duct pressure loss, and a baseline augmenter. The model did not accurately predict
every observed test, but it did substantiate design trends would influence the occurrence of
rumble. The system rumble model was extended to include the new Vorbix and Full Swirl
Augmenter concepts. The treatment of these concepts were not as rigorous as for the V-gutter
augmenter. Analytical re presentations of the combustion process in the newer concepts are not as
well defined; there are no models available which will predict their steady-state combustion
efficiency characteri stics. Sea level swirl augmentor testing was used to provide combustion input
to the rumble model. Based on the shape of the efficiency vs fuel-air ratio data the swirl
augmenter was predicted to be rumble free at sea level conditions and an altitude of 50K feet at V

0.8 Mach number for an 0.050 overall fuel-air ratio. Stable operation was demonstrated at the sea
level condition .
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

With the introduction of the mixed-flow augmentor in turbofan engines, a type of low-
frequency instability known as rumble or chugging became a serious problem. Rumble is a
periodic afterburning combustion instability (pressure oscillations fed by the combustion
process) occurring usually at high fuel-air ratios at flight Mach numbers and altitudes when low
duct inlet air temperatures and pressures exit. This instability usually leads to afterburner
blowout and/or fan surge and engine stall. The frequency of oscillation usually lies between 30
and 200 Hz

Data from engine programs and early rumble investigations suggest several possible
mechanisms which regulate or cause low-frequency combustion instability in afterburners. They
can be summarized under the following categories:

1. Longitudinal system dynamics
2. Combustion efficiency oscillations
3. Insufficient and/or nonuniform fuel vaporization
4. Low recirculation wake energy.

Even subtle changes in flameholder designs have altered the rumble characteristics of a
turbofan engine. With some experience at hand, the design engineer has successfully produced
“fixes” for unstable conditions. Redistribution of the fuel-to-air mixture ratio has worked, and
deriching the fan duct has lessened rumble problems in the pest. However, complete
understanding of this combustion/dynamics problem has been inadequate to design rumble-free V

mixed flow afterburners with confidence.

The purpose of this 30-month research project was to devise a reliable empirical and
analytical model that will aid afterburner designers. The program was conducted in four phases.
In Phase I concurrent experimental and analytical studies were conducted. The analytical efforts
to develop the nimble model were supported by and compared with the stability characteristics
of the experimental rig. During the expe~an ental program, several possible mechanisms were
investigated on a boiler plate combustion system. In Phase II the model was computerized in 8
readily usable format and extended to a turbofan engine with a conventional V-gutter, the
“Vorbix” and “Full Swirl” augmentors. Support hardware was designed and fabricated during
this phase for the Full Scale Engine Research (PSER) model verification test program. During
Phase Ill the Rumble Model computer program was combined with the Plamebolder Combustion
Model, Reference 1; and the FSER test program was conducted to substantiate the model. The
model w used to investigate stability design improvements and to establish recommended
development and test criteria for future engine programs. A Ussr’. Manual (CCD 1144-0.0) was
prepared for the combined Augmenter RumblefFlamebolder Combustion Model computer
prugram. In Phase IV the Full Swirl augmentcr was tested atom level to verify the rumble model
formulated under Ph... II. The test program we. used to provide data on combustion efficiency
and low-frequency Instability for varied augmenter overall fuel-air ratio overall and fuel-air ratio
distribution.
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SECTION II

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

1. PHASE I — MODEL DEVELOPMENT

a. Background

In Phase I, experimental and analytical studies were conducted to verify the mechanisms
initiating and sustaining low-frequency combustion instability (rumble ) in augmentors. These
studies were directed toward the development of an analytical model capable of predicting the
conditions under which rumble would occur. The model could then be used to identif y augm entor
design modifications which would alter those conditions and thereby eliminate rumble.

During these studies, a rumble model was developed for a test rig, which was essentially a
long, constant-area pipe containing spray rin gs and - V-gutter fiameholders . The rumble model
was a formulation of dynamic acoustic and combustion equations . The acoustic equations
described the longitudinal oscillation of the flowing, burning airs tream as it resp onded to
variations in the combustion efficiency . The dynamic combustion equations described how the
longitudinal oscillation of the airstream would , in turn , cause variations in the combustion
efficiency, leading to the unstable coupling of acoustic and combustion characteristics commonl y
called rumble. -

As rig test results became available , they were incorporated into the mode l, and the model
was refined and modified accordingly . -

b. Mod•I Formulation

The augmen ter math model consists of a set of time-dependent equations describing the
longitudinal dynamics of the flowing airstream and of the axially distributed combustion process
in the auginentor, coupled with a solution technique for determinin g stability . The equations are
linearized, throu gh the assumption of small perturbations , and transformed from the time
domain to the Laplace tra iisform “S” domain . The solution technique i~ based upon the Nyquist
stability criterion and consists of determining whether the time response of the system to a small
disturbance would display oscillatory behavior with a growing amplitude. The result is a
determination of stability at a given operating point , which then allows identification of regions V

of operation which will cause rumble or changes to the augmenter to make it rumble-free.

(1) ~~4 l  D..cdp lion of th. Exp.rim.nt.i Rig

The auginentor rig, shown schematically in Figure 1, was for modeling purposes, and
consisted of a long pipe fed by a choked inlet orifice plate (designated by station (1)) and
discharging through a choked exhaust nozzle (station (9)). In a turbojet augmentor , station (1)
would represent turbine discharge and station (9) the upstream face of the exhaust nozzle . In a
turbofan duct augmenter, station (1) would represent fan discharge.

Fuel was supplied through spraybars at station (4) . The resulting fuel-air mixture flowed
over a set of flameholder. between stations (5) and (6) . For some tests a screen, see Figure 2, was
inserted upstream of the spraybars between stations (2) and (3) to generate turbulence in the
airstream.
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The flameholders divided the auginentor into a cold upstream section and a hot
downstream section. The cold section was at uniform pressure and temperature, except for a
small pressure drop when the turbulence screen was hi place.

Based upon the studies of Petrien, Longwell and Weiss, Reference 2, the hot section was
modeled in three steps. The sequence Is as follow.. Between stations (8) and (7) the fuel-air
mixture I, Ignited by the flameholder wakes, with little heat being released and little temperature
rise. At statIon (7) temperature begins to rise .harply as the ignited mainstream mixture begins
burning. Between stations (7) and (8) the majority of combustion take place. In this combustion
zone, temperature rises almost linearly with axial distance. Combustion is essentially completed
at station (8), and the hot gases flow on to statIon (9) and out the nozzle. Under some operating
conditions, combustion may not be completed before the fuel-air mixture reaches the nozzle. In
this case station (8) would move back and become coincident with statIon (9). The locations of
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the beginning and end of the combustion zone (stations (7) and (8)) and the temperature rise were
computed from the efficiency corre lation of Figure 3 from Reference 2 and the ideal temperature
rise correlation of Figure 4. Typical temperature profiles in the combustion zone are shown in
Figure 5.
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(2) Mod•lSng Approach

Since the frequency of rumble has long been associated with the relatively low-frequency
longitudinal, or axial, modes of vibration of the air column in the augmentor , the model was
formulated to take only the longitudinal dimension into account. Accordingly, each station in
Figure 1 was considered to represent a plane over which the value of any parameter (such as
velocity, pressure, or density) could be considered as uniform at any instant in time.

Motion pictures of rumble had shown a change in color of the burning gas during a cycle of
oscillation, indicating that alternate hotter and cooler combustion products were being produced .
These hot and cold combustion products could be seen drifting from the flameho lder to the
exhaust nozzle in a time span which matched , or was a multiple of , the period of oscillation of the
rumble. Since tlowrate cut through the nozzle is dependent upon the temperature of the entering
gas, It was important that the mode l trea t the traveling combustion products, which were

4 math ematically identified , as traveling entrop y waves.
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- The equations developed for describing rumble can be classified into two types . First , there
are the momentum , continuity and energy equations , together with the boundar y conditions ,
which describe how each parameter at any station in the augmen tor responds to a disturbance in
combustion or heat input. These are referred to as the system acoustic equations and can be
though t of as formin g the forward portion of a feedback loop . Secondly, there are the combustion
equations which describe how combustion , or heat output , responds to variations in the system
parameters such as velocity, pressure , and density. They form the reverse , or feedback , portion
of a feedback loop. Together , the system equations and the combustion equations describe the
rumble mechan ism, by which a disturbance in combustion causes a disturbance in velocity,
pressure , and density throughout the augmentor which , in turn , causes a disturbance in
combustion .

Since the purpose of the program was to develop an understanding of the rumble
mechanism and demonstrate that the onset of rumble could be predicte d, thereby defining the
bou nda ry between stable and unstable operating regions , it was necessary only to model the
augm entor for the first few increments of time before the oscillation had built up into an
appreciable amplitude. This allowed use of the small perturbation technique which led to linear
equations and mathematical simplification. Linear equations accuratel y describe the system for
small oscillation amplitudes and predict whether a system initiall y at rest would begin to
oscillate. Because the nonlinearities associated with large amp litude oscillations (which
eventually stop the amplitude from growing) were ignored , the linear equations do not allow a
prediction of the final limit-cycle amplitude or of blowout.

(3) Dev•lopment of Acoustic Equations

The following equations describe how velocity, pressure , and density at every point in the
augmentor resp ond to a combustion disturbance , which is treated as a heat input to a flowing
invicid ideal gas stream. Knowing how these three parameters (velocity, pressure , density)
respond allows calculation of any other parameter needed , such as mass flowrat e or temperature.

Symbols used below are defined in the List of Symbols. For any section of augme ntor with
rigid walls and constant cross-sectional area , such as shown in Figure 2, through which an invicid
fluid is flowing, the one-dimensional momentum , continuity, and energy equations are:

aP aV aV

+ v .-~~- + = 0 ( 1 )ax ax at

q + -
~~~~~~- -~~~

- + = pV -
~~~ +p

, ax p at ax at

For an ideal gas these equations reduce to the following nonlinear wave equations:

(V+C ) + + [.~ç + 

~~ 
= (y - 1 )  -~~

(V— C) ~~~ — .i._~Y_ 1 + 1 ~~~ — = ( — 1) -s- (2)
L P a x  C a x J L P a t  C a t J ~ P

V F - ~~~ -1 + 11~~~~~~e J = (~~1) 1
L P a x  p a x J  L P a t  p a t i  ~~

‘ P
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The wave equations are linearized by the small perturbation substitutions:

P(x ,t) = P(x) + ~P(x ,t)
p(x ,t) = ~(x) + ~p(x ,t)
C(x,t) = C(x) + ~C(x ,t) (3)
V(x ,t) = V(x) + ~V(x ,t)
q(x ,t) = ~(x) + ~q(x ,t)

Second order terms are neglected in making the substitutions. It is further assumed that mean
values of the steady-state parameters l~(x ,), V( x), C(x) can be chosen so that P , V, C can be
considered constants, independent of x, i.e.,

dP(x) 
— 

dV(x) 
— 

dC(x) 
— (4)dx — dx — dx —

To simplit~ notation the following substitutions are made which normalize the change in
each variable by its steady-state value:

(5)

For zero initial conditions the solution of equations (2) from a station (1) at x = 0 to a station (2)

V 
at x = f , written in terms of the Laplace transform of each normaliz ed variable , is:

P~ + ~~MV~ = [~ + ~Mv~J e CU+M 
+ ~ ,

V P~ — ‘yMV 1 = [P~ — yMV~J e C u— M 
+ 0 - 

V 

(6)

CM + 0 ~
where:

—~—x )S

(‘y—l) ~ / 4 \ C 1+M)
91 = 

C(1÷M) ~ 
q’(x,s) e dx

-x~_ _

( — 1)  4 C( 1—M )

CUi-M ) ~ (-p ) q’(x ,s) e dx (7)

—~—z)8 
-

I -
~~ — 3’ (3) q’(z ,s) e dx
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In equations (6) the first equation describes downstream running waves of the form
P + 7MV’, traveli ng at sonic speed plus throughfiow velocity . The second equation describes
upstream runnin g waves of the form P’— y MV ’, traveling at sonic speed minus through flow
velocity. The third equation describes entropy waves , P’—~yp’, drifting downstream at through-
flow velocity.

The entropy waves become more apparent from the expres sion for the entropy of an ideal
gas:

(8)

The entropy waves are related to te mperature by:

yT’ = S’ + (~y—1) P’ (9)

it is through equation (9) that the drifting hot and cold combustion products , or entropy waves,
are accounted for in the rumble model. Temperature changes produced as the entropy waves
strike the exhaust nozzle cause velocity changes which then travel back upstream at sonic speed.

Equations (6) are used throughout the augmentor between any two stations between which
there is no discontinuity. Referring to Figure 1 they are applied between stations (1)- (2) , (3)-(4),
(4)-(5), (6)-(7), (7)-(8) , and (8)-(9). Between station s (1) through (7) and between stations (8)- ’9)
there is little or no heat addition , and so 8~ = 0, = 0, 0 for these sections . The heat addition
terms for the combustion zone , stacions (7)-(8), are discussed in the following section.

Discontinu ities occur at the turbulence screen and at the flameholders , which are modeled
as small incompressible resistive pressure drops of zero length. The continuity and energy
equations are also applied. Referring to Figure 1, the three normalized equations applied between
stations (2)-(3) and again between stations (5)-(6) are :

P - P ~~= R V 1
p~~+ V ~~~~p~~+ V ~ (10)

where -

R - 2  (P, -P ,)
p

11

Definition of the upstream and downstream boundary conditions complete the acoustic
equations. At the upstrea m boundary station (1) mass flowrate is constr~nt , and total temp erature
must eq”.al the total temperature of the incoming air , which is alao constant. The two upstream
boundary conditions at station (1) are: -

W’ p’+ V ’ O V (ii)

The second upstream boundary condition in equations (11) indIcates that entropy waves are
produced by wave reflections at the inlet orifice plate. These drift downstream but are of minor
Importance compared to the entropy waves created in the combustion zone.
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The downstream boundary condition is based upon the short choked nozzle just
downstream of station (9), which requires that the flow parame ter and Mach number at station
(9) be constant. This leads to the conditi on at station (9) that:

= -I’r = .F1~ 
— 

(12)

This completes the system acoustic equation development (except for evaluation of the heat
addition terms in equations (7), which are covered in the following section , “Development of
Combustion Equations ”). These equations describe the response of pressure, velocity, and
density throughout the augmentor to a disturbance in combustion . A list of equations is given in
Appendix B.

(4) O.v.iopm.nt of Combustion Equations

Combustion equations used in the rumble model ar e based upon an extension of empiri cal
steady-state proces ses to the case of time variant flow. A schematic of the steady-state processes
is shown in Figure 6. The following steps occur :

• Particle of air picks up fuel as it crosses the spraybar (Station (4)).

• Particle drifts at through flow velocity to the flameholder (Station (5)).

• Particle is ignited by flameholder wake as it drifts from flameholder (Station
(6)) to beginning of combustion zone (Station (7)), defined as the location
where the bulk fluid temp erature begins to rise sharply.

• Particle drifts and bums from Statio n (7) to Station (8), the end of the
combustion zone , defined as the location where bulk fluid temp erature ceases
its sharp rise .

Experience with modeling the combustion process as a plane heat addition (with all
combustion taking place in zero length) had shown the resulting predict ions of rumble were
sensitive to the axial location chosen for the plan e. Since combustion actually takes place over a
distance of’ 40 to 80 in., it was decided that the axially distribu ted nature of the burning should
be accounted for.

At steady state, pressure is approximately uniform throughout the combustion zone and 
- 

-

temperature rises approximately linearly. The energy equation (third in equations (1)) then
states that the steady-state volumetric heat release rate in the combustion zone is indep endent
of distance.

= 0 = ta t -~~~ = 0 (13dx ‘ d x  cons

It was assumed that for small perturbations the volumetric heat release rate of a burning
partic le of’ fuel-air mixture drifting through the combustion zone could also be taken as
independ ent of distance .
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‘ Consider a stream of fuel-air mixture crossing the flameholder (Stat ion (6)) at steady state.
Numbered subscripts refer to station locations and sections in Figure 1. The rate at which this
fluid stream will re lease heat in the combus tion zone , and which can be considered the
“potential” heat release rate of the stream -at Stat Ion (6), is:

q, v = C~W,T11, (14)

A particle of fuel-air mixture in the stream crossing the flameholder will begin burning after
a time delay ~/V4 which is the time required to drift from Station (6) to (7), while being ignited.
When it begins burning at Station (7) the heat release rate of the particle will be:

q,(t) = q, (t— ~JV4) (15)

At some station , x distance downstream of Station (7), the local heat release rate will
become that of the particle after an addition al time delay x/V,, which is the time required to drift
from Station (7) a distan ce x at mean average velocity V,. Then at a location x in the combustion
zone the heat release rate will be:

q(x ,t) = q, (t—x/V,) (16)

The ideal temperature rise, T1, is a function only of the fuel-air ratio , FA ,, of the particle.
The efficiency, , , is assumed to be a function of the fuel-air ratio and the stability parameter ,

= V,/NP,T-’. The fuel-a ir ratio of the particle was set a time t,IV, earlier when the particle
crossed the spraybar , where ,/V, is the time required to drift from Station (4) to (6) .

Ti = fcn(FA )
= fcn(FA., ~‘) (17)

FAJ t) = FA, (t— ~dV,) -

Because of the large pressure drop in the fuel spraybar injector , changes in fuel flow in
response to augmentor pressure at the spraybar are small compared to changes in airflow .
Consequently, fuel flow can be considered constant , and the fuel-air ratio is determ ined by
changes in airflow only . - 

: -

~ 
_ constant V

(18)

For small perturbations , with the station locations fixed and the time delays taken as
constants, equations (14) through (16), written in terms of the Laplace transform of each
normalized variable, reduce to:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-

. 

+ 4-.~.4 ,’ (19)

(20) 

V
q(x ,S) — ~ e (21)
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These equation s model combustion as though it behaves in a quasi-steady-state manner.j The volumetric heat release rate at any location in the combustion zone will reach the steady-
state value corresponding to instantaneous conditions at the flameholder and at the spraybar
after a series of delays . The delays are the time required to purge the old combustion gases and
refill with new combustion gases traveling at throughflow velocity.

Equation (19) computes the value of heat release rate , q~ , which will occur in the
combustion zone in response to changes in airf iows, W1 and W~ and in stability parameter ,
~~
‘. This heat is not released until after a drift delay from the flameho lders to Station (7), as

defined by equation (20) . The heat is then released and distributed throughout the combustion
zone as defined by equation (21).

Air fiows and the stability parameter are directly computed from velocities , pressures , and
densities obtained from the system acoustic equations.

W~~~~~~V~~ + p~ ~~= V ~~— P ~~— 1.7T~ (22 )
W , = V. + p~ ‘F, = P~— p~

-Efficiency and ideal temperature rise can rapidly follow changes in mainstream fuel-air
ratio . Efficiency is thought to be only able to slowly adjust to changes in stability parameter.
Stability parameter has been shown (Reference 3) to be related to the heat balance between
combustion heat release and heat losses in a flameholder wake . The wake is a volume which must
be purged of old combustion products and refilled with new combustion products before a change
in mainstrea m conditions can affect the wake . The flameholder meta l also acts as a heat reservoir
to stabilize wake temperature. These effects slow the response of wake temperature to changes in
mainstream conditions. While the steady-state value of stability parameter has been shown to
affect flame stabilization behind a flameholder , there are thought to be significant dynamics
which may prevent efficiency from tracking changes in stability parameter at rumble frequencies.
The effect of the wake dynamics would be to reduce the influence of the last term in
equation (19).

Since there was no method currently available for modeling the dynamics of the flameho lder
wake, it was decided to assume they.were sufficiently slow so the influence of stability parameter - 

-

on efficien cy (last term in equation (19)) could be neglected in the frequency range of interest.
This assumption is valid only if the dynamics have the effect of a lag greater than about
20 milliseconds.

The modeling of transient fuel-air ratio just described is applicable if the fuel completely
vaporizes within a very short distance after being injected. The resulting vap or would then be
able to follow rapid changes in air velocity. The fuel-air ratio of a particle would then be set by
airflow at the spraybar. If the injected fuel persists as large liquid droplets , which cannot be as
easily accelerated by rapid changes in air velocity, a steady stream of fuel would occur at the
flameho lder. Fuel-air ratio of a particle would then be set by airflow at the flameholder. The first
method introduces the drift delay, LI V,, in equation (19). The second method eliminates the
delay. Better tracking of test data was obtained by eliminating the delay . The true process
involves both the rapid acceleration to air velocity of the portion of fuel which vap orizes and the
more sluggish response of liquid droplets . This is an area identified as requiring a more thorough
investigation to be able to account for the vaporization characteristics of the fuel and the
injection process.
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r ~ Equation (21) is used to evaluate the integrals in equations (7) and complete the description
of the combustion zone. V

—Es - — E s
1 4 \  M I  C(1+M) ~~= q l - ~~~) (~y— l )  —

~~~~ 

[ e —e

—

1 4 \  M I  CM U-M ) 18, = q ~ ~~
- ) ~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~ L i—e J (23)

— Is
- CM

9, = q ; %~~
.
~~- )  ( r — l ) -~~j e  - -

Mean steady-state values of temp erature and velocity in the combustion zone are selected
so that overall sonic trav el time and throughflow drift time through the zone will be correct. With
the gradients in the combustion zone defined by equation (13), the mean temp erature and mean
velocity in the zone are:

1, — I ’  ~ 1./ 1, — i  1’ V — V  
(11/ 14 — i )  

4— ~ L 2( V’ 1. / 14 — 1) -‘ ‘ 
$ — 

In (1. / 14) 
(2

Where ‘I’,, 1’,, V, refer to steady-state temp eratures and velocity in sections (4) and (6) of
Figure 1.

Equation (19) requires that the terms
- 

25l aFA ( )

and

(26) 
V

,~ aFA

be defined . The first term is defined by the steady-state operating point on the ideal temp erature
• rise curve, Figure 4. The second term is defined by the steady-state operating point on the

efficiency curve, Figure 3.

This completes the system combustion equation development. These equations describe the
- response of combustion heat release throughout the combustion zone to disturbances in velocity

and density at the spraybar s and flameholders. A complete list of the equations is given in
Appendix B. In the list, q , has been renamed q’,,  where It appears in equation (20) and q 0,,~ where
It appears in equation (19). The reason for this change is discussed in the following section,
“Solution Technique.”
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(5) SolutIon Tschnlqu•

The equations in Appendix B are the Laplace transformed versions of the time-dep endent
equations describing the augmentor. By setting q’~ = q’out, which is the actual case, these
equations would form a set of homogeneous equations whose determinant is the characteristic
function (CF) of the system. If some small arbitrary disturbance were to be introduced into the
system , and then re moved, the set of equations could be solved for the time response of the
system. The time response would contain terms of the form:

Vt sin wt

where r and w are the real and imaginary parts of a zero of the characteristic function. If r is
positive , the time response is an oscillation of circular frequency w with a growing amplitude ,
indicating an unstable system. If r is negative , the oscillation dies out with time , and the system
returns to its original state.

To solve for the time solution would require the identification of every zero of the CF , which
is an involved process. An alternate technique , and the one adopted for the rumble model , is to
simply determine whether there are any zero ’s of the CF with a positive real part without actually
solving for the zero ’s. To do this , the following ratio , called the “open loop transfer function ” :

q ’~~ — N(S)
q’

~~ 
— 

D(S)

is formed from the set of system equations in Appendix B, using Cramer’s ru le. Then since q , ,  =

q~015, it follows that:

q’0~1 — 
N(S) 

— ~ + 
CF(S) (27)

q’~ 
— 

D(S) 
— 

D(S)

At a zero of CF (S), the open loop transfer function ~~~~~~ will become one. If a zero of CF (S)
is encircled , while avoiding encirclement of a zero of D(S), a polar plot of the open loop transfe i~
function will encircle the point one. By encircling the entire right hi*lf of the “5” plane , and
watching for encirc lement a of one by q’~,,~/q’~ , it is determined whether there are any zero ’s of
CF(S) with a positive real part . In practice, an amplitude and phase plot is used rather than a
polar plot . As a by-product of the technique , the frequency response of every variable in the
system to a sinusoidal variation in combustion heat release , q~ n, is obtained , which is useful in
examining the model.

A physical interpretation of the solution technique can be gained by reference to Figure 7.
A sinusoidal disturbance oscillation in combustion heat release , q’~ , produces an oscillation in
pressure , velocity, and density throughout the augmentor , which , in turn , produces an oscillation
in combustion heat release , q’~~1. If the “feedback” heat release is in phase with the disturbance ,
and has greater amplitude , the system will be unstable .

A typical open loop transfer function is plotted in Figure 8 which indicates an instability at
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c. Exp.rlm.nt.I lnvsstlgatlon

(1) Tact Apparatus

The study experiments were conducted in a (boiler plate) combustion system in which the
pre ssures , temperatu res , gas flows and flame instability in an augmentor were simulated. The
circular cross-section rig was designed and built under an indep endent Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
research program. The simulator was designed so that various configuration changes including
flameholders , spraybar s, and distances between reflective points could be easily made for
diagnostic evaluation.

A drawing of the test rig is shown in Figure 9. The rig is made up of an inlet reflective orifice
plate , an inlet case , a fuel injection case , a combustion case, a transition flange, and a variable
area exhaust nozzle.

The orifice plate (Figure 10) which provides the upstream reflective point , is located
82.9 in. from the primary flameholder and represents the duct fan exit location. The orifice plate
was modified after the first test series from a single hole to a 16-hole plate to provide better flow
distribution .

The inlet case is 39.9 in. long with a 12 in. diameter. Its primary function is to permit a fan
duct simulation length variation by inserting the orifice/reflective plate at its inlet or its exit. The
inlet case is shown in F igure 11.

The uncooled fuel injection section (Figure 12) is 39.4 in. long and has two injection planes
which can be fitted with either three liquid fuel or three gaseous fuel spraybars . Typical liquid V

and gaseou s spraybar s are shown in Figure 13. The prima ry and seconda ry injection planes are
located 8 and 40 in., resp ectively, upstream of the primary flameholder location . The zone 1
spraybar is located on the rig centerline. The zone 2 and zone 3 spraybars are located 2.8 in.
outboard of the centerline. The location and the spray direction of the liquid fuel zones are shown
in Figure 14. The injection direction for each of the gaseous fuel zones was the same as for the
liquid fuel zones.

The combustion section (Figure 15) is a water-cooled duct 12 in. in diameter and 76.6 in.
long with primary and secondary flameholder locations . The pri mary flameholder locatk~n is
79.5 in. from the nozzle exit plane , and the secondary location is 47.5 in. from the nozzle exit
plane. Either flameho lder position can be fitted with three 1.2 or 1.8 in. wide V-gutter
flameholders which provide 35 and 52% blockage at the flameholder plane , respectively. The
centerline of the three flameholder zones are aligned with the centerline of the respective fuel
spraybar zones. The various flameholder configurations are shown in Figure 16.

The water-cooled transition flange, Figure 17, changes the rig flowpath from circular to
rectangular to match the variab le area nozzle. The exhaust nozzle assembly is designed to permit
continuous variation of exit area over a wide ra nge of choked operating conditions. The nozzle
assembly consists of two remotely actuated cylindrical water-cooled rods , 41/2 in. diameter on one
end and 1¾ In. diameter on the other, plus two semicyhnd rical sidewall plugs and two flat plate
sidewall .. Moving the rods in and out of the duct , with and without the sidewall plugs, results in
a geometric area change ranging from 16.1 to 112.9 in’. Figure 18 shows the possible geometric
area extremes . The rods have been provided with total pressure ports on the upstream side and
static presmire taps on the sides at the rods , so that at any rod position there is a minimum of five
total pressure and four static pressure pickup s per rod in the duct . As shown in Figure 19, each
rod is dr iven indep endently by a linear actuator powered by a 24-volt dc motor .
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(2) lnstrum•ntatlon V 
-

The instrumentation as given in Table 1 was used to monitor the following test parameters:

• Airflow
• Fuel flow
• Rig inlet total pressure and temperature
• Combustor inlet total pressure and temperature
• Combustor exit total pressure
• Combustor pressure oscillations
• Fuel temperature, fiowrate , and pressure
• Velocity changes in duct
• Temperature changes in combustor
• Pilot burner oxygen and acetylene flowrates
• Flameholder sk in temperature .

Most of the data were recorded by an automatic data recording system and reduced through
the use of the IBM 370-168 computer system .

The special test items unique to this program are discussed in the following paragra phs.

The combuator ~ ta instrumented with six high-response Kistler Model 606A pressure
transducers, Figure 20, to determine both the frequency and the type of wave occurring during
combustion instability . The axial and angular locations for each of the Kistler s are shown in
Figure 9. The phase relationship and relative amplitude of the oscillations sensed by the
transducers located at intervals down the rig provided the necessary information to identify the
wave pattern and amplitude gains during rumble operation.

An oxy-acetylene pilot torch was mounted in the recirculation zone of the center
flameho lder. This torch provided continuous ignition and simulated piloting by wake-heat
addition .

The center flame holder position , zone 1, was instrumented with two skin thermocouples.
They were attached to tho upstream side of the V-gutter on the 1.8 x 1.2, 1.2 X 1.2 , and 1.2 x
0.6 flameholder configurations. A typical thermocouple location is shown in Figure 2 1.

Two 4-in , diameter vycor glass viewing ports were located 180 deg apart at the trailing edge
of the primary flameholder so that high-speed color motion pictures could be made during steady-
state and rumble operation to provide comparative data on flow dynamics and combustion. Two
air-cooled ionization probes (see the rig layout , Figure 9) are used to determine gas temperature
increase or decrease. The tempera ture changes are correlated with velocity change detected by a
stra in gage attached to a target probe upstream of the flameholders . The correlation between
local temperature and velocity changes provide additional data on the rumble mechanism.

(3) T.st Prog ram - -

Seven series of diagnostic tests were originally planned. The purpose of these tests, as shown
in Figure 22, was to isolate or determine the mechanism (s) of rumble. Test Series I was designed
to determine the rumble characteristics of the test rig and served as a baseline for the program.
The balance of the test program was planned to be spent investigating the effects of (1) fuel
vaporization, (2) duct length , (3) turbulent level upstream of the flameholders , (4) fuel injectio n
system stiffness , (5) heat addition on the recirculation zone , and (6) combustion efficiency
oscillations on the augmentor system stability . After completion of the first test series , the test
program was modified . The revised test program , as shown in Figure 23, was a composite program
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combining the test requiremei~ts of both the Lo-Frequency Augmentor Instability study and the
companion Flameholder Combustion Instability contract (F33615-76-C -2023) into a single test
program to cost-effectively gather the most data . The test matrix was not significantly changed
from the original program, i.e., most of the original items to be investigated were still included.

TABLE 1.. LO-FREQUENCY AUGMENTOR INSTABILITY STUDY RIG INSTRUMENTATION DE-
SCRIPTION

Item Location Sensor Indication
1. Orifice-Pressure Upstream of Test Rig Two Total Pressure Probes Two 150-psi Gages for Control Room

Monitoring

Two Static Pressure Taps Automatic Data Recording System
(upstream)

Two Static Pressure Taps
(downstream)

2. Orifice-Temperature Upstream of Test Rig Two Total Temperature V Direct Reading Potentiometer for Con -
Probes - trol Room Monitoring . Automatic Data

- - Recording.

3. Inlet Total Pressure Fuel Inj .ctlen Case Two Total Pressure Probà Automatic Data Recording System

4. Inlet Static Pressure Fuel Injection Case One Static Pressure Probe Automatic Data Recording System

Two Wall Static Pressure
Taps -

5. Inlet Total Tern. Fuel Injection Case Chromel-Alumel Thermo- - Direct Reading Potentiometer for Con-
perature couple. (two locations) - trol Room Monitoring. Automatic Data

Recording .

6. Combuator Exit— Total Exhaust Nozzle Plane Eight Total Pressure Ports Two 60.psi Gages for Control Room
Pressure Located in Water.Cooled Ex- Monitoring. Automatic Data Record-

hauat Nozzle Rods (four in lug.
each rod ) - -

Combuetor Exit— Static Combustor Case Four Wall Static Pressure -

Pressure Taps Automatic Data Recording System

7. Combuatar Pzss.ure Os. Inlet Case, Fuel lijec. Sii High Response Dynamic Oscillograph for Control Room Monitor-
cillstiois don Section and Corn - Pressure Sensor. ing. !?sl tape recorded . V

buster Section . -

5. Fuel Floweste Fuel Supply Line (each Turbine Flowmeter Electronic Counter for Control Room
zone) Monitoring. Automatic Data Record-

ing.

9. Fuel Temperature (1) Fuel Line Near Thermocouple - Direct-Reading Potentiometer
Fleermeter Sw Control Room Monitoring. Auto-

(2) Fuel Line Near matic Data Recording.
Test Sector

10. Fuel Pressure Fusi Line Near Tust Pressure Transducer Two S0O-psi Gages for Control Room
- R15 (each zone) .Mcnltorlng. Automatic Data Record-

ins.

11. VelocIty Cbaages Fuel Injection Case —7 StraIn Gage — Target Probe Oscillograph for Control Room Monitor.
~ Up.s,uam of P u -  Ing. FM tape recorded.
m~~~ FucI on
Finns

12. Tssps,ssaue Cosbuasor C~~ — 14 One Ionization Probe Oscillograph for Control Room Monitor.
Chengus nad ss Is. From lag. PM tape recorded.

Nusils lilt Pine
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Water Inl et
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Kist ler Model 606A
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0.062-In. Diameter Passage
FD &3612A

Figure 20. Kistler Model 6064 Installed in Water Cooled Adapter
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The only item deleted was the effect ci’ fuel injection system stiffness because (1) a concensus of
the investigators believed its impact on the program was minimal and (2) more test time could
be allocated to the other suspected mechanisms. Most of the test progra m changes were reflected
in the test operating conditions. In the original test matrix, bands of pressures, temperatures,
duct Mach numbers and fuel-air ratios were given. The Series I test results, however , specifically
defined the test conditions of interest within the capabilities of the system. The resultant test
conditions are shown in Table 2. The revised program was approved by the Air Force project
engineer.

TABLE 2. REVISED TEST CONDITIONS

Inlet Inlet Equwalence Duct
Test Pressure Temperature Rotlo Mach
No. (p am) (°F) Number
A 10 200 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.068
B 10 200 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.155
C 10 400 • 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.068
D 10 400 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0 155
E 15 400 * 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0 088
F 15 400 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0 155
G 15 400 05, 1.0, 1.5 0 238

‘Run 2 or 3 torch flowrate variation, at the completion of the iso.
kinetic and wake FA data acquisition.

(4) Exp .rlmintal Program Probl ms

(a) Sin.. I T itlng

The primary purpose ci’ the Series I testing was to determine the rumble characteristics of
the test rig, which would serve as a baseline for the Series II test program. A secondary purpose
of the Series I testing was to evaluate the test rig hardware and instrum entation , which for the
most part had not undergone previous testing.

The overall test rig condition after Series I testing was very good. No major damage was
incurred. The target probis, ionization probes, and a total pressure probe, however , were
damaged during the course of the testing. The damaged probes were repaired with slight
modifications incorporated to improve durability. The upstream orifice , which had been installed
to provide a known reflective location, was sending a jet of airflow throughout the burner system
at the high airf low rates (10 to 13 Ibm/eec). This jet was app arently not attached to any wall
surface for the entire length of the burner system. To remedy the problem , the orifice plate was
reworked by plugging the large single hole and remachining to include 16 smaller holes to
maintain the same total open area. Since combustion efficiency could not be determined from the
data with an unchoked nozzle, the sidewall plugs discussed earlier (Figure 18) were installed in
the nozzle before Series II testing to ensure that choked flow could be maintained and combustion
efficiency determined over the full range of operating conditions.

V 
(b) S r ~u II T..Ung

Some minor problems were also encountered during the Series II testing. The test facility
ejector system was not operating at its specified efficiency and would have required major repairs
to correct the deficiencies . Since combustion efficiency measurements were desired, choked flow
at the exhaust nozzle was required. To maintain choked flow the lowest rig pressure was limited
to appycalmately 14 psI. and the rig duct Macb number to 0.12 compared to a planned rig
pressure of 10 psI. and duct Macb number of 0.155, It was determined that these revised
conditions would provide th. required Input for the model, and the test program was modified
acco.dIngly~
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- t
Upon completion of~

V the test program it was determined that the target probe, which had
been modified at the conclusion of the Series I testing, was often vibrating at frequencies betwee n
200 and 600 Hz when the airflow dynamic pressure measurements were 55 Hz. It was also

V determined that the ionization probes were occasionally grounded due to dampness that resulted
in a 60 Hz, high gain signal. Because the test program had been completed when these two
discrepancies were determined and the elimination of these two pieces of instrumentation would
have only a minor impact on the model input , the data was disregarded. It was felt that
disregarding all data would be more prudent than to draw conclusions from data that may or may
not be correct

The final problem area of the Series II testing involved the zone 3 spraybar. After the
completion of the testing with the turbulence screens it was determined that the spraybar had
been partially plugged with Teflon ta pe that had been used to seal the fuel system fittings . The
tape was removed and the spraybar recalibrated prior to resuming the test program , but the data
from the previous test sequence involving zone 3 full flow was disregarded. This problem also had
a minor impact on the model input.

(5) Data Analysis

During rumble, pressure amplitudes were recorded as a function of time. Typical
amplitudes prior to blowout are shown in Figure 24. It is apparent in this figu re that there may
be more than one frequency present and that the amplitude of the higher frequency component
varies with time.

These frequency and amplitude shifts make it difficult to determine the phase and
amplitude relationships between the various Kistler probes. To overcome this problem, all the
pressure amplitude data recorded on magnetic tape in the Series II testing was electronically
proces sed in transfer function form . A transfer function is expressed as the amp litude ratio and
phase difference between two pressures as a function of frequency . The flameholder Kistler probe
was selected as the base for comparison.

Figure 25 shows a typical transfer function . The data used to define this figure was averaged
over a 16-sec time interval . For the example data point , rumble occurs in two distinct frequency
bands ~ 10 Hz wide, centered at 45 and 00 Hz. Any amplitudes which were less than 5% of the
average pressure amplitude were deleted . Transfer function results are summarized in Appendix
A.

(6) Ezp es ’lm.ntal A s u ltu

(a) Saniss I Tests

Experimental rig tests were conducted in two phaseè. The first test phase was designed to
map the test rig’s rumble characteristics and to determine the test rig’s structural integrity.

Approximately 100 different combinations of inlet pressure, temperature, airflow , fuel-air
rat io, choked and unchoked nozzles were investigated in the first test phase for two different
flameholder blockages. Fuel distribution and exhaust nozzle conditions were found to have a
significant effect on rumble amplitudes and blowout characteristics.

Fuel distribution is shown in Figure 26 to effect both rumble amplitude and blowout fuel-
air ratio. The lowest pressure amplitudes and the widest blowout limits are obtained with
uniform fuel distribution. It should also be noted that fuel distribution only affects stability at
high fuel-air ratios. This ii significant because rumble In turbofan engines occurs at high fuel-air
ratios and serves to ensure confidence that data from the test rig is representative of engine data.

j i  
_ _  
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4,

The only item deleted was the effect of fuel injection system stiffness because (1) a concensus of
the investigators believed its impact on the program was minimal and (2) more test time could
be allocated to the other suspected mechanisms . Most of the test program changes were reflected
in the test operating conditions. In the original test matri x, bands of pressures , temp eratures ,
duct Mach numbers and fuel-air ratios were given. The Series I test results , however , specifically
defined the teat conditions of interest within the capabilities of the system. The resultant test
conditions are shown in Table 2. The revised progra m was approved by the Air Force proj ect
engineer.

TABLE 2. REVISED TEST CONDITIONS

Inlet Inlet Eqwualence Duct
Test Pr essure Temperature Ratio Mach
No. (pain) ( ‘F) Number

A 10 200 • 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.088
B 10 200 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.155
C 10 400 * 0.5, 1.0 , 1.5 0.088
D 10 400 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.155

15 400 * 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.088
F 15 400 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.155
C 15 400 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.238

Run 2 or 3 torch flowrate variations at the completion of the iso.
kinetic and wake FA data acquisition .

(4) Exp.rlm.ntal Program Problems

(a) S.d.. I Testing

The primary purpose of the Series I testing was to determine the rumble characteristics of
the test rig, which would serve as a baseline for the Series II test program. A secondary purpose
of the Series I testing was to evaluate the test rig hardware and instrumentation , which for the
most part had not undergone previous testing.

The overall test rig condition after Series I testing was very good. No major damage was
incurred. The target probes , ionization probes , and a total pressure probe , bowever , were
damaged during the course of the testing. The damaged probes were repaired with slight
modifications incorporated to improve durability. The upstream orifice , which had been installed
to provide a known reflective location , was sending a jet of airflow throughout the burner system
at the high airflow rates (10 to 13 Ibm/eec). This jet was app arently not attached to any wall V

surface for the entire length of the burner system. To remedy the problem , the orifice plate was
reworked by plugging the large single hole and remachining to include 16 smaller holes to
maintain the same total open area . Since combustion efficiency could not be determined from the
data with an unchoked nozzle, the sidewall plugs discussed earlier (Figure 18) were installed in
the nozzle before Series II testing to ensure that choked flow could be maintained and combustion
efficiency determined over the full range of operating conditions.

(b) S.d.. II Testing

Some minor probleme were also encountered during the Series II testing. The test facility
ejector system was not operating at its specified efficiency and would have required major repairs
to correct the deficiencies. Since combustion efficiency measurements were desired, choked flow
at the exhaust nozzle was required. To maintain choked flow the lowest rig pressure was limited
to a~~~ aImately 14 psi. and the rig duct Mach number to 0.12 compared t o a  planned rig
pressure of 10 psI. and duct Mach number of 0.156. It was determined that these revised

- - conditions would provids the required input for the model, and the test program was modified
accordingly.
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Figure 24. Typical Rumble Induced Blowout O.Gruph Traces (W% Flameholder Blockage)
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The effect of nozzle corid~tions on stability was evaluated by two distinct methods. For both
methods, combustion was initiated with an unchoked nozzle and then the nozzle was choked. In
the first method, the nozzle area was closed holdin g a constant fuel-air ratio and nozzle discharge
pressure. In the second method , nozzle discharge pressure was reduced at a constant nozzle area
and fuel-air ratio. Both methods resulted in ri g blowout. These results cannot be explained with
the classical blowout parameter, V/NP’P-’, since the first procedure caused the blowout
parameter to decrease while the second procedure caused the blowout parameter to increase.

(b) Series II Testing

The second series of rig tests were designed to identify or isolate the effect of airflow
dynamics, fuel vaporization , flameholder wake recirculation energy , turbulence upstream of the
flameholder and combustion efficiency on rumble . These isolation tests were conducted with the
fuel distribution , shown in Figure 27, to provide large rumble amplitudes , which are greater than
the background noise, the fue l distribution was purpo sely made very nonuniform. A tabulation of
all of the reduced data and pressure amplitude plots are contained in Appendix A. One of the
basic objectives of the experimental program was to isolate the mechanisms causing rumble . In
the following paragraphs the experimental results will be discussed for the base line test
configuration and as they apply to each of the rumble mechanisms evaluated.
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Figure 27. ,1P4 Fuel Air Distribution Used to Isolate Rumble
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1 Baseline Test Rig Configuration

The baseline rig configuration used to isolate the rumble mechanisms is as follows:

• Choked inlet orifice to flamehol der distance — 83 in.
• Spraybar to flameholder distance — 8 in.
C flameho lder to nozzle distance — 80 in.

The instability pressure amplitudes recorded during the baseline configuration testing are
shown in Figure 28 to be primarily a function of fuel-air ratio and to a lesser extent a function of
the blowout parameter. The trends depicted in this figure are representative of most of the
configurations tested. The baseline rumble frequencies encountered ranged between 50 and
70 Hz.

2 Airflow Dynamics

The system airflow dynamics are dependent on pressure waves which are reflected between
an upstream and downstream boundary which in turn cause a change in the combustion process .
This change in combustion process generates pressure waves which can sustain an oscillation.
The oscillations may be initiated by any disturbance and can contin ue to grow in amplitude until
auginentor blowout or engine stall occurs . In an engine system the choked exhaust nozzle provides
the downstream reflecting surface while the upstream surface may be either the flameholder or
possibly the fan.

In the test rig the possibility of airflow dynamics being a rumble contributor was
investigated by changing the location of the upstream reflecting surface of the combustion
system . This provided data for different duct lengths and was accomplished by removing a
section of ducting between the upstream choked orifice and the fuel spraybars. The theo ry behind
this test sequence was if the frequency of rum ble increased in proportion to the decreased duct
length , t hen system stability is affected by airflow dynamics. The results of the test ing as shown
in Figure 29 indicate that the rumble amplitu de was Bign ificantly reduced with a shorter duct. An
examination of the test data as shown in Appendix A, shows that frequencies of ~ 8O Hz were
observed with the shorter duct compared to ~60 Hz with the baseline configuration . Since the
resu lting frequency, f, is inversely proportional to the duct lengths , i.e.,

g. L,0~1 — ,~ 
83,, + 83,,

111wrt = ~~~~ X — w riz X — ‘~~‘ riZ -
- ~ -4hor t ‘

It is concluded that airflow dynamics are indeed a contributor to sustaining rumble and
must be considered a rumble mechanism.

3 Fuel Vaporization

As described in the report (Reference 1) on the companion contract , F33615-76-C-2023, poor
fuel vaporizatio n has the effect of increasing the flameholder wake mixture ratio above the
freestream value. Consequently, it is possible to have a stoichiometric mixture in the flameholder
wake and a leaner condition in the freestream. Under these conditions, further increases in fuel
flow creates an overly rich flameholder wake , reducing wake efficiency . This decrease in wake
efficiency lowers the overall combustion efficiency. With a stiff fuel system , any change in airflow
will change the fuel distribution of the wake and freestrea m affecting combustion efficiency. This
coupling between airflow dynamics and the combustion process can result in an instability .

~
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This mechanism was evaluated experimentally by testing with gaseous fuel having nearly
the same heating valve and flamespreading rate as liquid fuel and by comparing the results. If

L rumble occurs at a higher fuel-air ratio with the gaseous fuel than with the liquid fuel , fuel
vaporization can be a rumble contributor in that it affects the fuel-air distribution at the
flameholder wake. The test results , Figure 30, show that both JP4 and gaseous methane will cause
high amplitude rumble oscillations in the experimental test rig for equivalence ratios between 0.9
and 1.2. Both fuels have similar flamespreadin g rates and heating values. From this data it is
noted that the rich blowout limit for JP4 fuel and the lean limit for methane are contained in this
equivalence ratio range . On the surface it appears that vaporization has a significant effect on
rumble . However , these results are somewhat clouded because of possible difference s between the
JP4 and methane fuel distributions.

A second technique was used to identify vaporization effects . For these tests, the spraybar
was moved 40 in. upstream from the original location. The test provided an additional 0.02 to 0.05
see for droplet vaporization to occur. Theoreticall y this should improve stability. However , the
test results shown in Figure 31 did not confirm this. Apparently, fuel distribution , which is nearly
impossible to control experimentally, effected the results of this testing.

Although we were not entirely successful in isolating the effect of fuel vap orization as a
rumble mechanism , we were able to show that the effect of fuel distr ibution on the fuel-air ratio
in the flameholder wake is a very important considerati on in the stability of the augmentor
system and may in fact be the overriding consideration in determining augmentor stability.

4 Turbulence

The intensity of turbulence generated upstream of the spraybar and flameholde r by engine
parts can affect the flameholding capability of the flameholders . The mechanism through which
turbulence affects augmentor stability involves the rate of addition of unburned fuel-a ir mixture
to the flameholder recirculation region or specifically, the residence time of a particle in the
flameho lder wake. Too much mainstream turbulenc e can reduce the wake efficiency or exting uish
the wake flame entirely. This reduction in efficiency could generate a combustion heat release
perturbation which could interact dynamically with the augmen tor-fan duct system to reduce the
stability limits of the system. On the other hand these turbulenc e generators are also a pressure
loss source. This pressure ~oas tends to impede changes in airflow and therefore can provide a
stiffness in the system which can affect airflow dynamics.

The effect of turbulence on stability was evaluated by placing screens in the duct upstream
of the flameholder and spraybar. Tests were run with a 2 and 5% pressure loss screen. After these
tests were completed, the zone 3 fuel spraybar pintles were found to be plugged with Teflon tape
as discussed in the problems section of the report. Reviewing the data it was concluded that the
plugging occurred after data point 58 and that data recorded after that point could not be used.
The data which was judged valid is presented in Figure 32 along with similar data from the
baseline configuration. From this data it is concluded that the screens improve the system
stability at low values of blowout parameter but have little effect on stability at higher values of
blowout parameter.
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5. Combustion Eff iciency Oscillations

In the low inlet pressure, low inlet temp erature portion of the engine operating envelope
where rumble is encountered , the flameho lders are operating close to the blowout limit. At this
condition , relatively small perturbations in pressure and velocity can cause drastic changes in
combustion efficiency. If , for examp le, the velocity at the fiameholder were to increase a small
amount, the combustion efficiency would drop resulting in a substantial reduction in local gas
temperature. This cold pulse flows down the augmentor at freestream velocity . When this colder ,
high density pulse reaches the nozzle exit plane , a decrease in velocity occurs. This lower velocity
is felt at the flameholder some short time later. In turn , the reduced flameholder velocity
increases the combustion efficiency , creating a hot pulse. When this hot pulse reaches the nozzle
exit plane the velocity is increased. Upon reaching the flameho lder this increased velocity
continues the cycle.

This mechanism was investigated by reducin g the flameholder to exhaust nozzle distance
while maintaining a constant distance between spraybar and flameholder. The theory behind this
test was that if the frequency of rumble increased the prop er amount with decreased combustion
distance , the oscillations would be caused by variations in combustion efficiency.

The data from this test was judged to be too questionable to draw any conclusions. When
rumble occurred it was so severe that the flame was driven upstream of the flameholders . During
some of the testing, flame was observed in the view port cavity which was 26 in. upstream of the
flameholders . The remaining data points of lower rumble amplitude were too few in number (4
points) and had such a frequency scatter that no conclusion s were drawn for fear of drawing
erroneous conclusions.

6. F lameholder Wake Recirculat ion Energy and Flameholder Geometry

These mechanisms were evaluated experimentally as they relate to the flameholder
combustion stability process, and are discussed in detail in the report (Reference 1) for that
program.

d. Modification of Modof 
-

The rumble math model underwent continued refinement as test results from toe rig
became available . Descriptions of various processes in the modeL were examined for physical and
for influence upon the ability of the model to track test data. V

(1) ComparIson With Exp.rf rn.ntai Data 
-

Rig test results generally showed a rising rumble amplitude as fuel-air ra tio was increased
above stokhomet ric, reference Figure 33. Model predictions displayed a rapid move ment from
the stable to the unstable operating region as fuel-air ratio was increased , reference Figure 34.
The model also predicted a rapid movement into the unstable region as fuel-air ratio was lowered
to lean values. This trend was sometimes observed in the test data , but usually lean blowout
occurred without appreciable rumble amplitude. It was felt tha t the model was too sensitive to
fuel-air ratio and Mach number. However , a mapping of stable and unstable operating regions,
as predicted by the model , gave fair agreement with test results from two different flameholders ,
reference Figure 35. The Phase I model incorporated the effect of fuel-air ratio by calculating the V

slopes of the augmentor efficiency from Reference 2 and ideal temperature rise curves. It
indicated that good fuel-air ratio management was necessary to control rumble .
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Configuration

u..—80 in. 
~
8 ln.H 75

Flameholder Width 1.8 in.
Flameho lder Depth 1.2 In.

- 
Fuel Type JP4

NPT 17 8.2 x

a T= 2 0 0 °FC

/ NPT1.7 - 4 . 5 x 1~~ 
-

1: 

_ _  _ _  

/

~~~~~
/ .T

~~~4oo0F

,rO~5et of Rumble

Rumble RegIon \. ~t ~ / I I 
________

__ 
p — a p — —

0 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08
stable Fuel-Ak Rat io ~

Figure 34. Predicted Onset of Rumble for Experimental Test Rig
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Figure 36. Companion of Model Prediction With R~g Data
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V The model also indicated that , in addition to fuel-air ratio management , rumble could be
controlled by damping oscillations in airflow in the spraybar-to .flameho lder region . A change in
airflow causes a change in fuel-air ratio at the spraybar and changes the amount of mixture
entering the combustion zone. Airflow was predicted to respond with a high amp l~~~V 

~e gain to
oscillations in combustion heat release at frequencies near the resonant frequencies - ~e rig. The
predicted frequency response of airflow at the spraybar to combustion heat release , Figure 36, for
the baseline rig configuration (Test Point 1 & 2) shows these typical high gains.

Damping of oscillations in the air column was simulated in the rig by inserting a low-
pressure drop (5% M’/P at .2M ) turbulence screen 40 in. upstream of the flameholder. The model
predicted that the screen would considerably dampen airfl ow amplitude (compare Figure 37 with
36), thereby providing a strong stabilizing trend. There was no dramatic reduction in rumble
amplitudes, although several tests showed some reduction. This indicated that a source of
damping was being neglected. Such a source was identified as the temperature gradient in the
combustion zone. The gradient was neglected in the wave equations , used to described
longitudinal vibration of the air column in the augmentor. An estimate of the influence of the
gradient on airflow dynamics was made by modeling the gradient as two step changes, one at the
beginning, and the other at the end of the combustion zone. After the modification -the model
accou nted for the fact that the test rig had occasionally rumbled at 25 Hz , a frequency which the
model had not previously predicted. Also, a resonance observed at 70 Hz was not predicted to be
lower in amplitude at a fuel-air ratio of 0.10 and higher in amplitude at a fuel-air ratio of 0.06.
This indicated that there was sufficient modification of predicted airflow dynamics to verify
accounting for the temperature gradient. Stability predictions for the rig with a long duct (Test
Point 3) and with a short duct (Test Point 11), using the temperature gradient , are shown in -

Figure 38 and Figure 39. The strong stabilizing trend of shortening the duct length that was
observed in rig data was predicted by the model as a reduction in amp litude ratio of the open.loop -

transfer function for the short duct. The reduction was caused by a predicted reduction in airflow
amplitude at the spraybar .

-There were two additional processes described in the model ’ which were found to have a
major influence on predictions. Both processes are actually highly complex and could only be
modeled by greatly simplif ~’ing the actual process. The first involved describing how the heat
output of the burning gas was distributed throughout the combustion zone . The second was the
effect of oscillations in pressure , velocity and density on combustion heat output.

The heat output was originally treated as a plane of heat addition . Exercising of the model
indicated that predictions were strongly influenced by the axial location of this heat additi on
plane. The process was then modeled as a function of axial location and time . This technique is
consistent since the combustion at a station in the rig cannot be affected by changes in conditions
at the flameholders until a particle of burning gas has had time to drift at throu gh-flow velocity
from the flameholder to the station . Preliminary waveforms predicted down the length of the rig 

-

are shown in Figures 40 through 43 for a typical rumble frequency of 53 Hz. Velocity amplitudes
near the flameholder s were predicted to be high compared to -pressure or density amplitudes.
However , near the exhaust nozzle density and temperature , amp litudes become high as was
expected.

The second process description found to have an influence on model predictions was that of
compu ting the effect of oscillations in pressure , velocity and density en combust ion heat output.
The simplest description available was incorporated. This description assumes that augmentor
efficiency and ideal temperature rise transiently obey steady-state curves. In deciding whether
this description could account for various spraybar and flameholder designs , it was realized that
there were dynamics in this region which the model did not recognize.
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The dynamics involve :

• Drift delay of fuel from the spraybar to the flameholder , which is affected by
spraybar-to- flameho lder spacing

• The difference in acceleration of liquid fue l vs vapor fuel in calculating
transient fuel-air ratio

• Response lag of wake temperature (behind the flameholder) to changes in
approach conditions, which may be affected by fiameholder design.

These are fairly complex dynamics for which transient models do not exist . For that reason
the influence that these dynamics would have on model predictions during Phase I. The work
completed in Reference 1 lead to a method for evaluating the significance of these dynamics and
was incorporated into the model during Phase II.

In the Phase I studies , it became evident that fuel-air ratio disturbances exerted a
predominant influence on the combustion rate. The phasing between the acoustic and
combustion models was correct at the rumble frequency to be the driving mechanism. The beta
correlation in Reference 2, from which the combustion model was developed, predicted that there
was sufficient gain from this effect for an instability to develop at the fuel-air ratio where
efficiency started to decline. The beta correlation , however, was biased toward premixed gas-air
mixtures and would not predict a declining efficiency until fuel-air ratio was greater than
stoichiomet ric (approximately 0.067). That was not characteristic of an augmentor in which it is
typical for efficiency to start to decline at a fuel-air ratio of about 0.04. It was concluded that the
“beta ” correlation was inaccurate and needed to be replaced.

2. PHASE II— MODEL REFINEMENT AND EXTENSION

a. Background

In Phase II, an analytical effort was conducted in which the rumble model developed in
Phase I for a V-gutter augmentor rig was adapted to a self-contained computer program and
extended to account for a turbofan engine geometry and for the different combustion
characteristics of the fan and core streams . The combustion characteristics were refined by an
indep endent augmentor combustion model developed under the Flameho lder Combustion
Instability Study contract (Reference 1).

The rumble model was used to make stabilit y predictions for the Full-Scale Engine
Research (FSER) program turbofan engine with a conventional augmentor operating subsonical-
ly at high altitude. Additional predictions were made for the FSER operati ng conditions in which
flameholder geometry, duct pressure loss and flameholder wake temperature were varied. Several
configurations were chosen to be tested . The augmentor hardware was designed and fabricated
during this phase to provide these configurations to substan tiate the model during Phase Ill.

The rumble model was extended to include the system characteristics of the newer “Vorbix ”
and “Full-Swirl ” Augmento r concept s.

b. Fully Comput.dz. Mod•l

At the end of Phase I, the model was composed of a series of analyses which required
intermediate engineering interpretation and Input. During this task the model formulation was
refined and ada pted to a self-contained computer prog ram with a readily usable input — output
format (Reference 4).
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(1) Mod.IIng Approach

Rumble has long been associated with the relatively low frequency longitudinal , or axial ,
modes of vibration of the air column in the augmentor , thus the model was formulated to take
only the longitudinal dimension into account. Accordingly, each station in the model was
considered to represent a plane over which the value of any parameter (such as velocity, pressure
or density ) could be considered as uniform at any instant in time.

The equations developed for describing rumble can be classified into two types. F irst , there
are the momentu m, continuity and energy equations , together with the bounda ry conditions ,
which describe how each parameter at any station in the augmentor responds to a disturbance in
combustion heat relea se. These are referred to as the acoustic equations. Secondl y, there are the
combustion equations which describe how combustion heat release responds to variations in the
system parameters such as velocity, pressure and density . Together , the acoustic equations and
the combustion equations describe the rumble mechanism , by which a perturbation in

- combustion causes a disturbance in velocity, pressure and density throughout the augmentor
- which in turn causes an additional disturbance in combustion. A description of the equations ,

bounda ry conditions and assumptions is presented in the App endix D.

Since the purpo se of the progra m was to develop an understanding of the rumble
mechanism and demonstrate the onset of rumble could be predicted , thereby defining the -

boundary between stable and unstable operating regions , it was necessary only to model the
augmentor for the first few increments of time before the oscillation had built up into an
appreciable amplitude. This allowed use of a small perturbation technique which led to linear
equations and mathematical simplification. Linear equations can describe the system for small
oscillation amplitudes and can predict whether the system initially at rest would begin to
oscillate. Because the nonlinearities associated with large amplitude oscillations (which
eventually stop the amplitude from growing) were ignored , the linear equations do not allow a
prediction of the final limit-cycle amplitude.

(2) Mod•I D.scdption

The rumble model was designed for simple input-output and requires no intermediate
engineeri ng interpretation , Figure 44. The input requires engine -- - geometry and pressure s,
temperatures and Mach numbers , obtained from engine steady-st ate cycle tables. The user may
select to input augmentor fuel-air ratio and empirical combustion -data or he may exercise the
flameholder combustion model which calculates and supplies the required augmentor combus .
tion data to the rumble model. No calculation nor dynamic information is required. The user may
select either tabular and plotted output or only plotted output , as shown in Figure 45. From the
plot the user identifies the frequencies at which the phase is zero. He then checks the gain at each
of the identified frequencies . If the gain is one or greater , the program has predicted that rumble
will occur. If the gain is less than one the program has predicted that the operating point is stable .
For example , Figure 45 indicates rumble at 60 and at 140 Hz. The user can then change geometry
or operating point Inputs and repeat the proce ss to determine the effects of the change. This form
of output was chosen because it facilitated development of the model , yielded a compact , easy to
interpret answer, and made better use of computer time than a time-domain solution.

To model nimble required a transient description of the longitudinal dynamics of the
augmentor system. To computerize the formulation , the mathematical description was simplified
by restri cting the range of validity of the equations to small perturbations about a mean steady-
state operati ng point. This allowed linearization of the equations to a form which correctly
described small-scale transients , but in which the nonlinear term s which are important in lar ge-
scale transients could be omitted . The resultant linearized model accurately described the initial
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period of time when rumble oscillations began to grow and are valid to the point where the rumble
amplitude reached va lues at which the nonlinear terms became important. This was sufficient to
determine whether an engine, if placed at a specific operating point, would spontaneously
rumble.
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Figure 44. Rumble Model Flow Chart
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Figure 45. Open Loop Transfer Function at 53,(X)0 Feet Altitude and 0.8 Mach Number

V The model could be made to yield solutions in the time-domain by programing the
equations on an ana log computer. The output is a time trace of any selected parameter (e.g.,
augmentor pressure). At a stable operating point the trace is a straight line, whereas at an
unstable operating point the trace shows a sinusoidal oscillation with an increasing amp litude. -

The amplitude would grow without bound for as long as the solution continues , because of the
omission of the nonlinear terms. -

The same information was more easily obtained by a nontime-domain solution technique.
Such a technique was chosen for the rumble model. Commonly called the Nyqu ist criterion , it is
based upon the fact that the allowable forms of the time-domain solution are - know n . This
technique allows use of a matrix progra m which can quickly solve large numbers of simultaneous
equations.

The Nyquist criterion is a procedure which makes use of the Laplace transform and
conformal mappi ng to determine whether the transient solution would show unstable behavior.
To apply the criterion, the time -domain equations are transformed into the Laplace “S” domain.
The result is a square homogeneous matrix. The determinant of the matrix coefficients is a
function of “8,” called the characteristic function , and contains all of the information needed to
determine whether the system being described is stable or unstable. If all zeros of the
characteristic function have negative real parts , the system is stable ; if any zeros have positive
real part s, the system is unstable. Although the Nyquist criterion is complex , its application is
straight-forward.

To accomplish the conformal mapping needed to determine stability, the equations which
describe the system were written to describe a “feedback loop. ” The feedback loop was formed for
the rumble model by considering that the overall combustion rate, q’1~, was an input to the
acoustic equations. This yielded pressure, velocity, and density at each station throughout the

V engine. The output was fed back through the combustion - equations to form a “feedback”
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combustion heat release rate , q’0,,~. The resultant loop is shown in Figure 46. Although only one
heat release rate is actually present, the use of q’1~ and q01~ allows the formation of the feedback
loop where the ratio of q’0jq’11, is the “Open Loop Transfer Function” (OLTF). Conformal
mapping to locate the zeros of the characteristic function was carried out by using the OLTF .

Referring to Figure 46, the heuristic argument can be made that if a loop is subjected to an
externally supplied sinusoidal input (q ’g~) and it returns a feedback (q ’.~~) which is in phase with
the input (

~ = 0) and of equal amplitude (gain = 1), then the externally supplied input could be
removed and the loop would continue to oscillate. A gain greater than one implies that the loop
would be driven to ever higher amplitude, while a gain less than one implies that the oscillations
would die out once the input were removed . The model determines whether the time solution , if
calculated would display oscillatory behavior with a growth amplitude. It does this through a
solution technique which is simpler and faster to apply than a solution in the time-domain. .
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c. PSER Engine Stability Predictions

Task la was an analytical effort during which the rumble model developed in Phase I for a
s!igle stream V-gutter (boiler plate ) combustion system was extended to account for a turbofan
engine geometry and for the different combustion characteristics of the fan and core streams.
Rumble predictions were made for the FSER engine with a B/M augmentor and for several
proposed changes to the R/M augmentor which were expected to alter the occurrence of rumble .

(1) Extending the Model to Account f or Turbof an Engine

Development of the wave equations to describe the longitudinal acoustics of the various
sections of the single stream (boiler plate) combustion system was presented in Section 11-1,

- - Model Development. In that presentation it was assumed that terms associated with the axial
pressure, velocity, and temperature gradients through the combustion zone could be neglected .
The development has since been extended to account for the gradients. The effect of the gradient
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terms was examined for the augmentor rig , Figure 47, by calculating the response of air velocity
at the flameholders to a combustion rate disturbance. When the gradient terms were neglected ,
a 55 Hz first resonance was predicted as shown in Figure 48. When the gradient terms were
accounted for , a 40 Hz resonance was predicted as shown in Figure 49. This difference was
sufficient reason to include the gradient terms in the wave equations .
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Figure 47. Rumble Rig Conditions for Temperature Gradient Study
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Figure 49. Rig Response With Gradient

Modeling of the engine differed from modeling of the rig primarily in that two streams with
different characteristics enter the engine augmentor and mix. The turbofan engine has a hot ,
partly vitiated core stream issuing from a short turbine exhau st case in parallel with a cold fan
stream issuing from a long fan duct. It was important to account for the different upstream
geometries of the two streams, as well as their different combustion characteristics. The engine
also has a complicating factor in that, at fan discharge, it is possible for the fan duct and the core . 

-

engine to communicate past the fan splitter. There is also some evidence that streamlines in the -

fan may shift when the fan is subjected , dynamically, to a different backpressure on the OD (fan
duct) than on the ID (core engine). Two methods were used to model the engine boundary
condition at fan discharge for the rumble model with an option to specify which method is to be

V used In the fIrst method, called the “proximate splitter” option , it was assumed that the fan
splitter is directly adjacent to fan dischar ge and that fan streamlines do not shift , so there is no
communication between the fan duct and the core engine at fan discharge. This is the
recommended option for applyin g the rumble model until a better model of the fan discharge area
becomes available. In the second method, called the “remote splitter” option, it was assumed
that the fan splitter Is sufficiently remote from fan discharge, so the fan experiences a radially
uniform static backpreesure, and the fan duct communicates directly with the compressor. An
additional refinement of the rumble model could be made by more detailed modeling of the fan

- - 
- duct , fan and core engine Interaction at the fan discharge.
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The extension from the experimental rig to an engine was made to the model by apply ing
- - the basic equations to the different geometry . A schematic of the rumble model as applied to a

turbofan engine with a conventional V-gutter flameholder augmentor is shown in Figure 50. In
this schematic , station (1) represents fan discharge on the fan duct side of the fan splitter; fan
duct pressure drop is taken at station (2); the fan stream discharges into the augmentor at the
mixing plane , station (3); the core stream exits the turbine at station (2H) and discharges into the
augmentor at the mixing plane , station (3H ). At the mixing plane the fan and core streams have
a common static pressure but different velocities and temperatures. Accordingly, the fan stream
combustion heat release rate was computed from instantaneous prop erties at station (3), while
the core stream heat release rate was computed from properties at station (3H) . Steps in the
combustion process for a strea m are depicted in Figure 51. Development of the equations to
describe these steps for a single stream was presented in Section Il-i , Model Development. It was
found that the potential volumetric heat release rate of a stream , for example , the fan stream
(subscript “C”), as it is being ignited by the flameholder wake can be expressed as:

- F 1 
( FA aT1 FA a~ ~ -~ .] 

~~~ Ti aFA +
~~~~ aFA / c

e j  ~ ( 28)

Similarly , for the core stream (subscript “H”):

- F ( FA aT1 FA ~)17 
~ 

T DH’ 1 w 29)1 —  
~~ T1 aFA~~~~~~~aFA / 14 

e j  •H

These equations are written in terms of the Laplace transform of the normalized variables. They
reflect that the combustion heat release rate in a stream will respond to changes in the amount
of fuel and air mixture being ignited , to changes in the potential chemical energy in a pound of
mixture (reflected in the ideal temperature rise), and to changes in the efficiency of the process
as affected by fuel-air ratio . The major effect , and the one believed to be predominant in rumble ,
is the change in efficiency with fuel-air ratio causing large disturbances in the combustion heat
release rate in response to small disturbances in air flow.

The fan and core stream heat release rates , from equations (28) and (29), were added to form
the overall heat release rate of the augmentor (subscript “t”):

Qe 1 . I Q14 1q 1 —~~ Q~ +Q5 J qc +~~~~ Q0 +Q 5 i ~~u (30)

Q~ and Q5 are the steady-state heat release rates (watts or Btu/s) in the fan and core streams ,
respectively. The effect that an airflow disturbance in a stream has on overall augmentor heat
release rate then depends upon the size of the airflow disturbance , the sensitivity of combustion
in the stream to the disturbance (primarily the sensitivity of efficiency to fuel-air ratio ), and the
percentage of overall heat release rate contributed by the stream. The long fan duct allows high
airflow disturbance s, particularly at low frequency . At high fuel-air ratio , fan stream efficiency
became very sensitive to fuel-air ratio. The fan stream contributed about half of the augmentor
heat release rate. These considerations pointed to high fuel-air ratio in the fan stream as the most
probable conditions leading to low-frequency rumble.

Downstream of the flameholders, the model is unchanged from that developed for the rig.
The fan and core streams are assumed to mix and come to a common temperature and velocity
at station (4). The overall heat release of the two streams , from equation (30), is assumed to begin
at station (5), which can be coincident with station (4), and to end at station ( 10), which can be

* coincident with station (11). Intermediate stations between (5) and (10) are used to account for
the axial temperature and velocity gradients through the combustion zone. Combustion products
exited through an exhaust nozzle at station (11).
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(2) Tutbotsn (FSER) Engln Stability Predictions

( To verify the model, five basic types of tests were planned for the FSER tests. They were:

1. Map rumble characteristics of the R/M augmentor for model evaluation
2. Add a screen in the fan duct for additional damping
3. Add heat to the fan stream flameholder wake
4. Add a mixer to increase air temperature of the fan stream
5. Tailor fuel sprayrings to obtain a more uniform fuel-air ratio.

Test (1) was used to evaluate the accuracy of the model in predicting the fuel-air ratio and
alti tude at which rumble occurs. In test (2), an attempt was made to delay the onset of rumble
by damping airflow oscillations in the fan duct. Because of the pressure drop penalty involved ,
this was not considered a viable engine modification to eliminate rumble. The test was-made with
a simple hardware change , which provided the opportunity to verify model predictions
concerning engine changes other than modification of augmentor combustion characteristics. The
remaining three tests were structured to change rumble character istics by modifying the
efficiency vs fuel-air ratio characteristic of the augmentor . The model has identified the declining
efficiency vs fuel-air ratio characteristic as the prima ry cause of rumble. This efficiency decline
was almost always encountered at fuel-air ratio greater than about 0.04. If a sufficiently large
portion of the total augmentor heat release rate (e.g., the fan stream ) reac hed an operating point V

at which it becomes high ly sensitive to fuel-air ratio , rumble should àccur. increasing the
temperatu re of the flameholder wake , increasing the temperature of the fan stream , or creating
a uniform fuel-air ratio were identified analytically as possible ways to “flatten ” the augmentor
efficiency curve and thereby reduce the tendency toward rumble.

Rumble predictions were made for tests (1) through (4). Predictions for test (5) were
generated after an airflow mapping tests of the augmentor which determined the nonuniformity
of the fuel-air ratio distribution using the B/M sprayrings . The predictions for the first four tests
were generated for the FSER engine operating at 0.8 Mach number at altitudes from 40,000 to
55,000 feet.
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The rumble model required transient definition of the combustion rat es in the fan and core
streams. This was done by means of equations based upon the efficiency vs fuel-air ratio

V predictions contained in Reference 1 and which are presented in Appendix C. The efficiency
predictions were based upon assumed uniform fuel-air ratio distributions, and therefore,
represented the best possible efficiency characteristics . The actual eng ine , exhibiting a
nonuniform fuel-air ratio distribution , would be expected to rumble at lower than predicted fuel-
air ratios. For all predictions, combustion was assumed to occur over a distance of 55 in. in the
area from j ust downstream of the flameholders to the exhaust nozzle. At steady-state conditions,
this creates a linear temperature rise fro m station (5) to station (10) shown in Figure 50. The
predictions are classified into “low-frequency” rumble (below 100 Hz) and “high er mode”
rumble, identified by the frequency at which the phase became critical. For example, Figure 45
shows “low-frequency” rumble at 60 Hz , 2nd mode rumble at 140 Hz , and the 3rd and 4th modes,
at 188 and 230 Hz respectively, stable. Low-frequency rumble was examined for the R/M
flameholder at altitudes of 40,000, 53,000, and 55,000 feet , holding core stream fuel-air ratio
constant at 0.04 and varying the fan stream fuel-air ratio. The results are summarized in
Figure 52. At an altitude of 40,000 feet , 60 Hz rumble is predicted when fan stream fuel-air ratio
reaches 0.064 . At an altitude of 53,000 feet , 60 Hz rumble is predicted at a slightly lower fuel-air
ratio of 0.057. At an altitude of 55,000, the fan stream is predicted to blow out at a fuel-air ratio
just below that required to produce rumble. The overall trend is that increasing fan stream fuel-
air ratio leads to low-frequency rumble. Increasing altitude also leads to low-frequency rumble ,
until an altitude is reached at which the fan stream will blow out rather than rumble. The effect
of core stream fuel-air ratio on low-frequency rumble was examined at an -altitude of 53,000 feet.
Results are summarized in Figure 53. Increasing core fuel-air ratio from 0.04 to 0.06 would -have
no effect on low-frequency rumble onset. Increasing fan stream fuel-air ratio from 0.04 to 0.057,
however, would cause rumble. V

Core stream fuel-air ratio was found to affect “higher mode” rumble. Results are
summarized in Figures 54 and 55. At low core fuel-air ratio (0.04), the higher modes tended to be
stable (Figure 54), except at very high fan fuel-air ratio. Increasing the core fuel-air ratio to 0.06
drove the 2nd mode (140-165 Hz) unstable even at low fan stream fuel-air ratio (Figure 55) . This
indicated that to avoid both low-frequency and higher mode rumble, the fuel-air ratio in both
streams must be properly managed.

The effect of adding a screen in the fan duct at the mixing plane to dampen airflow
oscillations was examined at a predicted unstable operating point at 40,000 feet (Figure 56). The
test added a screen with a 6% pressure drop. The model predicted that this would stabilize the
augmentor. The effect of heat addition to the fan stream fiameholder wake was exam ined at
altitudes of 45,000 and 55,000 feet. Two methods were used to add the heat. Core air was piped
directly to the flameholder , and the flameholder drafting angle changed. In either case , the
predicted effect was to raise fan stream combustion efficiency and to move the rich blowout limit
to a higher fuel-air ratio. Stability predictions are summarized in Figure 57.

At 45,000 feet , heat addition had no effect on the fuel-air ratio at which low-frequency
rumble would first be encountered. At 55,000 feet heat addition allowed the fan stream to remain
lit to higher fuel-air ratio. If the fuel-air ratio exceeds 0.057, the augmentor Will rumble before
blowing out. The major effect of heat addition is to keep the fan stream lit at higher altitudes . To
avoid rumble , the fuel-air ratio would still have to be as carefully managed with the H/M
flameholder.

The effect of adding a mixer to increase the temp erature of the fan stream to 800°F was
evaluated at an altitude of 45,000 feet. Results are summarized in Figure 58. The mixer increased
fan stream combustion efficiency while steepening the slope vs fuel-air ratio. The net effect would V

be to cause low-frequency rumble at a slightly lower fuel-air than without the mixer. The major
effect of the mixer would be to keep the fan stream lit at higher altitudes because of heat addition V

to the flameholder.
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The tests to alter the occurrence of rumble were predicted to be unable to clearly eliminate
rumble. Tests (2) and (3) showed some promise that the onset of rumble , or of blowout , could be
delayed to a slightly higher altitude or fuel-air ratio. Test (4) was predicted to have an adverse
effect. This indicated that while some gains might be made, it will be difficult to eliminate
rumble through attempts to alter combustion characteristics.

Because the efficiency predictions from Reference 1 became available , near the end of
Phase II, only the fuel-air ratio effects on combustion rate were included . In general , the local
combustion rate also can be a function of local pressure, velocity, and temperature . These
additional effects were not completely defined at this time . When the beta correlation was used
earlier to define efficiency, it predicted that fuel-air ratio was the major influence with pressure ,
velocity, and temperature being of secondary importance. However , the beta correlation was
determined to be such a poor predictor of augmentor efficiency vs fuel-air ratio that its
predictions vs pressure, velocity, and temperature are now considered questionable. It may be
particularly important to include the effect of pressure. As shown in the cycle data on Figure 59,
the only parameter which changed significantly with altitude was augmentor pressure. This
implies that pressure must be the primary factor causing steady-state combustion efficiency to
vary With altitude. There should also be a dynamic effect of pressure on combustion rate.
Whether the effect acts quickly on local instantaneous pressure or more slowly through processes
such as the fuel vaporization rate will have to be defined.

Rumble was examined for frequencies to 250 Hz. There is no fundamental frequency
limitation on the equations used to describe the longitudinal acoustics of the augmentor, and
these equations could easily be extended to any frequency range. They predict that very high
frequency modes of oscillation are possible. That rumble is rarely, if ever, seen at very high

- 
- 

- frequencies implies that attention should be directed toward more detailed definition of the
dynamics of the combustion processes. The combustion portion of the rumble model was based
upon a “drifting burning particle” model, Figure 51, with the heat release rate of the particle
computed from a steady-state efficiency curve. The resulting predictions concerning the
occurrence of rumb le indicated that this rather simple representation of a highly complex process
(involving fuel vaporization, turbulent mixing, etc.) was sufficient to model low-frequency
rumble. However, it no doubt ignores dynamics which could - become important at high
frequencies. At steady-state it does not matter whether a process is fast or slow, but dynamically
it is very important to identify whether a process could follow a high-frequency oscillation. This
could not be determined solely from the steady-state gain as reflected in any efficiency curve , but

V 
requires deta iled examination of the processes involved and how fast each can proceed . Relying
on a steady-state efficiency curve to predict combustion rate is equivalent to assuming that all
combustion processes are so rapid compared to the frequency of oscillation that the dynamics of
the processes can be neglected. This may not be true at very high frequencies , where the
dynamics of a process (e.g., fuel vaporization off the flameholder ) could cause decoupling of the
rumble mechanism and prevent the occurrence of a high-frequency rumble. Such a decoupling
would explain why rumble has been a low-frequency phenomenon. If the rumble model is in error,
it will probably be on the side of predicting a high-frequency mode which does not occur. Better
definition of the dynamics of the combustion processes would explain why the mode does not
occur. This phenomenon was investigated in Phase 111.
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d. Eztsnd Mod•I to Oth er Typ.. of Augm•ntors - -

During this task, the rumble model was extended to two advanced augmentor concepts.
Both are swirling flow concepts which eliminate the necessity for flameholders. In one of the
concepts, termed Full Swirl Augmentor, the entire augmentor flow is swirled around the engine
center line, Figure 60. Hot combustion products are provided on the OD of the swirling flow by
an annular pilot burner on the OD of the augmentor . Mainstream fue l injection is accomplished
by several sprayrings . The swirling flow develops a strong centrifugal field in which hot
combustion products issuing from the pilot burner on the OD of the swirling flow are rapidly
displaced toward8 the center of the augmentor, while the cooler interior air and fuel mixture are
centrifuged outward. Combustion occurs at the interface of the hot and cold gases.

The second concept , termed Vorbix , (vortex burning and mixing) employs a large number
of small-scale vortices developed by swirlers or triangular wing vortex generators . Figure 61
schematically shows this concept. All the augmentor fuel flow is admitted through an annular
pilot burner located near midspan of the augmentor between the fan and core streams.
Combustion occurs as the vortices mix the hot fuel-rich pilot exhaust with air in the fan and core
streams.

Both Full Swirl and Vorbix concepts have shown potential in rig tests for reducing
augmentor length with improved or current level performance. Schematics of the rumble model
as extended to the Full Swirl and Vorbix augmentors are shown in Figures 62 and 63, respectively.

In the V-gutter augmentor, independent combustion heat release rates for the fan and core
streams can be defined , because an independent fuel-air ratio velocity, and temperature can be
assigned to each stream. In the Full Swirl and Vorbix augmentors , however , only one heat release
rate, that of the overall augmentor, can be defined. These augmentor concepts were developed ,
essentially experimentally, based upon a qualitative understanding of the mechanisms of flame
propagation involved . A quantitative analytical theory, comparable to that developed in
Reference 1 for a V-gutter augmentor, was not available to aid in modeling combustion in the Full
Swirl and Vorbix augmentor s. Accordingly, they were modeled similarly as the V-gutter
augmentor, but with a combustion rate based upon overall efficiency vs overall fuel-air ratio. This
was a more approximate representation than desired, because combustion rate is influenced by
more parameters than overall fuel-air ratio. Modeling accuracy will be impro ved by develop ing
further the theory of combustion in these newer concepts so that individual influences can be
isolated and quantified.

Even so, the rumble model , as extended to the Full Swirl and Vorbix augmentors, indicated
that the potential to rumble was present in both. Both contain the mechanism whereby
longitudinal airflow disturbances will lead to augmentor fuel-air ratio disturbances, and both
have shown that at high fuel-air ratio, the combustion rate (effic iency) can decline with
increasing overall fuel-air ratio in the same manner as in a conventional augmentor. The rumble
model predicted that if the combustion rate becomes sufficiently sensitive to the fuel-air ratio,
rumble will ensue. It must be determined for the Full Swirl and Vorbix augmentors whether the
combustion rate inherently is, or can be made to be, less sensitive to fuel-air ratio than a
conventional augmentor. Small-scale rig tests of Full Swirl and Vorbix concepts indicated that
they may be inheren tly less sensitive because both rigs were capable of producing a relatively flat
efficiency vs fuel-air ratio characteristic . The characteristic produced by the Vorbix rig was
particularly flat in some of the runs , Figure 64 (from Reference 5), and no rumble occurred in
testing.
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Figure 64. System Efficiency Characteristics for the Configuration With Swirlers
Removed (Run 34) and for the Vorbix IlAugmentor Configurations (Run
35, 38-40)

The Full Swirl rig experienced 90 to 100 Hz rumble , which was eliminated by properly
zoning the fuel (Reference 6). In addition , the Full Swirl augmentor , when run on an engine at sea
level static , exhibited 75 Hz rumble at high fuel-air ratio. The rumble model was used to predict
whether rumble would occur on a turbofan engine equipped with a Ful l Swirl augmentor. The
flight point simulated was at 50,000-ft altitude and 0.8 Mach number . At the time , no
information was available on swirl augmentor efficiency at altitude , so the augmentor operating
point and efficiency curve were based upon demonstrated swirl augmentor performance at sea
level, Figure 65. An additional assu mption was made that combustion was completed in the first
half of the augmentor. The prediction for this nominal case , Figure 66, is that Full Swirl
augmentor will be stable. A number of parametric studies , Table 3, were conducted in which one
parameter at a time was changed to study the impact on model predictions . Included was the
effect of lengthening the combustion zone to where uniform combustion would occur over the
length of the augmentor (Figure 67) and eliminating the fan duct pressure drop (Figure 68). In
neither case could low-frequency rumble be predicted unless the efficiency vs fuel-air ratio curve
were steepened to fall into the ban d shown in Figure 65.

The rumble model as applied to a Full Swirl augmentor was found to be qualitativel y
correct in two respects. First , it appeared to be capable of predicting the approximate frequency
of the rumble mode observed during sea level Full Swirl augmentor testing. Second, it identified
the declining efficiency vs fuel-air ratio characteri stic as the probable cause of rumble. Such a
characteri stic ii typical of augmentor operat ion at high fuel-air ratio where rumble is
encountered. The model also appeared to be deficient in two respects. First , to predict rumble it
required a higher gain (or steeper slope) between augmentor efficiency and overall fuel-air ratio
than the Full Swirl augmentor has demonstrated. Second , it did not show a decided preference
for the first mode, but often predicted that a higher frequency mode was more likely to occur. It
is expected that a more detailed treatment of the Full Swirl augmen ter combustion process will
overcome these deficiencies .
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Figure 65. Full Swirl With Fan Duct tiP/P = 0

There was little information available on which to base rumble predictions for a turbofan
engine equipped with a Vorbix augmenter. The Vorbix has been run only as a small-scale rig. If
a Vorbix augmentor, scaled to full engine size, displayed the same declining efficiency vs fuel-air
ratio characteristic found on the Full Swirl augmenter, the predictions would duplicate those for
the swirl augmenter. If a full-scale Vorbix augmenter were to maintain the flat efficiency
characteristic found on the Vorbix rig, Figure 64, then it would be predicted to be stable. Without
a prediction of combustion efficiency for a Vorbix augmenter at altitude, a defini te prediction on
the occurrence ol rumble cannot be made.

.. Design and Fabrication of Engine Hardware Modifications

The objectiv, of these tasks was to design and provide modifications to F100 augmenter
hardware obtained from the F100 component improvement program that were used for the FSER
model verification test program during Phase m.

The configurations required for the FSER test program were:

1. A R/M augmentor
2. A screen for additional fan duct dampening
3. Flameholder. that add heat to the fan stream flameholder wake
4. A mixer for the fan duct exit plane to raise fan stream temperature
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5. Instrumented sprayrings to measure the augmenter airflow characteristics
6. Tailored fuel spray rings to obtain uniform fuel-air ratio.

Hardware modifications to provide the necessary part s for these tests included three
flameholders , two mixers , and two sets of sprayr ings .

The flameholder modifications include drafting, axial relocation , and core heat addition .
One set of mixers , the screen , has a uniform cross section for duct dynamics evaluation ; the
second set of mixers was designed for maximum hot-to-cold stream mixing. Each of the
modifications have been made based on general trends of model predictions.

The flameholder and air etream mixer designs are based on model predictions affected by
changes in the efficiency slope of the system as a function of overall fuel-air ratio. In each of these
designs, the fan stream temp erature at the flameholder is increased . The net effect on the wake
kinetic reaction and the wake vap orization rate is leaning out of the flameholder wake , and an
increased wake temperature which, in turn, flattens the augmentor efficiency curve and provides
improved system stability.

The screen mixer design is based on increasing the fan duct stiffness which has a stabilizing
effect on the overall system. The screen mixer has a design pres sure drop of 6% at a flight point -

of 40,000-ft altitude and 0.8 Mach number. A higher pressure drop would provide a stiffer system
and more stability, but a higher stream blockage could adversely affect the engine match point
operation . A schematic of each of the configurations is shown in Figures 74 and 75. Photographs
of the various flameholder configurations are shown in Figures 69 through 73.

The sprayring modifications were not made until the results were obtained from the airflow
mapping tests. These tests were used to determine the circumferential airflow nonuniformitie s
that existed in the engine. The sprayrings were tailored to match the circumferential airflow .

‘ a .

PC sim

Figure 69. Core Heat to Fan Stream Flameholder Close-up — Hill
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PC 61029

Figure 7a BIM Plameholder

PC 51690

Figure 71. Extended Mount Flameholder
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Figure 72. Drafted F lameholder — REI ~ 61021
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PC mc90
Figure 73. Core Heat to Fan Stream Flameholder — HBI
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3. PHASE III — MODEL DEMONSTRATION

a. Backgrou nd

During Phase Ill, concurrent experimenta l and anal ytical studies were conducted. The Full
Scale Eng ine Researc h (FSER ) experimental test prog ram was conducted at NASA Lewis
Research Center to evaluate the engine hardware modifications described in Section H. 2.e. The
experimental progra m included tests to (1) map the rumble characteristics of the B/M
configuration , (2) map the airflow characteristics of the spraybar planes for each configu ration ,
(3) evaluate the effect of fan duct dam ping, (4) evaluate the effect of heat addition to the fan
strea m flameh older wake, (5) evaluate the effect of a finger mixer to raise the temperature of the
fan stream , and (6) evalu ate the effect of more uniform fuel-air distribution. The test envelope
encompassed the upper left hand corner instability region (M = 0.6 to 1.0, Alt = 30 to 50K ft) .

As part of the analytical studies the augmentor rumble model was combined with the
flameholder combustion model (Reference 1) and a User’s Manual (Reference 7) was published
for the combined model. The combined augmentor rumb le/flameholde r combustion model was
then exercised at conditions dup licating selected FSER test points. The results of the FSER test
program and combined model predictions were used to establish development and test criteria for
determining system low-frequency stability in future engine development programs . Recommen-
dation s are made as to how analytical predictions and limited experimental data are to be
interpreted in identifying rumble drivin g mechanisms and how these mechanisms respond to
practical design changes.

b. Investigate Design Improvements

Parametric studies to determine the effect of augmenter design on engine stability were
made earlier in the prog ram to provide test configurations for the FSER tests. The results show
that to operate stably at high augmentation , which requires high fuel-air ratio , the augmentor
design parameters should be chosen to eliminate or minimize the decrease in augmentor
combustion rate with increasing fuel-air ratio. This was the prima ry influence on rumble so far
identified by the model. The design parameters include all effects which influence the efficiency
curve , i.e., flameholder apex angle flameholder width , drafting, wake temperature, etc. The fan
stream efficiency is predicted to be far more sensitive to fuel-air ratio than the core stream, thus
particular emphasis should be given to those design parameters which influence fan stream
efficiency.

Another important consideration is that the fuel-air ratio in a stream should be as uniformly
distributed as possible. Any portion of an augmenter stream which has a fuel-air ratio above
average will become sensitive first. If this portion of the stream is sufficiently large, rumble can
occur at relatively low average fuel-air ratio. A uniform distribution will allow operation to higher
fuel-air ratio and altitude with higher augmentation before rumble is encountered.

A third result of the parameters study shows that additional damping of airflow oscillations
is predicted to retard the occurrence of rumble. This can be accomplished by increasing the
pressure drop in the fan duct or across the flameholders or by some type of acoustical damp ening
to change the fan duct impedance.
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c. Investigate Design Improvements on FSER Engine

(1) Test Apparatus 
-

The engine used for the FSER investigation to verify the rumble model at the NASA Lewis
Research Center high altitude facility was a two-spool turbofan engine. The compressor system
overall pressure ratio was 24 to 1, the fan pressure ratio was 3 to 1, with a fan bypass ratio of 0.7
at sea level static and intermediate throttle position. A splitter ring divides the core and fan
airflow at the exit of the fan 3rd-stage rotor. The annular fan duct airflow combines with the
turbine core flow in the afterburner diffuser. The combined flow discharges through a variable
area exhaust nozzle. -

(2) InstrumentatIon

The instrumentation as listed in Table 4 was used to monitor the following test parameters:

C Airflow
• Fuel flowe Inlet total pressure and temperature
e Fan discharge total pressure and temperature
e Fan discharge static pressure and dynamic static pressure
e Compressor exit total pressure and temperature
e Compressor exit dynamic static pressure
C Augmenter liner static pressures and surface temperatures
• Exhaust nozzle convergent seal total and static pressures
• Exhaust nozzle convergent seal temperatures
e Exhaust nozzle convergent flap temperatures
e Exhaust nozzle divergent seal temperatures
e Exhaust nozzle divergent flap static pressures
C Exhaust nozzle external surface static pressures
e Compressor inlet variable vane angle
e Rear compressor variable vane angle
• Combustor static pressure
• Fan turbine inlet total temperature
e Fan duct dynamic static pressure
• Fan duct exit and turbine exit mixed total pressure
e Flameholder temperatures
• Augmenter liner dynamic static pressure
e Engine thrust
• Engine performance parameters.

The engine thrust bed preload forces were measured separately with 10,000 lb strain-gage
type load cells. The load cells were independently calibrated. The thrust measuring system error
was ±0.08% full scale.

The engine fuel flow was measured by two turbine type flow meters mounted in series. The
engine fuel temperature was measured at the upstream flowmeter inlet. The afterburner zone fuel
flows were individually measured with turbine flowmeters. All turbine flowmeters were
individually calibrated and accurate to ±0.6% full scale.

Pressures were recorded on individual transducers and on sca.”iivalves which were operated
by the facility computer. The differential type scanivalve transducers were calibrated while in use
and had system accuracy of ±0.26% full scale. The individual differential type transducer
accuracy was ±0.6% full scale.
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TABLE 4. LO-FREQUENCY AUGMENTOR INSTABILITY STUDY FSER
INSTRUMENTATION DESCRIP’FION

Item Location Sensora
1. Inlet Plenum Total Teat Section 17 Total Tempek*ture

Temperature Inlet Plenum Probes

2. Inlet Plenum Total Teat Section 4 Total Piessure
Pressure Inlet Plenum Probes

3. Inlet Labyrinth Seal Test S.ctlon 8 Static Pressure
Static Pressure Inlet Labyrinth Probes

Seal -

4. Airflow Measuring Inlet Duct 4 Total Pressure
Station Total and Upstream of Rakes (8 Probes Each)
Static Pressure Engine Inlet 4 Wall Static

Pressure Probes

5. Airflow Measuring Inlet Duct 2 Total Temperature
Station Total Upstream Probes
Temperature Engine Inlet

6. Fan Duct Exit Total Fan Duct Exit 2 Total Pressure
Pressure and (Sta. 2.5) Rakes (5 Probes Each)
Temperature 2 Total Temperature

Rakes (5 Pi~obes Each)

7. Low Compressor Low Compressor 2 Total Pressure Rakes
S Exit Total Pressure Exit (Ste. 2.5) (5 Probes Each)

and Temperature 2 Total Temperature
Rakes (5 Probes Each)

8. Fan Duct Exit Static Fan Duct Exit 2 Static Pressure Probes
Pressure and Dynamic 

- 
(Ste. 2.5) 2 Dynamic Static Pressure S

Static Pressure Probes

9. Low Compressor Exit Low Compressor 2 Static Pressure Probes
Static Pressure Exit (Ste. 2.5)

10. HIgh Compressor Exit High Compressor 3 Total Pressure Rakes
Total Pressure and Exit (Ste. 3) (5 Probes Each)
Temperature 3 Total Temperature Rakes

(5 Probe. Each)

11. High Compressor Exit High Compressor 2 Dynamic Static Pressure
Dynamic Static Exit (Ste. 3) Probe.
~~ssure

12. Augmenter Liner 5 Stations 4 Static Pressure Probes
Static Pressure Along Augmentor at 5 Augmenter Liner

Liner Stations

13. Augmenter Liner Total 5 Stations 2 Total Temperature Probes
Temperature Along Augmenter at 5 Augmenter Liner

Liner Stations

14. Convergent Seal Total Exhaust Ncule 2 Total Pressure Probes on
S & Static Pressure Convergent Seals F & K Seals

(F & K) 1 Static Pressure Probe on
F&K SeaIs

15. Convergen t Seal Exhaust Nmzls 2 Total Temperature
Total Temperature Convergent Seals Probes on F & K Seals

(F & K)
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TABLE 4. LO-FREQUENCY AUGMENTOR INSTABILITY STUDY FSER
INSTRUMENTATION DESCRIPTION (Continued )

item Location Sensor.
16. Convergent Flap Exhaust Nozzle 15 Thermocouple.

Temperature Convergent Flaps

17. Convergent Seal Exhaust Nozzle 15 Thermocouples
Temperature Convergent Seals

18. Divergent Seal Exhaust Nozzle 15 Therm ocouples
Temperature t)ivergen t Seals

19. Divergent Flap Exhaust Nozzle 5 Static Pressure -
Static Pressure Divergent Flaps Probes on Outside

3 Static Pre ssure
- Probes on Backside

o n F & K F l a p s

20. Divergent Flap Exhaust Nozzle 3 Surface Temperature
Temperature Divergent Flaps Probes on Backside

(F & K) o f F & K F l a p s

21. Divergent Seal Exhaust Nozzle 5 Static Pressure
Static Pressure Divergent Seals Probes on F & K

(F & K) Seals

22. Divergent Seal Exhaust Nozzle 2 Surface Temperature
Temperature Divergent Seals Probes on F & K Seals

(F & K)

23. Exhaust Nozzle Exhaust Nozzle 3 Surface Static Pressure
External Surface External Surface Probes at Each of 3
Static Pressure Radial Locations

24. Combustor Static Combuator Chamber 1 Static Pressure Probe
Pressure

25. Fan Turbine Fan Turbine Inlet 7 Thermocouples
Inlet Total (Ste. 4.5) -
Temperature - -

26. Fan Duct Fan Duct 1 Dynamic Static Pressure
Dynamic Static Probe at Each of 2 Axial
Pressure Fan Duct Locations

27. Mixing Plane Fan Duct Exit and 10 Total Pressure Probes
Total Pressure Turbine Exit MIxing (5 Each at Fan Duct Exit

Plane (Ste. 8) and Turbine Exit)

28. Augmenter Liner Augmenter Liner 2 Dynamic Static Pressure
Dynamic Static (2 Axial Positions) Sensors (1 at Each Axial Location)

29. Augmentor Liner Augmenter Liner . 2 Thermocouples at Each of
Temperature (3 Axial Positions) 3 Axial Position.

30. Flameholder Plameholder 12 Surface Temperature Probes
Surface on Each of B/M , RE1 and
Temperature HE1 Flameholders

8 Surface Temperature Probes
on Extended Mount Flameholder

-
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Three ring rakes with total pressure and temperature probes replaced the three outermost
fuel sprayring locations for several tests to map the airflow characteristics at the spraybar planes
for various augmentor configurations.

Dynamic static pressure transducers were used to mon itor pressure oscillations in the fan
duct and at two locations on the augment or.

More detailed explanation of sensor locations described in Table 4 is provided in Appendix
F.

(3) Tact Program - 
-

The test program, described in Table 5 was designed to (a) provide stability baseline data ,
(b) provide an airflow map for fuel flow tailoring and (c) provide stability data for several
augrnentor configurations at low Mach number (0.6 to 1.0) and high altitude operation
(30 to 50K ft ). The augmentor configurations tested were :

• HIM flameholder
• HIM flameholder with tailored sprayrings
• B/M flameholder with airflow map instrumentation
• Heat addition — HB1 (flameholder with core heat ducted to fan stream)
• Heat addition — HB1 with tailored sprayrings
• Heat addition — RE1 (drafted flameholder)
• Heat addition — RE1 with tailored sprayrings -

• Heat addition — RE1 and finger mixers (to increase fan stream temperature)
• RE 1 and finger mixer with airflow map instrumentation
• B/M with 6% pressure drop screen at fan duct exit.

(4) Exp •rlm•ntal Program Probl•ma

Several problem s were encountered before and during the testing that affected the overall
program. The FSER engine was released to our progra m approximately two months after the
intended start date due to delays in previous programs. When delivered the engine requireu
rework. The augmentor duct and severa l nozzle flaps were damaged during the final swirl
augmenter test. A new augmen ter duct was available but required rework. Two Kist ler dynamic
pressure bosses and two instrumentation routing bosses were installed on the duct thrc.ugh the
stress skin. A second program was scheduled to be “piggybacked” with model verification testing;
it required a strain gage instrumented fan . After replacing the augmenter duct and installing the
new fan package the engine shakedown tests were initiated. An oil leak was detected around the
sliding seal of the instrumentation lead slip ring. This proble m resulted in several days of delay
until the proper pre ssure bleed into the seal was determined. The No.! bearing was subsequently
removed to determine if any damage had resulted from the loss of oil. Problems with an engine
control speed sensor further delayed testing. These delays added up to the point where the
prog ram had to be compressed in time to teat all the configurations of interest.

During the baseline testing it was determined that the augmenter pressure was not
consistent from day to day. A variation in steady-state operating pressure of up to 1.85 psia was
observed for e Mach number - 1.0 and an altitude of 45K ft testing. Similar variations were
observed for other operating points tested. After the rumble limits were determined, a desired
augmentor static pres.ure was identified for each operational point, for example the 1/46K point

• pressure was 9.6 pile. All of the configuration tests were then attempted at the identified pressure
by varying the simulated altitude from the nominal value.
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TABLE 5. FSER TEST PROGRAM RUN LOG

Data Pbint Configuration M P26 FAAB FAH FAC Comments
124 R/M 1.0 10.6 .0361 — —

143 R/M .8 13.06 .037 .0315 .0485
149 RIM .8 9.5 .039 .0379 .0398
150 RIM .6 9.45 .044 .0413 .0483
158 R/M 1.0 10.9 — — —

159 R/M 1.0 11.06 .042 .0376 .0472
160 R/M 1.0 11.28 .048 .0406 .0537
161 RIM 1.0 11.78 049 

- 
.0422 0699

162 R/M .80 12.57 — — —
163 R/M .81 13.13 042 0352 .0535
164 RIM .80 13.29 .047 0389 .0612
166 RIM .80 13.16 .049 .0409 .064
168 RIM .82 10.75 .039 .0316 .0602
167 H/M .81 10.66 .040 .0331 .0635
168 B/Pt .80 10.62 .043 .0352 .0551
169 RIM .81 10.53 .045 .0376 .0683
170 RIM .81 10.62 .048 .0404 .0621
171 R~M .8 10.62 .0495 .0411 .0645
172 R/M .6 13.2 — — —
173 RIM .62 13.76 .044 .0383 0603
174 B/Pt .61 13.52 .048 .0417 .0547
175 R/M .6 13.57 050 .0436 .0592
176 RIM .63 10.92 .041 .0348 .0496
177 R/M .80 10.85 .046 .0398 .0683
178 H/M .63 10.85 .049 .042 .068
179 RIM .57 8.52 .046 .0387 .0673
180 R/M .57 8.52 .048 .0412 .0598
181 RIM .62 7.8 .040 .0359 .0486
192 RIM 1.0 9.11 .0106 .0176 —

193 RIM 1.0 9.42 .0214 .0183 .0242
194 R/M 1.0 9.66 .036 .0443 .0253
196 RIM 1.0 9.78 .046 .045 .0464 Rumble
196 RIM 1.0 10.37 .046 .0446 .0467
197 R/M 1.0 10.23 .044 .0448 .0427
198 B/M 1.0 10.64 .046 .0495 .0411 Rumble
199 RIM 1.0 10.58 .044 .0476 .0398
200 R/M 1.0 10.58 .041 .0424 .0391
201 RIM .62 12.3 .003 — —
202 R/M .82 12.1 .041 .0425 .0392
206 HIM .80 12.2 .044 .0424 .0445 4
204 R/M .81 12.34 .046 .0424 .0602
206 RIM .81 12.56 .048 .0428 .0657
206 HIM .80 12.77 .053 .0428 .0678
207 HIM .81 13.13 .063 .0422 .0709
208 H/M .81 13.00 .0486 .0606 .0433
209 HIM .81 12.91 .055 .0618 .0423
210 RIM .81 12.86 .067 .0634 .0426
211 R/M .85 8.56 .044 .0472 .0376 Rumble
212 R/M .81 8.69 .042 .0474 .0341 Rumble
213 HIM .83 8.38 .045 .0632 .0326 Rumble
223 RIM 1.0 9.78 — — —
224 H/M 1.0 10.06 .041 .0376 .0447
226 HIM 1.0 10.53 .040 ~0422 .0343
226 HIM 1.0 10.78 .045 .0399 .0617
227 HIM 1.0 10.89 .050 .0438 .0664
226 HIM 1.0 11.04 .062 .0456 .0688
229 HIM .80 12.39 — — —
230 HIM .60 12.44 .048 .0406 .0673
231 RIM .79 12.67 .050 .0418 .0009
232 HIM .19 12.79 .063 .0441 .0667
233 RIM .62 8.83 .044 .0406 .0471
234 RIM .80 8.44 .049 .0466 .0613
235 RIM .79 8.63 .062 .0484 .0650
236 R/M .60 13.46 — — —

- 
.~ 237 RiM .69 13.46 .043 .0893 .0464

236 HIM .59 13.54 .082 .0388 .2844
- 239 RiM .66 13.61 .044 — —

240 HIM .57 13.41 .060 .0396 .0003
241 H/M .61 13.80 .048 .0412 .0683
251 H/M 1.0 9.40 — — —
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TABLE 5. FSER TEST PROGRAM RUN LOG (Continued)

Data Pbüg Conf igura tion U PS6 FMB FAH FAC Comment.
252 RIM 1.0 9.42 .0481 .0452 .0449 Rumble
263 RIM .81 11.53 — — —
254 RiM .80 11.18 .0422 .0381 .0456
255 HIM .80 11.45 .0473 .0416 .0636
256 RIM .80 11.31 .0622 .0488 .0679
267 RIM .79 11.56 ~0439 .0421 .0436
258 H/M .80 11.59 .0456 .0427 .0479
269 H/M 80 11.63 .0475 .0419 .0633
260 RIM .81 11.68 .0484 .0621 0400
261 RIM .80 6.6 — — —
262 RIM .80 6.6 — — —

268 HIM .61 8.88 .033 .0397 .0204
269 RIM .60 8.89 .043 .0407 .0428
270 HIM .61 885 .043 0404 .0429
211 RIM .58 8.87 .048 .0444 .0490
375 RE1 & Mixer 1.0 10.05 .043 .037 .051
376 RE1 & MIxer 1.0 9.56 .0497 .043 .059
377 RE 1 & Mixer .99 9.33 049 .061 .043
378 RE1 & Mixer .99 9.47 .053 .062 .062
379 RE1 & Mixer .96 9.19 .063 .062 .062
381 RE1 & MIxer .97 7.3 .051 .060 .049
382 RE1 & Mixer .98 7.0 — — — R/O
383 RE 1 & Mixer .53 9.23 .047 .045 .047
384 REI & Mixer .80 . 8.87 .043 .044 .038
385 RE 1 & Mixer .79 8.84 .060 067 .036
386 RE1 & Mixer .79 9.12 .048 .053 .039
387 RE1 & Mixer .79 8.83 .047 .049 .044
388 RE1 & Mixer .82 8.20 .060 .050 048
389 RE1 & Mixer .79 7.21 — — — R/O
390 REI & Mixer .59 8.74 .046 .038 065
391 REI & Mixer .59 8.8 .048 .038 063
392 RE1 & Mixer .59 8.6 .050 .054 .041
393 RE1 & Mixer .60 8.5 .061 .065 .043
394 RE1 & Mixer .59 8.6 .046 .043 .044
396 RE1 & Mixer .60 6.7 — — — RIO
411 RE1 1.0 9.6 — — — R/O
412 RE1 1.0 9.84 .041 .038 .044
413 REI 1.0 10.04 .047 042 .061
414 RE1 1.0 9.74 .049 .063 .041
415 RE1 .98 9.72 .053 .063 .061
417 REI .96 9.05 .066 .068 .062
418 RL 1.0 8.2 .061 .062 .048
419 RE1 1.0 11.66 033 .045 .014
420 RE1 .83 8.8 .041 045 .083
421 RE1 .82 9.037 .043 .048 .037
422 RE1 .82 8.96 .061 .047 .063
423 RE1 .81 8.22 .054 064 .063
424 RE1 .53 9.12 .0405 .036 .046
426 RE1 .83 8.91 .044 .038 .049
426 RE1 .67 9.02 .0432 .065 .033

• 427 RE1 .59 9.176 .0354 .032 .038
428 RE1 .59 8.96 042 .042 .039
429 RE1 .69 8.92 .042 .044 .037
420 RE1 .04 8.41 — — —

442 RIM with Screen .99 9.48 .0429 .0389 .0470
443 R/M with Screen 1.00 9.63 .0478 .0429 .0636
444 HIM with Scr.sn .99 9.71 .0531 .047 .069
445 HiM with Scrssn .99 9.66 .0548 .048 .063
446 R/M with Sc,een .99 9.44 .0479 .061 .041

- - 447 H/M with Screen 1.01 9.58 .0625 .067 .044
- - * 448 HIM with Screen .96 9.74 .0604 .044 .067

449 H/M with Screen 1.01 8.61 .065 .050 .061
- - . -~ 460 RIM with Screen .78 8.32 .046 .043 .046

461 H/M with Screen .78 866 .048 .046 .048
452 HIM with Screen .79 8.46 .060 .048 .061
463 RIM with Screen .78 8.53 .063 .049 .067

~~~ ~~~ 
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TABLE & FSER TEST PROGRAM RUN LOG (Continued)

Data ~~àu Configuration U P 86 FAAB FAR FAC Corans enta
454 B/M with Screen .79 8.68 .063 .048 .060
455 RIM with Screen .80 8.75 .062 .045 .068
456 RIM with Screen .78 8.34 .049 .044 .064
457 RIM with Screen .80 7.9 .060 .047 .053
458 RIM with Screen .80 8.84 .043 .037 .062
469 HIM with Screen .68 8.72 .047 .041 .054
480 R/M with Screen .58 8.48 .062 .044 .061
461 R/M with Screen .59 8.52 .063 .048 .060
462 R/M with Screen .61 8.57 .047 .0386 .0608
483 R/M with Screen .61 8.46 .049 .054 .0376
464 R/M with Screen .81 8.69 .049 .0543 .0372
466 RIM with Screen .80 8.61 .060 .0546 .0390
466 R/M with Screen .60 8.42 .051 .0419 .0655
487 RIM with Screen .60 8.53 .041 .0399 .0410
488 R/M with Screen .60 8.66 .046 .0423 .0488
489 RIM with Screen .60 8.74 .060 .0458 .0~40
482 HR 1 1.03 9.68 .044 .042 .045
483 HR1 1.04 9.72 .050 .067 .037 Rumble
484 HR 1 .99 9.70 .046 .040 .063 Rumble
485 HB1 .78 8.55 .042 .048 .033
486 HR1 .80 9.10 .047 .043 .060
487 HR1 .78 8.81 .060 .045 .065 Rumble
488 HB1 .78 8.61 .048 .043 .050 Rumble
489 HR1 .79 8.64 .044 .041 .047
490 HR 1 .80 8.60 .047 .040 .055 Rumble -
491 HR1 .83 6.16 — — —
492 HR 1 .61 8.71 .048 .044 .062 Rumble
493 HR1 .62 8.76 .044 .038 .061
494 HR 1 .60 8.61 .049 .043 .054 Rumble
495 HBI .58 8.52 .043 .049 .032
496 HRI .58 8.39 — — —
497 HRI .58 8.54 .046 .044 .048
498 HR1 .58 8.44 .048 .047 .047
499 HR1 .57 8.16 — — —
500 HB1 1.04 9.33 .006 .008 —
501 HR 1 1.02 9.40 .011 .017 —

502 IIR1 1.00 9.28 .020 .017 .024
503 HB1 .99 8.35 .036 .045 .022
504 HR1 1.02 8.65 .048 .044 .049 Rumble
505 HB1 .98 8.87 .045 .040 .060 Rumble
506 HRI .99 8.91 .044 .040 .048 Rumble
507 HR1 .99 8.81 — — —
529 B/M with Tailored S/ft .99 9.61 .039 .042 .033
530 R/M with Tailored SIR 1.01 9.59 .040 .041 .035
531 R/M with Tailored S/R 1.01 9.49 .040 .042 .036
532 RIM with Tailored S/R 1.01 9.88 .045 .041 .048 Rumble
533 B/M with Tailored S/R 1.01 9.91 .045 .041 .060 Rumble
534 H/M with Tailored S/R 1.03 9.65 .049 .052 .041 Rumble
535 B/M with Tailored 8/H 1.03 9.86 .049 .051 .043 Rumble then R/O
536 RIM with Tailored S/R 1,02 9.79 .044 .036 .053
537 R/M with Tailored SIR 1.01 9.45 .044 .037 .051
538 B/Pd with Tailored S/R 1.01 9.36 .048 .044 .050 Rumble
539 H/M with Tailored SIR .81 8.39 .042 .044 .036
540 HIM with Tailored S/R .79 9.01 .044 .037 .052
566 - 1181 wIth Tailored S/B 1.03 9.50 — — —
667 HB1 with Tailored S/H 1.00 9.49 .041 .036 .048
558 1181 with Tailored SIR .99 9.47 — — — Rumble then RIO
659 HBI with Tailored S/ft .98 9.37 .043 .036 .062 Rumble
660 1481 with Tailored S/ft 1.02 9.62 .041 .038 .048
661 1481 with Tailored S/R .99 9.54 .047 .045 - .047
662 1181 with Tailored SIR .99 9.24 .046 .040 .063
663 HB1 with Tailored S/R 1.00 9.17 .048 .041 .063
664 1481 wIth Tailored S/ft 1.00 9.28 .043 .041 .047 Rumble
565 1481 with Tailored SIR .99 9.12 .048 .040 .064 Rumble
665 1481 with Tailored S/H .98 8.95 .047 .042 .063
s.i 1481 with Tailored S/B 1.0 8.50 .048 .044 .062 Rumble
668 1481 with Tailored SIR .98 8.09 — — —

f 569 081 wIth Tailored S/R .77 8.67 .041 .042 .036
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TABLE 5. FSER TEST PROGRAM RUN LOG (Continued )

Data Point Configura tion M PS6 FAAB FAH FAC Comment.
570 081 with Tailored S/R .79 8.43 .045 .040 .051
571 HB1 with Tailored S/B .78 8.62 .045 .039 .051 Rumble
572 1481 with Tailored SIR .79 8.42 .041 .036 .047
573 1481 with Tailored SIR .79 8.49 .043 .036 .063
574 1481 with Tailored SIR .80 8.70 .045 .035 .061 Rumble
575 1481 with Tailored S/B .80 8.61 .045 .035 .069 Rumble
576 1181 with Tailored 8/k .79 8.54 .043 .036 .063
577 1481 with Tailored S/R .77 7.53 .047 .041 .062 R/O After Point Taken
578 1481 with Tailored S/B .79 6.70 — — —

579 1481 with Tai lored S/B .59 8.24 .047 .041 .065
580 081 with Tailored SIR .80 8.13 — — —
581 HH1 with Tailored S/B .61 7.95 .047 .048 .043 RIO After Point Taken
582 HB1 with Tailored SIR .80 7.89 — — —
583 Hal with Tailored SIR .60 7.97 .048 .045 .049 Rumble
584 1181 with Tailored SIR .80 8.50 .040 .040 .036
585 1181 with Tailored S/R .60 8.09 .041 .042 .038
586 1481 with Tailored SIR .61 7.73 — — —
602 P.81 with Tailored S/B 1.10 6.50 — — —
603 REl with Tailored SIR .99 9.48 .043 .038 .052
604 P.81 with Tailored S/B 1.03 9.39 .042 .036 .062
605 P.81 with Tailored S/ft 1.02 9.39 .044 .036 .066
606 RE1 with Tailored SIR 1.01 9.36 — — —
807 P.81 with Tailored S/H 1.00 9.38 .048 .041 .067
608 REl with Tailored S/B .99 9.29 .050 .042 .063
609 P.81 with Talláed S/ft 1.00 9.52 .060 .043 .069
610 P.81 with Tailored S/ft 1.0 9.48 .043 .034 .066
611 RE1 with Tailored S/H 1.0 9.55 .044 .034 .061
612 P.81 with Tailored S/H .99 9.36 .045 .034 .062
813 EEl with Tailored S/H 1.0 9.47 .047 .039 .059
814 P.81 with Tailored SIR 1.01 9.64 .060 .050 .048
615 RE1 with Tailored SIR 1.0 9.56 .049 .061 .044
816 RE1 with Tailored SIR .99 9.42 .048 .040 .067
617 RE1 with Tailored S/H .78 9.16 .047 .042 .066
618 RE1 with Tailored SIR .76 9.21 .061 .036 .096
619 P.81 with Tailored SIR .53 8.85 .041 .034 .062
620 P.81 with Tailored SIR .81 8.92 .043 .036 .064
621 REl with Tailored SIR .80 8.84 .044 (XIS .068
622 RE1 with Tailored SIR .79 8.86 .045 .035 .060
623 EEl with Tailored S/R .53 6.67 — — —

624 P.81 with Tailored SIR .61 8.93 .048 .036 .065
625 P.81 with Tailored S/R .60 9.26 .046 .034 .072
626 RHI with Tailored 8/H .60 9.38 .047 .036 .073
627 REf with Tailored S/B .80 8.86 .049 .037 .075
628 REf with Tailored S/H .60 8.19 .042 .044 .036
829 P.81 with Tailored S/B .60 8.19 .041 .044 .035
630 REX with Tailored SIR .50 8.07 .042 .036 .060
631 P.81 with Tailored SIR .50 7.98 .044 .038 .061
632 881 with Tailored SIR .68 8.11 .048 .042 .067
633 P.81 with Tailored S/R .61 9.43 .037 .030 .047
634 P.81 with Tailored SiR .59 9.31 .037 .031 .047
636 P.81 with Tailored S/R .60 9.14 — — —

636 P.81 with Tailored S/R .68 9.40 .044 .039 .064

During the configuration tests an igniter problem prevented operation with the extended
mount flameholder. The special Igniter fabricated for this configuration functioned well for
several check out augmenter lights but stopped functioning when the test series began. Checks,
both visual and electrical, did not detect the source of the problem. Several auto-ignition
attempts at augnientor pressures up to 20 psia were unsuccessful. Unfortunately the compressed
schedule did not provide time to trouble shoot the ignition system and this configuration was not
further tested.
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(5) Data An.Iya~s

During rumble , pressure amplitudes were recorded as a function of time. Four dynamic
static pressure probes were used, two Ku lite probes in the fan duct and two Kistler probes in the
augmenter. The Kistler probe (AK 1) which was 4.25 in. downstream of the “K” flange
(auginentor/turbine case joint ) was used to determine rumble during the FSER tests. This Kistler
probe was located at the downstrea m edge of the fiameholder behind the augmen ter cooling liner.
Rumble was determined by peak-to-peak pressure amplitudes greater than 1.5 ps~ at this probe
location. The peak-to-peak pressure amplitudes at the other three dynamic pressure locations
were normally less than those encountered at the AK 1 position.

(6) Exp.s ’lm.ntal R•suIts 
-

Several airflow map tests were conducted with an instrumen ted aft fan duct packa ge to
determine the local airflow distribution in the augmenter. These tests were made to provide
information to tailor the fuel flow to match the airflow, and thus to provide a more uniform fuel-
air.

The results of the airflow mapping of the R/M augmenter configuration are shown in
Figure 76. The data are presented as local airflow per unit area divided by the avera ge airflow of
the measurement ports. The local measuremen ts were made with Keel head total pressure and
total temperature cups . There are 60 cup location s on each of the spray rings 2 and 5 and 56
locations on spray ring 3.

Static pressures were measured at eight locations on sprayrin g 3. A sketch showing the
relative locations of the spray rings is presented in Figure 77. In the calculat ions for the local
airflow per unit area incompressible flow is assumed. Thus the equation is

W 
- 

v’7g~ P. (Ps —P.) -

A - RT~
where: -.

-

~~~~

-— - local airflow/unit area
- gravitational constant

P. - static pressure
- total pressure

T1 - total temperature
R - gas constant.

The incompressible flow assumption results in less than 0.5% error for the pressure ,
temperatures and Mach numbere experienced in the augmentor.

As shown in Figure 76, the R/M configuration exhibits a low airflow region in the fan stream
(Zones 3 and 5) from 120 to 190 deg. If uniform fuel flow is assumed, a local rich fuel-air in excess
of 1.4 times an intended average fuel-air would exist. For the tailored fuel tests this region of
excess fuel was reduced by decreasing the fuel flow of pintles in that area. Other areas of excess
fuel-air were also modified to provide a more uniform fuel-air . The spray rings were tailored and
the local fuel flow per pint le measured on a flow bench.
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Figure 77. Relative Sprayring Locations for FSER Te8t Program

Unfortunately, on segment 3 severa l (9) of the 90 pintles were damaged. The pintle s flowed
the desired amount but a stream and not a spray was detected with a flow check just prior to
installing the spray ring in the engine. Since time did not permit tailoring another spray ring, the
faulty pintle s were welded shut. The effect was to increase the local to average flow of the other
pintle e by appro ximately 12%. The segment 5 sprayring for the tailored tests was made by Par ker
Hannifin Corporation. It contained 90 pressu re atomizing nozzles that were designed to provide
fuel droplets with a Sauter mean diameter of 40 to 50 microns. At low segment 5 flows , i.e., below
1500 pph , air assist was used to assure that the desired dropl et sizes would be obtained.

The stabi lity results cd the augmen ted tests are summarized in Table 6. These teat result s
show that the rumble stability of the system can be affected by changes in the flameholder
geometry, duct pressure loss, fan stream temp erat ure and fuel distribution.

(7) Comp.d.on with ModiI Pra dlctlons

During Phase II, rumble model predictions were made at M = 0.8 for the B/M configuration,
the R/M configuration with a 6% pressure drop screen, and for heat addition to the fan stream.
These predictions and the FSER test results are presented in Table 7. The predictions were based
on P100 Design Tables and uniform fuel-air distribution in the augmenter fan or core streams.
Due to the engine operational behavior and facility variation s at set points, the tests could not be
conducted for the exact condition s at which the predictions had been made. In addition , the air
distribution discussed earlier (Figure 76) indicates a nonuniform fuel-air distr ibution existed .
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Figures 78 and 79 show the fuel-air distribution for the B/M sprayring confi gu ration. Large areas
are well above the average fuel-air ratio. For example , 55% of Zone 5 is more than 30% above the
average fuel-air ratio . Figures 80 and 81 present the fuel-air distribution for the tailored sprayring
configuration . Alth ough there is some improvement over the B/M distribution , there are still
substantial fuel rich areas. For examp le, 20% of Zone 5 is still more than 10% above average . The
fuel-air distribution results are summarized in Table 8. Thus , consideration should be given to
the test trends observed and not to the point-to-p oint comparison with the predictions.

The trends observed indicate that heat addition to the fan stream results in augmentor
operation at higher fuel-air ratios and altitudes. Also, tailored spray rings (i.e., more uniform fuel-
air distribution ) results in augmentor operation at higher overall fuel-air ratios. Fro m the results ,
further studies into improved fuel-air management and heat addition to the fan stream are
warranted . The 6% pressure drop screen eliminated rumble as predicted , thus substantiating the
model. It is, however , not considered a viable solution because of the performance penalty.

For all the FSER test predictions , the combustion input was from early predictions of the
fiameholder combustion model. The effects of pressure , temperature and velocity on the
combustion process were not included at that time. Only the effects of fuel-air ratio variations
were considered . Since that time , the effects of pressure , temperature and velocity have been
included in the flameholder combustion model and the subsequent slopes of efficiency vs these
three parameters are used by the rumble model in addition to the slope of efficiency vs fuel-air
ratio.

TABLE 6. SUMMARY OF FSER TEST RESULTS

Configuration M — 0.6 M = 0.8 M 1.0
B/M Rumb le at 42K with Rumble at 45K with Rumble at 44K with

FAAB 0.042 FAAB - 0.045 FAAB 0.048
R/O at 43K with 8/0 at 46K with B/O at 45K with

FAAR 0.042 FAAB 0.045 FAAB = 0.046

B/M with Tailored NO DATA Rumble at 34K with Rumble at 44K with
SprayTlnp FAAB — 0.046 FAAB = 0.049

B/O at 48K with RIO at 45K + with
FAAB = 0.046 FAAR = 0.049

Heat Additio n — 1181 Rumble at 42K with Rumble at 44K with Rumble at 45K with
(core heat ducted F % J R -0.049 FAAB 0.06 FAAB = 0.050
to f.n .tzeam) B/O at 42K with R/O at 4SK with B/O at 47K with

FAAB 0.049 FAAB — 0.065 FAAB 0.048

Heat Addition — 1181 Rumble at 42K with Rumble at 42K with Rumble at 45K with
with Tailored FAAB - 0.048 FAAB =0.045 FAAR 0.048
Sprayr ing. 8/O at 43K wlth B/O at 47K with B/O at 46K with

FAAB - 0.047 FAAB - 0.047 FAAB = 0.049
Heat Addition —. REl No Rumble to 43K with No Rumble to 45K with No Rumble to 47K with
(drafted flani.holder) FAAR - 0.044 FAAB 0.064 FAAB 0.055

RIO at 43K wIth No BIO encountered at 46K Verge o( R/O at 48K with
FAAB — 0.046 up to FAAB - 0.064 FAAB 0.051

(Aug Eff 26%)

Heat Addition — RE1 No Rumble to 42K with No Rumble to 46K with No Rumble to 44K with
with Tailored FAAR - 0.049 FAAB - 0.047 FAAR 0.050
Sprayring. RIO at 43K with 8/0 at 46K with Verge o( B/O at 44K with

FAAB - 0.049 FAAR 0.048 FAAR - 0.060

Heat Addition — EEl No Rumble to 44K with No Rumble to 47K with No Rumble to 45K with
and Finger Mlxii, FAAB — 0.061 F/LAB 0.060 FAAR 0.063

M) at 46.6K with R/O at 47K with RIO at 49.6K with
FAAB — 0.060 F/LAB — 0.062 FAAB - 0.061

D/M wIth 0% No Rumble to 44K with Stable at 46K with No Rumble to 47K with
Prumur. Drop Screen FAAB - 0.063 F/LAB - 0.063 FAAB 0.066
at Pan Duct kit E/O at 44.6K with 8/0 at 47K with Verge o( H/O at 47+l(

FAAB — 0.060 FMB - 0.062 FAAB - 0.066
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TABLE 7. SUMMARY OF PHASE II MODEL PREDICTIONS AND FSER TEST
RESULTS 

-

Mach Number = 0.8

Configuration F~iase II Predictions* FSER Test Results
B/M Rumble at 0.8/45K with FAC = 0.064 Rumble at 0.8/45K with FAC = 0.037

8/0 at 0.8/56K with FAC 0.037 RIO at 0.8/48K with FAC = 0.037

B/M with Tailored Rumble at 0.8/45K with FAC = 0.064 Rumble at 0.8/45K with FAC = 0.040
Sprayrings 8/0 at 0.8/56K with FAC = 0.037 B/O at 0.8/46K with FAC = 0.040

Heat Addition — HR1 Rumble at 0.8/45K with FAC = 0.064 Rumble at 0.8/45K with FAC = 0.050
(Core heat ducted to fan B/O at 0.8/55K with FAC = 0.055 8/0 at 0.8/49K with FAC = 0.059
stream)

Heat Addition — HBL Rumble at 0.8/45K with FAC = 0.064 Rumble at 0.8/45K with FAC = 0.052
with Tailored Sprayrings R/O at 0.8/56K with FAC = 0.055 B/O at 0.8/47K with FAC = 0.053

Heat Addition — RE1 Rumble at 0.8/56K with FAC = 0.064 No Rumble encountered at 0.08/45K up
(drafted flameholder) RIO at 0.8/56K with FAC = 0.056 to FAC = 0.054

No RIO encountered at 0.8/46K up to
FAC 0.067 (Aug Eff 25%)

Heat Addition — RE1 Rumble at 0.8/45K with FAC = 0.064 No rumble encountered at 0.8/45K up to
with Tailored Sprayrings B/O at 0.8/56K with FAC - 0.065 FAC 0.060

B/O at 0.8/46K with FAC = 0.060

Heat Addition — RE1 Rumble at 0.8/45K with FAC = 0.064 No rumble encountered at 0.8/45K up to
and Finger Mixers RIO at 0.8/56K with FAC = 0.055 FAC = 0.048

B/O at 0.8/47K with FAC = 0.048

R/M with 6% Pre ssure Stable at 0.8/40K with FAC 0.70 Stable at 0.8/45K with FAC = 0.060
Drop Screen at Fan Duct B/O at 0.8/56K with FAC = 0.~37 B/O at 0.8/47K with FAC 0.057
Exit

Phase II predictions were based on F100 Deeign Tables and assumed uniform fuel.ai r distribution . In fact , fuel-
air distribution varied by as much as 40% (maximum .to .minimum ) resulting in rumble at lower overall fuel-air
ratioe and blowout at lower altitudes.
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TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF FUEL-Am DISTRIBU-
TION FOR B/M AND TAILORED
SPRAYR INGS

Fan Stream
Zone V Zone il

B/M Tailored B/M Tailored
Local FA/Aug FA Percent Greater Than Local FA/Aug FA

1.0 60.0 61.0 83.0 83.0
1.05 60.0 33.0 79.0 79.0
1.10 59.0 20.0 75.0 64.0
1.15 58.0 10.0 74.0 52.0
1.20 57.0 6.0 72.0 32.0
1.25 58.0 3.0 66.0 25.0
1.30 56.0 0.0 50.0 18.0 -

1.35 47.0 40.0 15.0
1.40 - 45.0 33.0 8.0
1.45 36.0 19.0 3.0
1.60 33.0 9.0 0
1.55 30.0 7.0
1.60 22.0 6.0
1.66 19.0 5.0
1.70 13.0 4.0
1.75 11.0 3.0
1.80 7.0 2.0
1.86 6.0 0.0
1.90 4.0
1.96 0.0

The combined augmentor rurn ble/flameho lder combustion model was first exercised at ~~(6) specific operating points for the B/M configuration where the FSER test indicated rumble.
The test results and combined model predictions are summarized in Table 9 (row 1 vs row 2). For
three of the test points , the combined model predicted rumble at higher frequencies than
indicated by test. For the three remaining test points , the combined model predicted stable
operation. Review of the combined model predictions indicated an inaccuracy in the flameholder
combustion model solution technique resulting in incorrect combustion parameters (slopes of
effic ~aflcy vs fuel-air ratio , pressure , velocity and temp erature ) being used by the rumble model.

As a further check , the flazn;ñtolder combustion model was exercised over a ra nge in fuel-air
ratio , pressu re , velocity and temperature . The results are presented in Figures 82 and 83. Fan
stream efficiency predictions (ETAC) vary by as much as 7% with only slight variations in
pressure , velocity, temperature and fuel-air ratio . These variations are not observ ed in the core
stream efficiency prediction s (ETAR). Preliminary analysis indicates that the numeric accura cy
of the fan stream calculations in the flameholder combustion model is insufficient , resulting in
large errors in the slopes of efficiency vs fuel-air ratio , pressure , velocity and temperature. The
core calculations , which are much simpler , do not suffer from thiè numeric accuracy problem. A
means of resolving th is deficiency of the fan stream calculations in the 4lameho lder combustion
model is required, but was beyond the scope of this program.

In order to use the flameholder combustion model predictions but alleviate the numeric
accuracy problems , the flameholder combustion model was exercised over a range in fuel-air
ratio , pressure, velocity and temperature for each of the six FSER test cases. The results were
plotted, and - hand-calculated slopes were genera ted from lines faired through the output. These
hand-calculated slopes were then input to the rumble model. In all cases, the rumble model
predicted stable operation (Table 9, row 1 vi row 3) at the specific data fuel-air ratio in the fan.
The falioff in fan stream efficiency with increasing fan strea m fuel-air ratio is the prime driver
identified for rumb le; the flamehold er combustion model predicts this trend. However , it predicts
the falloff In efficiency at a higher fuel-air ra tio than observed in the tests. Since the fuel-air
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distr ibution is very nonuniform , the fuel rich areas can lead to rumble at lower overall fuel-air
ratio than if the fuel distribution were uniform. The rumb le model uses only one slope of
efficiency vs fuel-air ratio; therefore , it treats the fuel-air distribution as if it were uniform. The
normalized slope of fan stream efficiency with fuel-air ratio (ZEF C) was increased in the rumble
model input until rumble was predicted . These results are summarized in Table 9 (row I vs row
4). The rumble predictions with the hand-calculated slopes and increased ZEFC (row 4) are in
good agreement with the test results for the let mode (57- to 60-Hz ru mble); however , the rumble
model still predicts a second mode around 130 Hz which was not observed during the tests.

One possible explanation for the rumble model predictin g the second rumble mode and the
slightly higher than observed first mode is there is a lag in the heat release rate (q~0~,j that is not
accounted for in the rumble model. This is not an unreasonable concept , but further investigation
into the physics of the process (liquid fuel particle dynamics in the sprayba r/fiameholder area )
will be required. The rumble model was modified to incorporate a lag on the q’0111 term and run
with several sample values ranging from 0.001 to 0.008 sec. A lag of 0.003 sec input to the q’

01i

term in the rumble model caused the predictions to agree very well with test results (Table 9, row
1 vs row 5). The predicted firs t mode frequency was reduced to the frequency observed during the
FSER tests, and the second mode was eliminated.

A sample of the rumble model output is presented in Figures 84 and 86. Figure 84 presents
the combined augmentor rumble/flameholder combustion model output for FSER data point 195 .
The model predicts rumble at 68 Hz , 143 Hz and 225 Hz (Table 9, row 2). Figure 85 presents the
rumble model output for the same test point using hand-calculated Z’s and predicts rumble at 60
Hz and 132 Hz (Table 9, row 4). Finally , Figure 86 presents the rumble model output with a 0.003
sec lag on the q’out term. The predicted 52-Hz rumble and no second mode rumble are in
agreement with the test results (Table 9, row 5).

TABLE 9. MODEL PREDICTIONS VS FSER TEST RESULTS

RIM Configuration
Data Point 195 - 198 211 212 213 252
M/Alt 1.0/44.2K 1.0/45.4K 0.86/45.0K 0.81/44.5K 0.83/45.0K 1.0/44.9K

(1)Rumb le Freq uency 52 Hz 56 Hz 45 Hz 47 Hz 45 Hz 52 Hz
Indicat ed by FSER
Taut

(2) Ru mble Frequency 68 Hz 100 Hz Stable Stable 100 Hz Stable
Indicated by Coin- 143 Hz 170 Hz 165 Hz
bined Model 225 Hz 242 Hz

(3) Rumble Freq uency Stable Stable Stable Stable Stable Stable
Indicated by Rumble
Model with Hand .
Calculated Combo.-
tion Paramete r. -

(4) Rumble Frequency 00 Hz 80 Hz 57 Hz 57 Hz 57 Hz 58 Hz
Indicated by Rumble 132 Hz 132 Hz 127 Hz 127 Hz 126 Hz 128 Hz
Model with Hind - Actual FAC~-0.048 Actual FAC-0.(Xl8
Calculated Combu.- R.qd FAC O.060 Reqd FAC-0.047
t1oi~ Parameter, and
ZEFC lnci’eued

(6) Rumble Pvsqu.ncy 52 Hz 51 Hz 48 Hz 48 Hz 48 Hz 50 Hz
Indicated by Rumble
Model wIth 0.003 La~oi Id~~~TITTh
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Figure 86. Rumble Model Output 0.003 Lag on q’0,,1 (Hand
Calculated Z’s)

A point-to-p oint compar ison between the rumble model predictions and the FSER test
results was made for each configuration tested at specific altitudes , Mach numbers and oporating
conditions. The result s are summarized in Table 10. Since the flameho lder combustion model
was not predicting correct combustion slope parameters as previously reported, the slopes of
efficiency vs fuel-air ratio for the fan stream were hand calculated and input to the rumble model.
The slopes of effic iency vs pressure , temp erature and velocity were eliminated to reduce tedious
time-consuming hand calculations. The rumble model prediction s are only slightly compromised
(compare Table 9 (row 5) with Table 10 (B/M configuration)) since efficiency vs fuel-air ratio is
the prime driver in predicting rumble.

For the B/M configurations (data points 195, 198, 211, 212, 213 and 252), the rumble model
predicted stable operation with the hand-calculated ZEFC’s. ZEFC had ta be increased to —4 for
the rumble model to predict instability which corresp onds to increa ses in FAC of from 0.004 to
0.015. Since the engine operated with nonuniform fuel-air distribution , a large enough portion of
the augmentor was probably at high enough fuel-air ratio to have local ZEFC ’s greater than —4.
Although the flameholder combustion model can handle up to 100 individual stream tubes each
at a different fuel-air ratio, it computes only an average ZEFC. Additionally , the rumble model
uses only an average ZEFC ; thus, there is no way to account for local fuel-air variations in the
model. A method must be developed to determine wha t percent of the augmentor must be at a
ZEFC large enough to cause rumble before significant improvement in model correlation with
test results will occur.
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• For the B/M configu ration with a 6% pressure drop ,~creen at the fan duct exit (data points
458, 457, 449), the rumble model predicted stable operation for ZEFC ’s greater than —4. Since the
flameholder combustion model failed for all fan stream fuel-air ratios (FAC ) greater than 0.048,
it was impossible to determine what FAC this corresponded to for ZEFC’ s greater than — 4. The
FSER engine with this configuration did not rumble at any of the points tested. This included
tests with FAC up to 0.061 and augmentor fuel-air ratio up to 0.055.

For the HB1 configuration , the rumble model (using hand-calculated ZEFC’ s) predicted
rumble for two data points (494 and 567). For the remaining points (487 , 484, 504, 583, and 571)
FAC had to be increased by 0.0001 to 0.005 in order to calculate ZEFC ’s = — 4 , which resulted in
the rumble model predicting rumble. Thus , for the HB1 configuration , the flameholder
combustion model predictions and rumble model predictions were in good agreement with the
FSER test results. -

The FSER engine with the RE1 flameholder did not rumble at any point tested with either
the BIM sprayrings, B/M sprayrings and finger mixers , or tailored sprayrings. The rumble model
(using hand-calculated ZEFC’ s) predicted stable operation for all the data points checked. The
model indicates that in order to get ZEFC ’s large enough to predict rumble (ZEFC = — 5) the fan
stream fuel-air ratio (FAC) would have to be increased well beyond 0.063, which is from 0.004 to
0.026 greater than the test points checked. Again , the model predictions are in good agreement
with FSER test results.

The flameho -lder model could not be used to predict the high fuel air combustion
characteristics for the B/M and screen configuration. Thus to verify the rumble model it was
necessary to obtain these characteristics from the test data. The overall augmentor efficiency vs
the overall augmento r fuel-air ratio were plotted for the M = 1.0 and 45K ft altitude points . A
curve fit was used to determine the shape of the line through the data. The normalized efficiency
slopes were calculated at each point of interest by using:

ZEF = 
~ FA ~

where:

______ 

slope of the efficiency vs overall fuel-air ratio
AFA = at point of interest

FA = overall fuel-air ratio at points of interest

= overall efficiency at point of interest.

The normalized augmentor efficiency slope (ZEF ) was —3.3 for an overall fuel-air ratio of
0.055. The model was exercised at this point and for several other fuel-air ratio points . For this
analy sis, the calculated values of ZEF were assumed to be the same for both core and fan streams.
The results indicate stable operation would be expected up to air FAAB of 0.060 for a ZEF of
—5 14.

As a further check of the system model the combustion characteristic s of the B/M , HB 1, and
RE1 were obtained from the test data for severa l operating points. The rumble model was
exercised at severa l test points for each configuration and for higher fuel-air ratios assuming other
augmentor parameters constant.

The results are summa rized in Table 11. These results verify that the system model can be
used to predict augmentor stability if the combustion characteristics are known .

nO
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TABLE 11. STABILITY SUMMARY AT 1/45K FSER TEST
TO MODEL PREDICT ION5

Test Results Model Results
Configwat ion / Data Point Stability PA Stability PA ~

B/M / 198 R 0.046 R 0.042 0.003

R/M-Screes / 449 S 0.055 S 0.055
R 0.060 0.005

Ducted / 504 R 0.048 R 0.045 0.003

- Drafted I 417 S 0.055 R 0.051 0.004

‘Model input (Z’a, q, FA) was determined from FSER overall efficiency vs overall
fuel-air ratio test data.

•. Establish D.v.Iopmsnt and Test Criteria

(1) Combln.d Augmentor RumbleIFlameholder Combustion Model

During Phase Ill the augmentor rumble model was combin ed with the flameholder
combustion model. The combined model can be operated in any one of 5 combinations;
(1) rumb le model operating with a V-gutter flameholder augmentor simulation and combustion
data directly from the flameholder combustion model, (2) rumble model operating with a
V-gutter flameholder augmentor simulation and empirical combustion data , (3) rumble model
operating with a Vorb ix augmentor simulation and empirica l combustion data , (4) rumble model
operating with a Swirl augmentor simulation and empirical combustion data or (5) flameho lder
combustion model only. A schematic of the combined model is presented in Figure 87.

(a) Combln.d Model Input
- Input to the combined model includes progra m options , engine and augmentor geometry,

pressures, temperatures, Mach numbers and combustion parameters . The input list and the
parameter s required for each of the five model combinations described above are presented in
Figure 88. A description of the input parameters is presented in Table 12.

(b) Combined Model Output

The combined model output consists of (a) ru mble model output , (b) flameholde r
combustion model output or (c) both output s. The rumble model output consists of Open Loop
Transfer Function (OLTF) plots and tabular output. The OLTF plots allow quick determination
of engine/augmentor operating point stability or instability and at what frequ ency the instability
occurs. The rumble model tabular output is presented in Table 13. The flameholder combustion
model output consists of tabular output described in Tab le 14.

(C) Progr am O~~crlpfIon

A detailed description of the rumble model was presented in Section 11-2, and development
of the rumble model equation is presented in Appendix D. A detailed description of the
flamehold& combustion model and the flameholder combustion model equations are presented
in Appendix E.
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(2) DesIgn Criteria

The most important consideration in providing rumble free operation in the upper left hand
corner is the slope of the efficiency vs fuel-air ratio curve . The Phase 11 analytica l studies have
identified a negative slope to be the driving mechanism for rumble. The Phase III verification
FSER program results supported this premise.

The stability criterion for URLC steady state operation should be chosen such that the
system is stable at the lowest augmento r pressure in the flight envelope . Rumb le was identified
in Phase I as system airflow dynamics coupled with the combustion proce ss. Thus , to provide
stable operation , the designer must either eliminate the combustion driving potential or provide
sufficient system stiffness to preven t coupling. -

The system stiffness , i.e. impedance properly located in the duct , will retard airflow
oscillati ons. This can be accomplished by increasing the pressure drop near the fan duct exit or
across the flameholder a . The impedence could be mechanical blockage or a reflective acoustic
device. The second type of impedance was not evaluated in this program , but basic acoustic
pr inciples indicate potential. A second method of decoupling the system from the combustion
process would be to change the length of the system , i.e. change the length of the fan duct.

If the system cannot tolera te the lengths or losses required to decouple the process , then the
designer must carefully select the flameholder or combustion stabilizing system to reduce the
declining efficiency. Results from the combustion model show that the declining efficiency can be
reduced by any design action or concept variation which reduces the dependence of flame speed
on fuel air ratio , pressure , temp erature and velocity. The following will , in general , reduce the
tendency to rumble:

• Wake heat addition
• Increased turbulence level •

• Uniform fuel air distribution

Rumble  I I Fl ame holde r
Model V-Gutter Vorbix Swirl Common IComb ust ion
Input 

[
~~nPut Input Input Input [ Model

_ 
I
~~~~~~~~~~~-j I__

• 

- Rumble I Transfer 1 • IFlameholde~1
Model L Data Torn b

~~
tb
oj

_ _  I
Rumble F/H
Model Model
Output L OutPu~j

Fl) l4l4~~

Figure 87. Combined Model Schematic
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Rumb le Mode l 
___________ F/H Comb. Mod l

Input List V-Gutter Vorb(, Swirl V-Gutter
F/H Mode) EmpIrical EmpIrical EmpirIcal

_____________ Combustion Data Combustion Gets Combustion Date Combustion Data 
______________ALP HAC (1~ V ALPHAC (100) ALPHAC ((00)

ALPIIAN (100) AI.PHAH ((00) ALPHAH (100)
Sea e~ a BPR ePA epa SPA
DPCS DPCS
GPO GPO GPO DPO GPO
DeN OPH OPH OPH
DeNS DPHS
Des OPS OPS OPS OPS
EPSC EPSC EPSC
EPSH EPSH EPSH
ETA ETA ETA
ETAC ETAC
ElAN ETAH
FA FA FA
FAG FAG
FAG (100) FAC ((00) FAC 1100)
FAN FAH
FAN ((00) FAN (100) FAN (100)
FAV FAv FAV FAV FAV FAV
FHWC (100) FHWC (100) FHWC ((00)
FHWH (tOO) FHWH (100) FHWH (100)
JFUEL .)FuEL JFIJEL JFUEL JFUEL JFUEL
LA LA LA LA LA
LB LB LB LB
LC LC LC LC - LC
LII LH LH LH LH
LI LI LI LI
LX - LX LX LX
LSC LSC
LSC (100) LSC (100) LSC (100 )
LSH LSH
LSH ((00) LSH (100) LSH (100)
L2 U L2 U L2
USC USC MaC USC MEG MEG
MaN MON MON MON MOH M6H
MIR USA USA MER MSR
NAUGOP NAUOOP NAUGOP NAUGOP NAUGOP
NCOUOP NCOMOP NCOM OP NCO MO P NCOMOP
NFSOP NF8OP NFSOP NFSOP NFSOP
NPRNTF NPRNTF NPRNTF
NPRNIR NPRN TR NP RNTR NP RNT R N P R N T R
NSC (100) NSC ((00) NSC (100)
NSH ((00) NIH ((00) NSH (100)
NIC NIC NTC
NIH NTH NIH
PFSR 1100) PFSR (100) PF SR (100)
PRNOZ PRNOZ PMNOZ PRNOZ PRNOZ
PSI PSI PSI PSI PSI PS6
TAUC (100) TAUC (100) TAUC (100)
TAUM (100) TAUH ((00) TAUH (100)
TCO~ E TCO~ E TCO RE ICORE ICORE
TEXT (100) TEXT ((00) TEXT ((00)
TFSR (ISO) TFSR (ISO) TF SR (1001
1354 T3H T3t1
TIC TIC TOG TOC
TIC (100) TIC ((00) TIC (100)
TIN TOM TIM TSH
TIN (100) TIM ((00) TON (1001
WCOOt WCOO4. WCO OL
WEXI (tOO) WEXT ((00) WEXT ((00)
ZEF ZEF ZEF
ZEFC ZEFC
ZEFH ZEFH
ZEFP ZEFP ZEFP
UP ZEP ZEP
ZEPC ZEP C
ZEPH ZEPH
nYC ZETC
ZETH ZETH
ZE VC Z3VC
ZEVH ZEVH
XLC (ISO) XLC (ISO) XLC (100)
NL H (t O O) XLH (100) 

____________ ____________ _____________ 
XLII (ISO)

FL) t5tOEI

Figure 88. Input List for Five Model Combinations
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TABLE 12. COMBINED MODEL INPUT PARA M ETER DESCRIPTION

P ara meter Name Description
ALPHAC (100) Fan Strea m Flameho lder Apex Angl e, Deg.

ALPHAH (100) Core Stream Flameholder Apex Angl e, Deg.

BPR Bypass ratio, fan duct airflow/core airflow , dimensionless.
DPCS Fan side vane press ure loss (~P/P) from mixing plane to ignition plane (STA

3 to STA 4), dimensionles s (Swirl augmentor on ly).
DPD Fan duct pressure loss (~ P/P) allocated to STA 2, dimension less. Allocate

remainder to STA 3; see DPS.
DPH Pressure loss (iP/P) from mixing plane to ignition plane (STA 3 to STA 4),

dimen sionless . For V-gutter augmentor this accounts for spray bar and
flameho lder pressure loss. For Vorbix augmentor this accoun ts for Vortex
generator and pilot pressure loss (core and fan combined).

DPHS Core side vane pressure loss (~ P/P) from mixing plane to ignition plane (STA
3H to STA 4), d imensionless (Swirl augmen tor only).

DPS Fan duct pressure loss (~ P/P) allocated to STA 3, dimension less . Allocate
remain der to STA 2; see DPD.

EPSC Fan stream turbul ence factor , dimensionless.
EPSH Core stream tu rbulence factor , dimensionless.

ETA Augmentor overall combustion efficiency, actua l temp erature rise/ideal
- 

temp erature rise , dimens ionless.
ETAC Augmentor fan stream combu stion efficiency, actua l temp erature rise/ideal

temperature rise, dimen sion less .

ETAH Augmentor core stream combustion efficiency, actual temp erature rise/ideal
temperature rise , dimen s ionless .

FA Augmentor overall fuel-air ratio , dimensionless . Defined as augmento r total
fuel flow/fan stream airflow (STA 3) plus core stream airflow (STA 3H) plus
pr imary engine fuel flow (STA 3H).

FAC Augmentor fan stream fuel-air ratio , dimens ionless. Defined as augmentor
fan strea m fuel flow/fan stream airflow (STA 3).

FAC (100) Augmento r/fti el-air ratio for each individual fan atream flow tube , dimension-
less.

FAH Augmentor core stream fuel-air ratio , dimension less . Defined as augmentor
core stream fuel flow/core stream airflow (STA 3H) plus primary engine fuel
flow (STA 3H ) .

FAH (100) Augmentor fue l-air ratio for each individual core stream flow tube ,
dimen sionles s .

FAV Vitiated fuel-a ir ratio of core stream at entry to augmentor (STA 3H),
dimensionless . Defined aa primary engine fuel flow (STA 3H}/core st ream
airflow (STA 3H).

FHWC (100) Individual f lemeholder widths in fan stream , in.

FHWH (100) Individual flatneholder widths in core stream, in.
LA Length of augmenter, mix ing plane to nozzle (ETA 3 to ETA 11), in.
L.B Dl.tance from ignition plane to nozzle (STA 4 to ETA 11), in.
LC Length of tan duct , fan discharge to mixing plane (ETA 1 to STA 3), in.
LH Distance from turbine di.charge to mixing plane (ETA 2H to STA 3H), in.
U Distance from ignition plane to beginning of combustion zone (ETA 4

to STA 5), in.
Lk Distance from Ignition plane to end of combustion zone (ETA 4 to STA 10),

in.
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TABLE 12. COMBINED MODEL INPUT PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (Continued )

Pa ra meter Name Descript ion

LSC Distance from spraybar to flameholder in fan stream , in.

LSC (100) Distance from spraybar to flameholder for each individual stream tube in the
fan strea m, in.

LSH Distance from spraybar to flameholder in core stream , in.

LSH (100) Distance from spraybar to flameho lder for each individual stream tube in the
core stream , in.

L2 - Distance from fan duct pressure loss (DPD) to mixing plane (STA 2
to STA 3), in.

MOC Fan strea m Mach number at ent ry to augmen ter (STA 3), dimensionless.
(Must be >0.)

M6H Core stream Mach number at entry to augmentor (STA 311), di mensionless.
(Must be >0.)

M6R Mach num ber of mixed augmenter stream flow prior to combustion (STA 4),
dimensionless. (Must be 0.)

NSC (100) Number of fan stream flow tubes of this typ e, integer.

NSH (100) Number of core stream flow tubes of this typ e, integer.

NTC Number of stream tube types in the fan flow , integer.

NTH Number of stream tube types in the core flow , integer.

PFSR (100) Individual spr aybar fuel pressure for each fan flow tube , psia.

PRNOZ Exhaust nozzle pressure ratio (always >1), dimensionless. If nozzle is choked
any va lue greater than critical value required to choke nozzle (approximate-
ly 2.0) may be input. Exact value of PRNOZ is required only if nozz le is
choked.

P86 Augtnentor static pressure at ent ry to augmentor (STA 3), psia.

TAUC (100) Individual stream tube blockage ratio for fan stream , dimension less .

TAUH (100) Individual stream tube blockage ratio for core stream , dimensionless.

TCORE Core engine time constant, mesa of air in core engine volume/mass flowr ate of
air through the core engine , sec .

TEXT (100) External flow temperature for individual flow tubes in the fan duct , deg R.

TFSR (100) Sprsybar fuel temp erature for individual flow tubes an the fan flow, deg R.
T3H Main burner inlet temperature, dog R.

T8C Fan stream temperature at entry to auginentor (STA 3), dog R.

T6C (100) Fan st ream temperature at entry to sugn ientor (STA 3), for ind ividual flow
tubes , dog R.

Core strea m temperature at entry to augmenter (ETA 3H), dog K.

T6}I (100) Core st ream t mperaturc St entry to augmenter (ETA 3H), for ind ividual flow
tubes, dog K.

WCOOL Ratio of nozzle cooling air to total engine airflow, dimensionless.

WEX’F (100) External flow ratio for individual flow tubes in the fan stream, dimensionless.

XLC (100) Distance from flameholder to nozzle for individual fan stream flow tubes, in.

XLH (100) Distance from flameholder to nozzle for individual core stream flow tubes , in.

ZR? Normalized slope , augmenter overall combustion efficiency vi overall fuel -sir
rst lo,

FA,~TA sETA/5FA. dimensionless.
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TABLE 12. COMBINED MODEL INPUT PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (Continued )

~~~smder Ness. Descr iption

ZEYC Normalized slope, augmenter fan stream combustion efficiency vs fan stream
fuel -sir rsti o,

FAC/ETAC aETAC/aFAC, dimensionless.

ZEFH Normalized slope, augmenter core stream combustion efficiency vs core
stream fuel-sir ratio ,

FAH/ETAH aETAH/aFAH, dimensionless.

ZEF’P Normalized slop e, augmenter overa ll combustion efficiency vs fuel-air ratio of
the pilot burner ,

FAP/ETA aWFA/aFAP, dimensionless.

ZEP Normalized slope , augmenter overall combustion efficiency vs pressure at
ignition plane ,

P/ETA aETA/aP, dimension less.

ZEPC Normalized slope , augmenter fan stream combust ion efficiency vs pressure at
ignition plane,

P/ETAC aETAC/aP, dimensionless.

ZEPH Normalized slope , augmenter core stream com bustion efficiency vs pressure
at ignition plane ,

P/ETA H aETAH/aP, dimensionless .

ZETC Normalized slop e, augmenter fan stream com bustion efficiency vs fan stream
entry temperature

T6C/ETAC aETAC/aTSC, dimensionle ss .

ZETH Normalized slop e, augmen ter core stream combustion efficiency vs core
stream entry temperature

T6H/ETAH aETAH/aT6H, dimensionless .

ZEVC Normalized slope , augmen ter fan stream combustion efficiency vs fan stream
entry velocity

V/ETAC aETAC/aV, dimens ionless .

ZEVH Normalized slope , augmenter core .stjeam com bustion efficiency vs core
stream ent ry ve locity

V/ETAH aETAH/aV , dimensionless ;

TABLE 13. RUMBLE MODEL TABULAR OUTPUT

Parameter(s) Description
NAMELIST INPUT The “ namelist ’ input parameters and the values

Input are listed for verification.

KNOZ A parameter that relates the influence of pressure
at Stat ion 11 on velocity at Station 11,
dimensionless.

FAAB Augmenter overall fuel -air ratio , dimensionless.
ETAAS Augmenter overall efficiency, dimensionless.

DTIAB Augmenter overall ideal temperature rise, dog K.

DTAB Augmenter overall actua l temp erature rise , dog
R.

T~M Augmen ter mixed temp erature before combus .
tlon (Station 3), dog K.

TKC Augmenter mixed exhaust temp erature (Station
10), dog K.

XLHV Lower heating value for the fuel selected,
Btu/lb~,.
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TABLE 13. RUMBLE MODEL TABULAR OUTPUT (Continued)

DTC Fan stream temperature rise, dog K.

QCQT Fraction of total heat release contributed to fan
stream, dImensionless.

lyric Fan stream ideal temperature rise, dog K.

TAUDC Fan stream drift delay from spreybar to
flsin.holder, sec.

DTH Core stream temperature rise, dog K.

QHQT Fraction of total heat release contributed by core
stream, dimensionless.

DTIH Core stream ideal temp erature rise , dog K.

TAUDH Core stream drift delay from spraybar to
flameholder, sec .

ZTPC Normalized slope, augmenter fan stream ideal
temperature rise vs fan strea m fuel-air ratio ,

- FAC/DTIC sDTIC/sFAC, dimension less.

ZTPH Normalized slope , sug mentor core stream ideal
temperature rise vs core stream fuel-air ratio ,
FAHJ IYFIM brYrii I/~1AH , dimensionlees.

L (1-li) Distance between model stations , in.

YL (1-11) Station b astions references to Station 1, in.

C (~~~) Velocity of sound at each station in./sec.

CM Velocity of sound in core stream at Station 3M,
ln./sec .

M (1-41) Mach number at each station, dimensions .

MM Mach number in core st ream at Station 3M,
dimensionless.

T (1-11) Temperature at each station , deg K.
• TM - Temperature In core strea m at Station 3M, dog K.

PRHOT Pressure drop through combustion zone (Station
5 - StatIon 10), ~~~

G (1-11) Ratio of specific heats at each station , dimension-
less.

OH Ratio of specific heats in core stream at Station
3H, dimensionless.

TAUP (1-11) TIme delays for downstream running sonic waves
between stations, sec.

TAUFH Time delay for downstream running sonic wave
between Stations 2H and 3M, sec.

TAUG (1-11) TIme delays for upstream nmn(ng sonic waves
between stations, sec.

TAUGH TIme delay for upstream running sonic wave
between station 211 and 3M, sec .

TAUR (1-11) TIme delays for downstream runnIng entropy
waves between stations, sec.

TAUEH Time delay for downstream running entropy
wave between stations 2H and 3M, sec.

QOP (1-11) RatIo of volumetric heat reissue ruts st such
station to pessea,. at sack station, 1/s.c.

$ 
- 1  
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TABLE 14. FLAMEHOLDER COMBUSTION MODEL OUTPUT

Parameter(s) Descr ip tion
Fan Stream Identifies following sections as fan duct output.

Streamtube Type Identifies for this set of input variables.

No. of This Type The number of streamtubes with this set of input
variables.

Static Pressure (P86) Inlet static pressure, psia.
Approach Temperature (TSC) Inlet temperature, ‘K.
Approach Mach No. (M6C) Inlet flow Mach No., dimensionless ,

Input FA Ratio (FAC ) Inlet fuel-air ratio, dimensionless.

Effective FA Ratio Effective fuel-air ratio accounting for liner cooling air-
flow.

F/H Width (FHWC) Fismeholder width, in.
Blockage Ratio (TAUC) Ratio of f lameho lder width to streamtube widt h,

dimensionless.
F/H Apex Angle (ALPHAC) V-gutter flameholder apex angle , dog.
S/R Fuel Temperature (TFSR) Temperature of the fuel within sprayring ‘R.
S/R Fuel Pressure (PFSR) Pressure of the fuel within ti~ sprayring, psia.

SIR to F/H Distance (LSC) Axial separation distance between the sprayrin g and the
flameholder , in.

F/H to Nozzle Distance (XLC) Axial distance from the flameholder to the exhaust nozzle
thtoat, in.

Turbulence Level (EPSC) Ratio of EMS turbuleance velocity to the approach
velocity of the inlet , dimensionless.

Wake Flow Addition (WEXT) Ratio of external wake flow to recirculated flow,
dimensionless.

Flow Source Temperature (TEXT) Temperature of above flow, ‘K. 
-

Effective Inlet Temperature Mass average of WEXT flow at TEXT and recirculate d
flow at T6C, ‘K.

Fuel Type (JFUEL) Identifies for fuel
1—J P- 4

- 2— JP -5
Mean Droplet Size The mass median droplet size produced by the injector,

microns.

Flask VaporizatIon Fraction of the liquid fuel which is vaporized by injection
from PFSR to P86, dimen.kmless.

Bets 1 Droplet vaporization fraction.
Beta 2 Droplet collection fraction.

Bits 3 Surface vaporization fraction.
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I
TAIOIJE 14. FLAMEHOLDER COMBUSTION MODEL OUTPUT (Con-

tinued )

Parameter(s) Description
Ki Recirculstlon fraction.

Wake FA Flameholder wake vapor phase fuel-air ratio, dimension-
less.

Wake Temperature Reaction ~.mperature in the flameholder wake, ‘R.

Initial Speed Laminar flame speed at the flameholder , ftlsec.
Initial Turbulence Turbulence intensity at the flameholder, dimensionless.
Ideal Temperature Rise Ideal temperature rise for effective fuel-air rat io, 0

K.
Efficiency Streamtube combustion efficiency; ratio of flame pane-

tration to streamtub e width , dimensionless.
Actual Temperature Rise Efficiency times ideal temperature rise, ‘R.
Exit Temperature Streamtube exit temp erature without liner cooling air ,

‘K.
Flowrate — Air Air flowrate for this streamtube , Ibjsec.
Flowrate — Fuel Fuel flowrate for this streamtube, Ib../soc.

Cooling Flow/Total Engine Flow Ratio of liner cooling air flowrate to total engine flowrate,
(WCOOL ) dimensionless.

Chemical Combustion Efficiency Average efficiency based on average streamtube exit
temperature and average effective fuel-air ratio ,
dimensionless.

Thermal Combustion Efficiency Average efficiency based on streamtube average exit
temperature plus cooling air and average input fuel-air
ratio , dimensionless.

Average Cooling Air Temperature Ms. averaged inlet temperature used for cooling, ‘K.
Average Streamline Exit Tern- Mass average of the streamtubes without cooling air, ‘R.

Average Duct Ezit Temperature Mass average of streamtubas plus cooling air, ‘K.

Total Flowrat. Total of each streamtube type times the number of each
type, Ibjsec.

Average Fuel-air Ratio Mass average of the input fuel-air ratios.

Core Stream Identified following sections as core stream output.

Wake Recirculatlon Coefficient Same as Ki ln fan duct, dImensIonless.
Ideal Temperature Rise Ideal temperature rise based on input fuel-air ratio and

main burner fuel-air ratio. See Appendix B.
MIS Fuel-air Ratio Fuel-air ratio of the vitiated air entering the core

stze.mtubse.

M/B Inlet Temperature Inlet temperature to th. main burner, dimensionless.
Average Distanc. from Spraybar to Average axial distance from the spraybars to the
P/H flam.holders, In. -

NOTE: Any core stream parameters which are not listed above have the same definition as their fan
stream coimtirpeit.

I 
- 
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The augmentor design parameters that are available for evaluation are flameholder
blockage, width, draft angle, apex angle, surface area, heat addition, fuel injection to flameholder
distance and fuel injection droplet size.

If the above design study cannot sufficiently desensitize the augmentor in the UHLC or the
engine cycle cannot tolerate the additional losses and/or tolerate the performance at other design
point s, the fuel air ratio will have to be restricted below the critical value at which rumble is
encountered. This will require scheduling maximum fuel air ratio vs. the flight point.

4. PHASE IV — SWIRL AUGMENTOR MODEL VERIFICATION

a. Background

The swirl augmentor employs a novel flamespreading concept wherein the augmentor inlet
flow is swirled to create a strong centrifugal field and flame is propagated by buoyant
displacement of hot combustion products through the more dense inlet mixture . No flameholder
is used. Figure 89 shows a cross section of a swirl augmentor on an F100 turbofan engine. Swirl
vanes in the turbine exhaust and in the rear fan duct impart swirl to the augmentor inlet flow
which is then fueled by a series of spray rings. A portion of the augmentor flow bypasses the fan
swirl vanes and feeds the augmentor and exhaust nozzle cooling liners as well as a small annular
pilot burner around the outer diameter of the augmentor. The pilot burner initiates the
combustion process by exhausting hot , relatively rare, combustion products on the outer
perimeter of the augmentor . The unburned fuel-air mixture inboard of the pilot burner is denser
so centrifuge effects create a cromfiow of hot combustion products moving towards the augmentor
centerline and the denser unburned fuel-air mixture moving towards the outer diameter. This
croesflow propagates combu stion through the unburned fuel-air mixture which genera tes more
hot combustion products which are likewise buoyed towards the center until the entire stream is
burned . The augmentor flow is moving downstream during this process and the combination of
radial flamespreading during axial flow give the app earance of a nearl y conical flamefr ont
emanating from the pilot burner. Potential advantages are:

b
1. Improved cruise TSFC — no flameholder and resulting pressure losses are

required . Further , the relatively cool inlet vanes can be made variable to
eliminate swirl losses during nonaugmented , or cruise , operation

2. Reduced augmentor length - - the combustion rate is controlled by the
intensity of the centrif ugal field which , in turn , is controlled by the swirl
imparted to the inlet flow. Length reductions of 50% appear feasible as
compared to conventional flameholder systems

3. Improved performance at low augmentor pressure levels — the combustion
process is controlled by buoyancy effects which are independent of pressure
level.

The objective of this phase of the program was to verify the low frequency instability model
for swirl augmentors.

b. Approech

The model verification program consists of sea level testing of a full-scale swirl augmentor
on an Fl00 turbofan engine. The tests were made to determine augmentor combustion efficiency
and stability characteristics with varied fuel-air ratio and internal fuel distribution . Predictions
were made ad the stability chara cterist ics with the model using the measured augmentor
efficiency characteristics as input. A comparison was made of the predicted and measured
sta bility characteristics.
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c. Results

(1) Exp.rlm.ntal

The augmentor is shown in cross section in Figure 89. Figures 90 and 91 are photographs of
the actual hardware on the engine. Tests were conducted using a manual augmentor fuel control
-system that enabled individual control of each spray r ing fuel flow and four different spray ring
configurations to vary the internal fuel distribution . Combustion efficiency was calculated from
engine performance measurements , and stability characteristics were measured with dynamic
pressure transducers (Kist lers) insta lled in the augmentor duct.

Significant performance parameters for all test points are listed in Table 15. Figures 92
through 95 show the augmentor combusti on efficiency vs fuel-air ratio data for the four sprayring
configurations which are described in Table 16. Figure 96 shows the augmentor dynamic pressure
traces at high fuel-air ratio for each of the four sprayring configurations. The 165 Hz
instability shown is related to the segment 5 spray ring (innermost sprayring) combustion
characteristics and limited fuel flow to that sprayr ing for all tests . The augmentor was very stable
when segment 5 was not used. This is apparent in Figure 100 which shows the pressure trace
without segment 5 at an overall fuel-air ratio of 0.0476 to be similar to that obtained during
nonaugm ented operation .

(2) Comparison With Model predictions

The rumble model was exercised for each spray ring configuration tested. The only variables
inpu t to the model for this analysis was the change in normalized slope and overall fuel-air ratio.
The pilot efficiency slope was assumed to be 0.0 since the pilot flow remained virtually constant
with increa sed overall fuel-air ratio changes . The pilot had also demonstrated no changes in
efficiency for several excursions of higher and lower fuel flow . The results of the comparison are
shown in Table 17. They show that Scheme II would be the least likely configuration to be
unstable and that Scheme IV would be the most likely to be unstable. A second mode instability
is predicted at approximately 155 Hz. This mode was more predominant than the fi rst mode
(— 65 Hz). The engine tests showed some sensitivity to a frequency of approximately 165 Hz as
discussed earlier. The model, however, predicted rumble for Schemes III and IV at a point where
the amplitudes of dynamic instrumentation indicated quite low level amplitudes , i.e., less than
5% peak to peak of augrnentor pressure. Thus it is believed that the model is too sensitive and
predicts this mode prematurely. It was concluded from the comparison that the model was
verified by the sea level tests, and that the model may be too sensitive at the second mode rumble
frequency.
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Figure %. Swirl Augmentor With Cooling Liner Duct and Nozzle
Installed
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Figure 91. Swirl Augmentor Without Duct and Nozzle Installed
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TABLE 15. P072 SWIRL AUGMENTOR SIGNIFICANT PERFORMANCE PA-
RAM ETERS

AI)R No. BPS WGGM FAA!) ~, Aug WFPIL WFI WF2 WF3 WF4 ~~/5
Scheme I

283 0.73.4 219.5 0.0387 90.2 16.3 2079.2 47)8 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0
264 0.730 218.9 0.0117 93.2 21.6 2007.2 7039.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
266 0.735 218.8 0.0)46 90.8 25 .3 1969.1 7495.9 .0 .0 .0 .0
268 0.768 2(8.6 0.0194 84.9 (0.3 1992.3 10712.0 2335.5 .0 .0 .0
269 0.736 2)8. 6 0.01646 90.3 27.4 2001.4 10750.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
27) 0.758 2)8.9 0.11246 84.3 36.3 1988.2 10524.0 8752.0 .0 .0 .0
273 0.751 218.3 0.11296 84.8 41.2 (955.9 10632.0 6566.1 3786.1 .0 .0
276 0.738 219.2 0.6913 87.2 44.7 2046.3 9656.7 6646.6 6024.1 .0 .0
278 0.737 219.4 0 (9122 90.4 46.2 1978.6 8701.2 6707.7 1698.3 .0 .0
281 0.739 219.0 0.037 90.2 51.4 2002.7 8612.7 6685.1 76(8.3 4(80.4 .0
‘283 0.741 219.) 0.6999 90.0 53.3 (972.8 8601.1 6537.8 7588.3 6202.2 .0
285 0.73.3 2)8.8 0.042 90.0 54.9 1964.5 8570.7 6610.9 7711.8 7763.7 .0
286 0.739 218.8 0.04! 90.5 54.3 1924.0 7724.2 6779.0 7702.0 7730.5 .0
287 0.736 219.2 0.04.4 86.8 56 (3 1916. 3 7649.1 6727.8 76)7.9 7670.9 2876.7
294 0.7)7 211.3 0.0)26 93.2 22.5 (990.6 7510.7 .0 .0 .0 .0
295 0.722 211.1 0.0(72 88.7 27.7 (958.5 7800.2 3264.1 .0 .0 .0
297 0.718 210.9 0.0216 90.2 33.9 1934.3 7590.0 6660.! .0 .0 .0
299 0.726 210.8 0.1124) 90.4 37.0 (975.6 7543.7 8666.0 16)3.4 .0 .0
301 0.739 209.5 05944 87.6 36.8 2025.5 7593.9 8612.8 .0 .0 .0
303 0.739 2)1.2 0.0294 90.3 42.7 (996.4 7539.7 8596.6 3825.) .0 .0
306 0.720 210.8 059148 90.5 47.7 1985.4 7687.2 8681.7 7684.9 .0 .0
307 0.734 210.6 0.0404 90.5 53.5 1993 .3 7655.4 8666.3 7866.7 4348.8 .0

309 0.740 210.9 0.04.47 87.9 56.4 2006.8 7638.3 8687.8 7670.4 7666. 1 .0
311 0.729 210.5 0,04.72 81.4 58.0 2007.5 7594.3 8521.5 7614.1 7606.8 1945.9
3)3 0.732 210.?~ 0.0461 88.9 57.9 2021.2 7686.9 8597.8 7677.4 5574.4 2867.9
315 0.733 209.0 0.0471 90.7 58.9 3)13.3 7676.6 8589.8 7657.4 5579.2 3806.2
317 0.729 210.6 0.0494 86.7 58.9 2014.0 7631.4 8543.4 9569.3 5564.5 3695.2
319 0.736 209.9 0.0473 86.8 58.7 2011.9 7608.0 7540.4 7646.1 5568.2 2361.5
321 0.736 209.6 0.0488 86.7 58.7 2013.2 7628.3 9504.8 8608.9 5561.6 2364.9
322 0.734 210.1 0.0482 87.4 58.6 (720.7 7638.) 9630.6 8635.0 5567.8 2864.3

Scheme Ii
335 0.744 210.6 053)9 0.817 18.2 1985.0 4691.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
3.37 0.747 209.1 0.0122 0.914 22,3 1991.0 7031.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
339 0.747 209.8 0.0126 0.936 24.2 1991.0 7567.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
341 0.743 210.1 0.0153 0.895 27.0 1995.0 9422.0 .0 2061.0 .0 .0
343 0.747 209.5 0.0198 0.896 33.2 1979.0 9442.0 3240.0 .0 .0 .0
344 0.744 209.9 0,0175 0.910 .30.5 (976.0 7548.0 3367.0 .0 .0 .0
345 0.744 209.8 051217 0.904 36.1 1988.0 7692.0 6462.0 .0 .0 .0
347 0.743 269.6 0,0256 0.879 39.4 2011.0 7524.0 9414.0 .0 .0 .0
349 0.747 299.7 0.0306 0.868 44,8 2007.0 7582.0 9601.0 3869.0 .0 .0
380 0.146 210.6 0.0292 0.883 43.2 1996.0 7568.0 8554.0 3869.0 .0 .0
352 0.736 210.1 053332 0.881 47.0 1990.0 7643.0 6524.0 6649.0 .0 .0
354 0.752 210.5 053371 0.868 50.6 1998.0 7627.0 8518.0 9670.0 .0 .0
357 0.728 - 210.1 053373 0.676 51.3 2002.0 7620.0 8528.0 9603.0 .0 .0
361 0.728 298.7 0.045 0.846 55.5 2010.0 1662.0 8637.0 9659.0 5532.0 .0
363 0.732 208.6 0.0476 0.819 51,2 20(1.0 7633.0 8613.0 9473.0 7608.0 .0
364 0.727 209.9 0.043 0.857 55.3 2035.0 7662.0 8621.0 9671.0 4044.0 .0
366 0.727 209.2 0.0468 0.866 58.0 2016.0 7519.0 8674.0 9527.0 4026.0 2342.0
366 0.727 209.6 0.0471 0.869 59.1 2015.0 7568.0 8637.0 9488.0 4020.0 3362.0
370 0.7$ 209.4 0.0493 0.549 69.8 2065.0 8611.0 8593.0 9523.0 4064.0 3525.0
372 0.739 209.6 0 5904 0.879 59.8 2032.0 8604.0 9479.0 9492.0 4045.0 3522.0
373 0.129 210.4 0.0474 0.867 58.5 2049.0 8813.0 8244.0 9113.0 3617.0 3769.0
315 0.729 50.9 0.0600 0.871 59.5 2048.0 9463.0 8631.0 9668.0 3968.0 3827.0
376 0.728 209.7 0.0464 0.880 60.0 20(4.0 7698.0 8624.0 9474.0 5583.0 3645.0

ScSem. III -

356 0.753 211.9 0.0152 0.915 21.! 2016.0 9416.0 1330.0 .0 .0 .0
~~ 0.749 212.3 0.0356 0.912 27.4 2137.0 9429.0 1043.0 .0 .0 .0
380 0.729 2)2.6 0.0157 0.918 27.8 2366.0 9456.0 .0 3564.0 .0 .0
382 0.737 2)2.2 0,0161 0.904 28.0 2623.0 9429.0 .0 .0 , .0 .0
365 0.736 212.8 0.06! 0.811 58.8 3629.0 9602.0 6566.0 9664.0 5486.0 3862.0
367 0.736 212.6 0.0482 0.520 61.4 2422.0 7586.0 8613.0 9635.0 5449.0 2800.0
328 - 0.728 2)2.6 0.0807 0.866 69.7 24)2.0 10608.0 7130.0 7089.0 5628.0 2645.0
~~ 0.736 213.2 0.048 0.56) 59.0 2366.0 9664.0 7475.0 s767.0 6422.0 2768.0
401 0.728 212.2 0.046 0.671 55.1 2326.0 8672.0 7256.0 8622.0 5532.0 2142.0

Sc54~ tIV
406 0.7$ 209.7 0.0132 0.914 24.3 2166.0 7589.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
406 0.734 206.3 0.6941 0.50 38.5 216s.0 7672.0 8629.0 .0 .0 .0
410 0.735 366.3 0.0878 0.864 50.3 2374.0 7651.0 8634.0 6658.0 .0 .0
412 0.739 50.6 0.0451 0.867 56.6 2)72.0 7676.0 8676.0 9603.0 6496.0 .0
4)4 0.7$ 210.4 0.0477 0.807 56.1 2206.0 7616.0 8576.0 5661.0 7646.0 .0
4)6 0.737 210.0 0.0462 0.796 56.4 2273.0 7673.0 8262.0 9662.0 7653.0 .0
4)7 0.7$ 210.1 0.0476 0.817 56.6 2206.0 8610.0 2606.0 9662.0 5416.9 .0
415 0.7$ 210.2 0.035 0.90 26.2 2621.0 8533.0 .0 .0 .0
~~ 0.7$ 210.3 0.0150 0.629 26.9 2629.0 8688.0 .0 .0 .0
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F igure 92. P072/Swirl Augmentor Scheme No. I
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Figure 94. P072/Swirl Augmentor Scheme No. 3
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TABLE 16. SPRAYR ING CONFIGURAT ION

Scheme SiR SAD Descript ion
Sag 1 16.268 Fully Spluh Plated
Sag 2 14.960 Non-Splaah Plated
Sag 3 12.881 Non.Splaab Plated
Sag 4 10.684 Non.Spluh Plated
Sag 5 8.488 Non.Splaah Plated

II Sag 1 16.268 Every Other Orifice Sple~h Plated
Sag 2 14.950 Non.Splaah Plated
Sag 3 12.881 Non-Sp laah Plated
Sag 4 10.684 Non.Splaah Plated
Sag 5 8.488 Non-Splaeh Plated

Ill Sag 1 16.268 Every Other Orifice Splaah Plated
Sag 2 13.870 Non-Splaah Plated
Sag 3 12.881 Non-Splash Plated
Sag 4 10.684 Non-Splash Plated
Sag 6 8.488 Non-Splash Plated

IV Seg 1 16.268 Non-Splash Plated
Sag 2 14.950 Non-Splash Plated
Sag 3 12.881 Non-Splash Plated
Sag 4 10.684 Non-Splash Plated
Sag 5 8.488 Non-Splash Plated
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Figure 96. Swirl Augrnentor Dynamic Press ure Traces
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TABLE 17. MODEL PREDICTIONS vs SWIRL AUGMENTOR SLS
RESULTS

A. Conditions at Test Point

Sclwm. I II m iv

Data PoInt 317 376 399 417

FAAB 0.0494 0.0494 0.0607 0.0492

8 0.867 0.893 0.853 0.795

ZEF —0.62 —0.38 —0.86 —0.99

Test Stabilty <100 Hz/amp <0.5 psi p/p <0.5 psi p/p <5 psi p/p <5 psi p/p
Test Stability >100 HZ/amp 166 Hz/1.8 166 Hr/1.3 165 Hz/2.0 165 Hz/2.23

Stable Stable Stable Stable
Model PredictIon <100 HzfQ,~1 65 Hz/0.3 69 HrA).25 66 Hz/47 85 Hz’l).46

Stable Stable Unstable Unstable
Model Prediction>100 Hz/%,, 156 Hz/0.85 165 HzA).73 156 HZ/l i 155 Hz/1.0

B. Conditions for Model to Predict Unstable at > 100 Hz

Scheme I II ill IV
FAAB >0.061 >0.052 >0.050 >0.0492

9 0.84 0.856 0.835 0.796

ZEF —0.73 —0.6 —0.85 —0.99

Frequency 155 155 155 155

j 
-- - 
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5. RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

a. Rs•ults

(1) V-gu~t.r Flamshold•r Augm.ntor.

The original rumble model has gradually become more accurate as test results have been
incorporated and as assumptions have been verified or disproved. As a result , the model is fairly
proficient at predicting the major trends generally associated with rumble in turbofan V-gutter
flameho lder augmentor s.

Although it will not predict accurately every observed test , the model is now capable of
identify ing changes which should materially affect the occurrence of rumble. One reason for the
inaccuracy is that tests with augmentors have not always shown a high degree of repeatability . A
second reason for the inaccuracy of the rumble model predictions is the combustion process
predictions obta ined from the flameholder combustion model. The flameholder combustion
model has been developed to the point where it can predict V-gutter flameholder combustion
efficiency as effected by fuel-air ratio , pressure , velocity and temperature variations. However ,
the numeric accuracy of the fan stream efficiency calculations is approximately ± 3% of a
nominal level. This resu lts in large errors , including sign changes , in the normalized slope
calculations of efficiency vs fuel-air ratio , pressure , velocity, and temperature that are used in the
rumble model.

To operate stably at high augmentation , which requires a high fuel-air ratio , the model
predicts that:

1. The augmentor desi gn parameters should be chosen to eliminate or minimize
the decrease in augmentor combustion efficiency with increasing fuel-air.
This decrease is typical at high fuel-air ratios and seems to grow worse at low
auginentor pressure. The design parameters include all effects which
influence the efficiency curve (flameho lder width , surface area , drafting,
etc.). Fan stream efficiency is predicted to be more sensitive to fuel-air ratio
than the core stream; thus , it is particularly important that emp hasis be
given to design parameters which influence fan stream efficiency.

2. The fuel-air ratio in a stream should be as uniformly distributed as possible.
Any portion of an augmen tor stream which has a fuel-air ratio above average
will become rumble sensitive first. If this portion of the stream is sufficiently
large , rumble can occur at low avera ge fuel-air ratio. A uniform distribution
will allow operation to higher average fuel-air ratio , and higher augmenta-
tion , before rumble is encountered .

3. Additional system stiffness , i.e., impeding airflow oscillations is predicted to
retard the occurrence of rumble. This can be accomplished by increasing the
pressure drop near the fan duct exit or across the fiameholders .

4. If the above items do not sufficiently desensitize the augmentor , or the engine
cycle cannot tolerate the additional losses, the fuel-air ratio will have to be
restricted below the critical value at which rumble is encountered . This will
require scheduling maximum fuel-air ratio vs the flight point.
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(2) Full Swirl and Varbix Augm.ntors

Rumble modeling of the Full Swirl and Vorbix augmentors is not as well developed as that
of a V-gutter augmentor. Only recently has a realistic analytical steady-state combustion
efficiency model for a V-gutter been developed (Reference 1). Comparable models for the Full
Swirl and Vorb ix augmentors are not avai lable, and insufficient test data exist for an empirical
correlw:ion . Because of the limited information about these newer augmentor concept s, they were
dynamically modeled on a less detailed level, which did not allow consideration of specific
influences (such as pilot burner design).

However , from the experience gained in developing a dynamic model of a V-gutter
augmentor , and from the extension of this model to the Full Swirl and Vorbix augmentors (even
though the extensions were less detailed than desired ), the fundamental mechanism which can
lead to rumble in a conventional augmentor is also potentially present in both the Full Swirl and
Vorbix concepts. If the combustion efficiency of either of these concepts becomes sufficientl y
sensitive to fuel-air ratio disturbances , either in the main streams or in the pilot burners, rumble
can occur. Accord ingly, the same considerations which will eliminate rumble in conventional
V-gutter augm entors also apply to the Full Swirl and Vorbix augmentor s. The only difference is
the design parameters available to desensitize the combustion process in the two newer concept s
are vane angles, vortex strength, pilot burner design, etc., rather than flameholder design.
Whether desensitization with these parameters is inherently easier has not been firmly
established . Rumble has occurred under certaIn operating conditions during engine testin g of the
Full Swirl augmentor. The Vorbix augmentor has not experienced rumble but has only been
tested as a sector rig.

To make specific predictions about the rumble characteristics of the Full Swirl and Vorbi x
augmentors require specific predictions abou t the combustion process which do not currently
exist for these augmentors . Further development of rumble models for the Full Swir l and Vorb ix
augmen tors will be paced by development of these combustion models.

b. Conclusions

As a result of the exploratory effort s perfor med under this study, the major drivers of rumble
instability in turbofan augmentor s have been identified . A computer program has been
assembled which predicts the combustion efficiency and stability signature ci a conventional
turbofan augmentor and has been evaluated successfully against engine testing.

- As a result of the analytical and experimental effort s of this study, the following major
conclusions have been reached:

• Rumble was identified as a system problem in which the airflow dynamics
couples with the combustion process.

• Experimental rig tests identified fuel distribution as a rumble contributor.

• Th. most significant driver of rumble is the falloff in combustion efficiency as
fuel-air ratio is increa sed.

• The variations of augmentor efficiency caused by pressure , velocity and
temperature were identified as minor rumble drivers.

• Full Scale Engine Research tests have verified that the combined ru mble
model predicts th. stability trends correctly for a turbofan engine.
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To reach the present stage in model development , whereby the model can reasonably
predict the occurrence of rumble , it was necessary to make the following changes to the originally
proposed model:

• Account for the axial distribution of the combustion rate. This was found to
influence rumble frequency predictions.

• Account for the axial temperature and velocity gradients caused by burning.
This was necessary to be able to predict the very low frequenc y rumble
(20 to 40 Hz) observed during rig testing.

• Replace the empirical “beta ” combustion efficiency correlation (Reference
2) with the combustion model developed under Reference 1. The “bet a”
correlation was found to be inaccura te in predicting comhu sti~in efficiency
and did not account for all parameters which affect efficiency.

• Tr eat the combustion characteristics of the fan and core streams individ-
ually . Rumble only requires that the combustion in a lar ge enough portion of
the augmentor airstream becomes sensitive to local fuel-air ratio. Treatment
of overall combustion based upon overall fuel-air ratio will not always
correctly identify an unstable operating point because the same overall fuel-
air ratio can be achieved with many different distributi ons of local fuel-air
ratio.

c. Ricomm.ndat ions

The basic rumble model formulation , as it now exists, meets the program requirements.
However , refinements or improvements can be made to enhance its accurac y as more information
becomes available. The experience gained with the model before and dur ing the FSER tests has
identified areas where further refinements to the model could be made. It is not expected that
these improvements will materially change model predictions concerning the causes of and
solutions for rumble. Rather , they should improve model accurac y. These refinements include:

• Resolve the numeric accuracy problems associated with the flameh older
combustion model and verify combustion prediction with engine test data .

• Extend the wave equations to account for different axia l temp erature and
velocity profiles in the fan and core streams. At present, a common mixed
axial profile is used , which requires that the entropy waves in each stream
travel at mean mixed velocity . Actually , the entropy waves in the fan stream
should travel slower than mean mixed velocity, while those in the core stream
should trave l faster. . 

-

• Investigate the influence on model predictions of liquid fuel particle
dynamics in the spraybar and flameholder regions. Prelimina ry predictions
have indicated that even a very small lag (0.003 see) on the heat release term
will cause rumble model predictions to more closely follow the FSER test
results.

• Investigate the influence of pressure on combustion rate at the flameholders
as well as further aft in the augmentor . These potentia l influences cannot
presently be accounted for .
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• Identify the axial locations of major pressure drops in the fan duct. The axial
location as well as the value of fan duct pressure drop has an influence upon
the dynamic response of the air column in the duct.

• Improve modeling of the fan duct and core engine interaction at fan dischar ge
taking into account the actua l proximity of the fan splitter. The fan splitte r
and core engine form an upstream boundary condition for the fan duct ,
influencing the strength and phasing of reflected waves.

• Develop combustion models for the Vorbix and Full Swirl augmen tor
concepts similar to the combustion model development for the V-gutter
augmentor. At present, the combustion characteristics of these augmentors
are known only on an overall basis and only at selected operating points where
testing has been conducted .

The first five items are directed particularly toward rumble predictions. The last two affect
rumble predictions also, but are related to other turbofan engine development programs and can
possibly emerge from the future results of those programs.
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APPENDIX A

This appendix contains the tabulated and plotted experimenta l rig data . The following
nomenclature is used:

T air temperature upstream of the flameholders -

P rig pressure upstream of the flameholders psia
M Mach number upstream of the flameholder
I combustion efficiency %
TFH1, TFH2 center flameholder metal temperatures
Amp peak-to-peak pressure amplitude at flameholder s %
Freq frequency read from o-graph Hz

Included with this tabu lation are the transfer functions for the various pressure probes The
following nomenclature is used to define the transfer functions:

P,1. P,1, I’4~, P4,, P44 — ratio of pressure amplitude at the subscript location to the
amplitude at the flameholder.

~~~~ ~~~ , ~4•~ ~~ ,, ~~ 
— phase difference between the pressure at the subscript

. location and the flameholder .

f,~, f,~, fe,, fe,, f~ — transfer function frequency.

H _________
H
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APPENDIX B

PHASE I — SYSTEM MATH MODEL EQUATIONS

This appendix contains the complete list of system combustion equations used for the
rumble model during Phase I when the data were evaluated . A detailed explanation of the
assumptions, modeling approach and development of the acoustic equations as well- as the
combustion equations are included in Section ffl.C , Task II Formulation of Model.

J = section numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (~
) Section J

I = upstream station number ~~ I
P1c+1

Iv I.. I VK = downstream station number K -— u K-f-].

____________________________ ~K+1
Wav• Equations Each Sictlon I . 1

I- -, -

J = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ,-. = ~ic~
P~ + y~ M , VK = [P;, — -  .y

~ Mj v’] e 1+M +~ + ~~

—1.-Is
— -y., M~ V~ = [P,~ — -y, M~ v~] e 1 —M + o,.,

-rj5

— yj pic = [P; — ~yj p;] e M.~ ± o,~

Note; F o r J = 5

— i~,S 
~ _!~~

4 M~I 1+M M 1 .
= q7 (~ — 1) -

~~

— L e —e j 
-

— TJS 
-

q’ M r M (1—M ) 1
8,., = q -p- (~v— l) -

~~~~

- [ 1—e J -

-th
~ 

M1
- q ~~~

- ( y— 1) 
~ j — e



For all other sections 01.1 = 8,~ = 0,., = 0

H- Upstream Boundasy Conditions (Station 1)

p2 + V 1 0
P — p = O

Junction (Station 2-3)

P ; — P ~~= R ,, V~, R , = 2  
~~~ S

p~~+ V ~~~~p~~+ V 3
P — p ~~~ P~ — p ~

Junction (Station 5-6)

P, — P~ = B,, V~, B,, = 2 ~~‘ 
— P.)

5

f Downstream Bounda,y Condition (Station 9)

i i ,  
~~ - —

V . 
— p5j

Input Heat Release Rate

-T.S
q, = q ~~~e M.-

Output Heat Release

W. p 1 + V . - 

-

W~~= p ~ ,+ V ~

qo•e = — 
[ 

~~~~~ 
-#1- + 

~~~ 
e 
it

4
‘0
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APPENDIX C

Efficiency predictions used during Phase II included in the following pages are the duct and
core thermal efficiency valves used for the FSER verification hardware analysis. These curves
were generated with the flameholder combustion model.
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- APPENDIX D

1. DEVELOPMENT OF RUMBLE MODEL EQUATIONS

a. General

The augmentor math model consists of a set of time-dependent equations describing the
longitudinal dynamics of the flowing air stream and the axially dist ributed combustion process
in the augmentor , coupled with a solution technique for determining stability . These equations
are linearized, through the assumption of small perturbations , and transformed from the time-
domain to the Laplace transform “S” domain. The solution technique is based upon the Nyquist
stability criterion and consists of determ ining whether the time response of the system to a small
disturbance would display oscillatory behavior with a growing amplitude. The result is a
determination of stability at a given operating point, regions of operation which will cause
rumble, and changes to the augmentor to make it rumble free.

- 
b. Development of Acoustic Equations

In this section equations are developed to describe how velocity, pressure, and density at
every point in the augxnentor respond to a combustion disturbance , which is treated as a heat
input to a flowing invicid ideal gas stream - Knowing how these three parameters (velocity,
pressure, density) respond allows calculation of any other parameter needed , such as mass
flowrate or temperature. The first equations to be developed are the three longitudinal wave
equations , which are applicable between boundaries and discontinuities. Then equations for the
boundaries and discontinuities are developed . - The wave equations plus the boundary and
discontinuity equations are referred to as the “acoustic ” equations. The “combustion ” equations
needed to complete the rumble model are developed in part c.

Symbols used below are defmed in the List of Symbols . For any section of augmentor with
rigid walls and constant cross-sectional area , such as shown in Figure 111, through which an
invicid fluid (viscosity is zero) is flowing, the one-dimensional momentum , continuity, and
energy equations are:

aP aV aV-+ pV-~~-+ p-~ - 0

p~~~~+ V ~~~~+ - ~~- 0  (31)ax ax at

q + ~~~~~~ + pV~~~~+ p~~p a X  p a t  ax at

For an ideal gas, these equations reduce to the following nonlinear wave equations :

(V+C) [~~
-
~

- + -
~

-
~
-] 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 
= (y-1)~~-

~ 
f i a P  y a V l  ~ 

l a P  y a V l — 
q( C) V ax C ~ J + L ~~~~ c~~ J — (7—1) P

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ = ( - 1 ) iL P a x  p a x i  L P a t  p a t i  1 P.
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Figure 111. Rumble Model Station Identification

The wave equations are linearized by the small perturbation substitutions :

P(x,t) = P(x) + AP(x,t)
p(x,t) = ~(x) + i~p(x,t)
C(x,t) = C(x) + ~C(x ,t) (33)
V(x,t) = V(x) + ~V(x,t)
q(x,t) = 4(x ) + ~q(x ,t)

Second order terms are neglected in making the substitutions.

To simplilS’ notation , the following substitutions are made which normalize the change in
each variable by its steady-state value :

p— = ..~L, v = A!~, p’ = , q’ = (34)p P V p 4 -

The linearized version of equations (2) becomes:

(V+C) - [P-+1Mv’] + ~~[P’÷1Mv’] + (1— I) ~~~~ (‘y — 1)-~~q’

(V—C ) -~- [F- -.yMV’] + k[P’—lMv’] + (1— 1) ~~•$c (~— 1) -~~q (35)

~~~ [p._-1p’] + 4~[ P ’_- irp ’] + (7— 1) -~ ~ “( ir— l)

— — —4 —~~~ - — — —~~- ~i;p_,.++~S 

~ 
.

~ ~~
- ii’ -~~~ — - -  - -4 ~~~~~~~~~~ -.



where:

~i—’içi~ [ ‘)‘ (1_ M_ M 2) + P’M + ~~r ’{ 1~ 1 M_ M 2 E 1 + ( 1 + M )  1.]

(1 M’) [ F ( 1+M—M ’) + ~‘M + ~~ { -f—  I M~~M ’[ i + ( 1—M) j -J }]
P + V’

Taking the Lap lace transform with respect to time , with zero initial conditions , and letting
subscripts 1 & 2 stand for the upstream and downstream stations respectively (see Figure 111),
the general solution to equations (35) becomes:

dx X8f ~~~~~ S f

[P~ + -yM,V~J e — [P+ 7M 1V J  + 
~
“

S
’
~ ~ 

-
~~ (3~(x ,s) -f e dx

X dx

(7— 1) C 4 + d
= j  .

~~~
- q(x ,s) -a-— e dx

X dxdx S Isf ~~~~
[P~ — 7M,V;] e — [P;—7M 1V;] + 

~
“S

’
~ ~ 

-
~~~

- ~9d( x,s) e dx

dx

= 
(7— 1) f  .

~~~
- q’(x,s) -f e dx (37)

1 dx

[P~ — -,‘p~J e — [P~—~yp~J + ~~~~~~~~~ f  -
~~~

- ~~(x,s) -~~~-- e dx
dx

~ dx
8 J v

(v—’ )  1 4 d °
= .-, -~~~q (x ,s)~~~- — e  dx

In equations (37) the first equation describe s downstream run ning sonic waves of the form
F + yM V’, traveling at sonic speed plus throughflow velocity . The second equation describes
upstream running sonic waves of the form P — yM ~.T’, traveling at sonic speed minus throughflow
velocity. The third equation describ es entropy waves, P — vp’, drifting downstr eam at
throughflow velocity.

iei

-
- — — .  ‘- 

—- — 
- :-- - - -  

-
-
~~~

---
~~~ 

-
— 

- 
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-
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The entropy waves become more apparent from the expression for the entropy of an ideal
gas:

(38)

The entropy waves are related to temperature by: -

yr = s~ + (y— 1) ~ (39)

It is through equation (39) that the drifting hot and cold combustion products, or entropy waves,
are accounted for in the rumble model. Temperature changes produced as the entro py waves
strike the exhaust nozzle create waves which then trave l back upstream at sonic speed.

Equations (37) are not useful until the integrals are evaluated , which will require definitions
of V~x), C(x), 4(x), P(x) and some assumptions that will allow integration of q(x ,S), fi,(x ,S),
~~(x,S), and ~9~(x,S). To complete the solution the augmenter is divided into several “short ”
sections, each of length ~, for each of which it can be assumed:

‘a~ 
d P (x) = 0‘‘  dx

(b) d ‘T’(x) 
= constantdx

I
( C dx(c) q (x ,t) = q t~ 0, t — .) —

0

(d) = constantP( x)

The small static pressure drop in an augmen ter justifies assumption (a) . A linear temp erature
rise is also a good approximation , which justifies assumption (b). Assumption (c) is the equation
for a “drifting burning particle” releasing heat at a constant volumetric rate as it drifts down the
augmenter. A more detailed explanation of this assumption will be provided in part c
(Development of Combustion Equations). To justify the constant steady-state heat release rate
(4) consider the steady-state version of the energy equation (third in equations (32)).

~~1 1 d P  7df l _ 1L P d x ~~d1 J~~~~~ 
)~~

With appropriate substitutions the equation reduces to:

i=  ( L L
~~~~~P ‘ y— l 1 P A dx P dx

Since = 0 and = constant, then -

• 3=consta n t =  ~ j . ’ ( - ~~ . . . 1 )  S 
• (40)
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For a “short” section of length t the integration of $~(x,S) in equations (37) can be carried out as
follows:

dx ‘ dx

d dI 3s~(x~S)-~--e dx~~~~~~(o,S) J  ~— e  dx

~ dx

d+ 3 ~~~,S) ~f - ~~~ e dx -

Similar treatment allows integration of ~d(x ,S) and $~(x ,S) in equation (37). To determine how
- “short ” a section must be for the solution to be valid , the resulting rumble model was exercised

rep eatedly while decreasing the section length (by adding more stations in the combustion zone).
As the section length decreases , the result will rapidly approach an exact solution . It was found
that section lengths shorter than about 20 inches were unnecessar y.

Wi th the above assumptions , equation (37) becomes:

4 1 e~~ S _e Tp,S
[P5 + 7M 2V2’ — [P 1 + yM 1V1’]e~~’8 — 

~
— 1

~F ~
‘
~1 L

+ (y—1 ) $‘p2 [ 

1_e 7r,S] 
= (~ —l ) ~~ q1’ 

{ 
M , [ 

e~~pS —e~~~ 
+ r F,)S 

]

- 1e (T p, + r11)S —e~~’~1
+ M 1 L s (41)

- I ~~~~~~~~~[P1’ — 7M 1V1J  — [P2’+ yM 5V5]e boS + (7—1 ) .
~~~

- 
~~~~~~~ L 

e

- 4 1 e~~°
8 _e T0,S

— (y--1) s

= (y— l) 
3 

q1’ { M 1 [ 

i_e (T ai~~ s,)S 
] + M 2 [ 

y (r o, + rg,)S e (TG + r,)S 

~ 
}

4 1 e~~1S _e~~~,S[P,’ — yp~1 — [P i’ — yp’iJe T1S — 
(y— 1)  ~ ~~ E 1 L s -

+ (y— 1) 3 $~ [ 1_e hI,S ] = (y—l) -
~~~

- q1’

— -  

+
-
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— — —----- —-—---------——------—.- ——-- -

where:

I I I
_ ( dx C dx C dx= 

‘

~ 
V~ 

— 
‘

~ 
V—C •1

0 ~
_V
~ (42)

(/2 (/2 ‘/2
— f  dx 

f 
dx f d x= 

0 

— 

0 ~

= — = —

~ ( 1—M t) [p ~ ( 1—M 1—M~) + ~;M , + V; { 4 + ~~ M~—M~ [ i + ~i+~~ 1~ ~~
] } ]

( 1—M I) [~ 
( 1—M 2 — M I) + ~ M 2 + ~ { 4 + 

~~ 
M~—M ~ [ 1 + (1+M 2) 

~~
] } ]

( 1—M i) [~ 
( 1+M 1—M~) — ~M 1 + ~~ {f — + M 1 -M~ [ 1 + ( 1_M 1)~~~] } ]

( 1—M I) [~ 
( 1+M 5 —M I ) — ~ M 2 + V~ {4_ ~~- M 2 _M~ [ 1 + (1_ M 2)j -] } ]

(43)
P; + V;

For convenience in pr ogramming equations (41) on the computer the following identity
substitutions were made:

= PF1 P~ + RF~p’1 + VF1V3’ - -

9 = PF, P’, + RF1p’ + VF,V, 
- 

- 
-

(44)
= 1~~l P’i + RG1p’1 + VG 1V1’

= PG P , + RG1p, + VG,V,’

- + :+~ ! 170
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where by definition :

PF 1 = [1—M 1 —Mfl

- M1RF1 — (1— MI)

VF , = (1-MI) { 4 + } M 1 —M I [ 1 + ( 1+M 1) j -] }
(45)

PF 3 = ( 1—M I) [1 — M 2 —M I ]

‘ (1—M n

VF2 = (1—M I) { 4 + -
~~
- M 2-M~ [ 1 + (l+M 2) -f-] 

}
PG 1 = (1—M I) E 1— M 1 —M 11

RG 1 = (i-M p

VG 1 = (1— MI) ~~~ 
M 1— M I [ 1 + ( 1 _ M 1 ) - ~-]}  -

PG = (1~~~~~ 
[1 + M 2 —M Ij

RG -  
-M 1— (1—M fl

VG, (1—M ) { 
÷ 

— -
~~ 

M 2—M I [ 1 + (1—M ,) ~~~ } . 

-

The time constants in equations (42) were evaluated based upon the steady-state
• throughflow and sonic speed profiles created by the linear temperature gradient.

V ( x ) = V 1 [l + ( -~~- — 1  ) -~-]
_____________________ (46)

C(x) = 
~J1 + ( 

11—T1 
) 

x
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Then the time constants in equations (42) become:

f/C 1 2 1 1 + M~~,/ ‘r1fl’,
— —~—--t n I -(1’2 \ M 1 L 1 + M 1

~~T1 
l j

_______  
2 r 

___________— — fn I ______

° ( T  \ M~ L 1-M , .+~[T,Pr,

~~T1 I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  
1 ~ T21

= 
(.L _ 1  

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I~ i’~ J (47)

‘T 1 /

f/C 1 2 I i  + M , ~f ½ (1+T/F 1)
TP L ( T \

_M-~~n L  i + M 1
‘T , /

__________ 2 1 i— M 1
E 
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This completes the development of the wave equations. 1 -

Equations (41) are applied throughout the augmenter between any two stations between
which there is no discontinuity . The station designations used for the rumble model are shown in
Figure 111. In applyin g the equations , the general subscripts 1 and 2 are replaced by the actual
upstream and downstream station numbers , respectively. Referring to Figure 111 they are
applied between stations (1) - (2), (2) - (3), (4) - (5), (5) - (10), and (10) - (11) . Between stations
(1) through (5) and between stations (10) - (11) there is no heat addition , and so the heat addition
terms 4/P are set to zero. The heat addition terms for the combustion zone , stations (5) - (10), are
discussed in part c.

Discontinuities occur in the pressure drop locations , stations (2) and (3). These are modeled
as small incompre ssible resistive pressure drop s of zero length. The continuity and energy
equations are so applied.

p2 _ p 1~~

W1 = W , (48)

T = T ,
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The equations are linearized and normalize d as before to yield:

L p _ [1_  ( 
P5—P3 

) ] p~ ( 
P5 P, 

) (p~+2V~)

p~ + V~ = p~ + V3 (49)

P1 — p , P3 — p s

In applying equations (49) to a given pre ssure drop the general subscripts 2 and 3 are replaced by
the actual upstream and downstream station numbers, respectively. For convenience in
programming, equations (49) were combined with the wave equation s (41) to ei2minate the need
for two stations at each pressure drop. It is the combined equati ons which app ear in the rumble
model listing.

A junction occurs where the core stream and fan stream enter the auginentor and form the
overall augmenter stream (stations (3), (3H), and (4)). Again apply ing continuity, momentum ,
and energy:

W3 + W$H = W4

( P—P~~ ( w/ F~~~’

‘ r / FAN SIDE \ P / FAN SIDE
OR OR

CORE SIDE CORE SIDE
(50 )

W3T + W$H T$H = W4~
The linearized and normalized versions become:

- . ( BPR \ + I BPR \ I i \ • I i \ -
~ + V4 k 1+BPR I ~ 1+BPR ) V3 + k 1+BPR I PIIl~~ k 1+BPR I V $H

~~~~~~~ - 2  ( ~~~~~~ \( BPR \
+ “ L ‘~ P 1] - \ P5 A 1+BPR I V5

( P,—P. \ ( BPR ‘
~ , , 

( P — P . ~
( 1 ~ -+ 

~ 
p / V 1 +BPR / p3 •

- 2 
~ A 1 +BPR / V,H

( P ,—P4 \ (  1
~~~ 

p, / \  1+BPR / 1 35K

P$H — [1 — ( ~~~~~~~~ )] P4 = 2 ( ~~~~~ )( 1 +BPR) ~~

+ ( ~~
5
~ :~~

4 ) ( 1 +BPR ) pa + 2 ( 
~ 1 X 1 +BPR ) V$R

(51)
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The equations are linearized and normalized as before to yield :

p~ _ [~~
_ ( ~~ ) ] p~ = ( ~ p

P ) (p +2V~)

p~ + V2 = p~ + V~ (49)

in applying equations (49) to a given pressure drop the general subscri pts 2 and 3 are replaced by
the actual upstream and downstream station numbers, respectively. For convenience in
programming, equations (49) were combined with the wave equations (41) to eliminate the need
for two stations at each pressure drop. It is the combined equations which appear in the rumble
model listing.

A junction occurs where the core stream and fan stream enter the augmentor and form the
overall augmentor stream (stations (3), (3H), and (4)). Again applying continuity, momentum,
and energy :

W + W~ = W4

(~.!~) ( W/F
)~P FAN SIDE P FAN SIDE

OR OR
CORE SIDE CORE SIDE

(50)
W1T8 + W1~ TIM =

Th~ linearized and normalized versions become:

P~ + V~ =( 1+BPR )~ ~
( 1~~~ R ) v ~ + ( 

~~~ P.i~+ ( 1+BPR) v,~

P2 — [ 1  —( ~~‘‘~~~~~ )] P~ = 2 ( r
~i~?4 )( 1÷BPR) v~

( P1—p. \ ( BPR “
~ + 2 

( 
~~~~~~~~ V 1 \+ 

~ P1 / ‘ 1+BPR / P. ‘ P1 ~“ 1+BPR ’ aM

( P 1—P4 \ (  1
+ 

~ P, / “~ 1+BPR / P.M

I ( P-P 
~ 1 - ( p,—p \( BPR 

~P.~ — L1 
‘ P. / J ~~ — 2 

~ p1 I’~ 1+BPR / ‘

( p.—p , \ ( BPR \ 2 ~ 
p1—p4 

~~~ 
i \+

~~ P1 / ‘ 1+BPR / ~~ + ‘ P. ~‘ 1+BPR 1 VIM

(51)
( P .—P4 \ ( 1

4~~ P /~~~ 1+BPR / P.u
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I. 
v~ + - 

BPR (T~~~H) 
+ 

BPR
— L 1 + BPR (TII’H) J L 1 + I3PR (T/11H)

_ F 1 1 .  1 1
- L i + BPR (T3IT~) ~ 

P~~ + L I + BPR (T,,PFH)

For the Swirl augmentor, the momentum equations at stations (3) - (4) and (3H) - (4) are
modified to account for the possibility of different pressure drops across the fan and core swirl
vanes. The linearized version of the momentum equations for the Swirl augmentor becomes:

I i P — P 4\ 1 - 
( P~—P~ \. , I Ps—P , \

~ ) J P 4 _ 2 ~~ ~, ~ 
) p3

I_
I £ 3 Ij

r (52)
I I P’3~~P~ \ I - I PI H P 4 \. I P2H P4 \PIH — L’ ~ ~ I j P~ — 2 

~ )V 3H +~ i~ ) P~iir sH

Definition of the upstream and downstream boundary conditions, at the fan and at the nozzle,
respectively, will complete the acoustic equations. The fan was assumed to be delivering a
constant mass flowrate through the fan OD (defined as that portion of the fan between the fan
splitter and fan tip) and through the fan ID (defined as that portion of the fan between the
centerline and the fan splitter). It was also assumed that the temperature of the fan discharge
flow could be taken as time invariant (also, because of the low Mach number at fan discharge,
total and static temperatures can be used interchangeably). To account for the presence of a core
engine, and explore any possible attendant interaction with fan duct acoustics, a simple first
order lag representation of the core engine was incorporated into the rumble model. The core
engine was represented as a compressor delivering constant corrected airflow (corrected to
compressor face conditions) into a lumped volume. Flow out of the volume exited through a
choked turbine to emerge at station (3H). The resulting transfer function for the core engine is:

W ,H 1 53
Pc l + T cOKS S 

( )

Where :

W’,~ = mass flowrate at station (3H)
P’c = static pressure at the compressor face

= core engine time constant

A default value of ~~~~~~ = 0.005 seconds is built into the rumble model. A different value can be
input by the user, and is calculated as the mass of air in the core engine volume divided by the
mass flowrate of air through the core engine. Proximity of the fan splitter to fan discharge also
affects the boundary condition at the fan . Two cases were considered and are built into the
rumble model. (See NFSOP.) In the first case, called the “proximate” splitter configuration, the
fan splitter is assumed to be so close to fan discharge that no communication can occur between
the fan duct and the core engine across the fan splitter. For this case the boundary condition at
the fan become.:

= W $H = 0
• = p’~ + v1’ = 0 (54)

T~’ P 1 — p 1’ 0
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In the second case, called the “remote” splitter configuration, the fan splitter is assumed to

• be sufficiently remote from fan discharge to allow perfect communication between the fan duct
and the core engine across the fan splitter. For this case, the boundary condition at the fan
becomes:

= P1’

W~’ PI ’ + V 1’ _
~~~

_
R

T,’ =

U!’ - _ _ _ _

“ SH — 1 + TC055 S

This completes definition of the upstream boundary condition . It is of interest to note that
entropy waves are created by sonic wave reflections at the upstream boundary. Since an entropy
pertubation is S’1 = P’~ — ‘YP’i’ and at the boundary p’~ = P’1, then S’1 = ( 1—y)P ’ 1. A similar
argument will show that entropy waves are also created at the pressure drops (Stations (2) and
(3)). These are automatically accounted for in the rumble model , but are of minor importance
compared to the entropy waves created in the combustion zone by combustion disturbances.

The downstream boundary condition is based upon the presence of a “short” nozzle just
downstream of Station (11), for which:

A P 0 = * ( P ~) (56)

where:

[(
~~~~~~~~

— i  )(
~~~

r)]’
~O 

.1±.!~
Pit 2,

P. Mciii. throat static pressure

When Hnssrissd, the downstream boundary condition becomes:

V3 ’ —4. (P~
’— p11’) + (KNOZ ) P3k’ (57)

~ 
.,,:

~ 
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where:

I ( 7+1 ’~ ML ‘ 2 / J \  A~~p
KNOZ =

- ~ PR a~El — M 11 (1+ 7)] ~ t9 £5

i ’— 1
PR a~ r PR~~~ — 7+1 

___

4 aPR L ,, 2 (7—i )J ~
2~ P5 ~~ 

— 1)

It is also of interest to note that for choked flow ,

—i--

~ 
( 7+1 ~

• £R �~~~ 2 1

then KNOZ 0 and;

V11 = -~-(P1~ — pi;) =j - T1; (58)

substituting from equation (46):

v1; = .~~-s~ + ~~~~ (59)

This equation directly relate. how entropy waves, as well as pressure disturbances, striking a
choked nozzle will produce a velocity diaturbance.

This completes the acoustic equation development. These equations describe the response
of pressure, velocity, and density throughout the augmentor to a disturbance in combustion.
Development of the corresponding combustion equations, which describe how combustion
throughout the augmentor will respond to disturbances in pressure, velocity, and density, is
presented in the following section.

c. D.v.Iopm.nt of Combustion Equations

Development of the combustion equations for the V-gutter flameholder augmentor is
presented first. Then the combustion equations for Vorbix and Swirl augmentors are presented.

For the V-gutter flameholder augmentor, two combustion streams, the fan stream and the
core stream, are treated . This is necessary to be able to account for the different combustion
characteristics of the fan and core streams. The two streams can have different flameholder
designs and fuel-air ratios as well as different fiameholder approach temperatures and velocities,
causing the two streams to have different efficiency vs fuel-air characteristics. In addition , the fan
stream is preceded by a long fan duct which can exhibit longitudinal resonance at the low
frequencies associated with rumble. The core stream is preceded by a short section terminating
at turbine discharge, which is much less responsive at low frequencies.
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The basic approach taken for the rumble’ model was to model combustion disturbances in
the fan and core streams independently, accounting for the individual properties of each stream.
The resulting two combustion disturbances (calculated as volumetric heat release rate
disturbances) were then simply added to form a single overall disturbance. The overall
disturb&r ,.e was then distributed evenly over the total cross-sectional area of the augmentor ,
which was taken to consist of a single overall stream with mean mixed properties. This approach
accounts for the different combustion characteristics of the fan and core streams, while avoiding
the complexities associated with a rigorous treatment of the radial as well as the axial
distribution of combustion throughout the augmentor.

Experience with modeling the combustion process as a plane heat addition (with all
combustion taking place in zero length) had shown that the resulting predictions of rumble were
sensitive to the axial location chosen for the plane. Since combustion actually takes place over a
distance of 30 to 60 in., it was decided that the axially distributed nature of the burning should
be accounted for. This was accomplished by dividing the combustion zone into a number of nxial
sections, each of length 2, as explained in part b, (Development of Acoustic Equations).

Combustion equations used in the rumble model are based upon an extension of empirical
steady-state processes to the case of time variant flow. A schematic of the steady-state processes
is shown in Figure 112. Consider first that the augmentor contains only the fan stream. An
identical set of equations will exist for the parallel core stream. Following a particle of air as it
moves through the augmentor, the following steps will occur:

• Particle of air picks up fuel as it crosses the spraybar

• Particle drifts at throughflow velocity to the flameholder , Station (4)

• Particle is ignited by the flameholder wake as it drifts from the flameholder ,
to the beginning of the combustion zone, Station (5) (defined as the location
where the bulk fluid temperature begins to rise sharply)

• Particle drifts and burns from Station (5) to the end of the combustion zone,
Station (10) (defined as the location where bulk fluid temperature ceases its
sharp rise).

It was determined (see equation (40)) that for a linear temperature gradient , the steady-
state volumetric heat release rate in the augmentor could be taken as independent of axial
position. This implies that at steady state, a particle of fuel-air mixture, drifting and burning
through the combustion zone, has a volumetric heat release rate that is independent of axial
position. The rate can be computed directly from the flowrate, ideal temperature rise, efficiency ,
and combustion zone volume of the augmentor.

q = ~~f - W T 1 ,~ 
• (60)

For small perturbations, it was assumed that transiently the volumetric heat release rate of a
particle could still be taken as independent of axial position, ani that equation (60) could be used
to compute the rate when W, T1, and ,~ are referenced to instantaneous approach conditions. The

• resulting equation will model combustion as though it behaves in a quasi-steady manner. The
volumetric heat release rate at any location in the combustion zone will reach the steady-state
value corresponding to instantaneous conditions at the flameholder and at the spraybar after a
delay. The delay is the time required to purge the old combustion gases and refill with new
combustion gases traveling at tbroughflow velocity.
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For the fan stream, instantaneous approach conditions are taken to be the instantaneous
• conditions at St.at,on (3). Because of the large pressure drop in the fuel spraybar injector, changes

in fuel flow in response to augmentor pressure at the spraybar are small compared to changes in
airflow. Consequently, fuel flow can be considered constant , and the fuel-air ratio of the particle
as it crosses the spraybar is determined by changes in airflow only.

constantFAs,8 = w, (61)

A period of time, DDC, is required for the particle to drift from the spray lar to the
flameholder. Therefore, the fuel-air ratio of the particle when it reaches the flameholder can be
expressed as:

FA~(t) = FAI/ B (t — r~,c) (62)

At the ignition plane (flameholder) the particle has a “potential” volumetric heat release rate of:

= .ci W, T~ ‘k (63)

The ideal temperature rise is a function of the fuel-air ratio of the particle (effects of
approach temperature and pressure are negligible). The efficiency is assumed to be a function of
the fuel-air ratio and the approach pressure, temperature, and velocity.

T,~ = fcn(FA0) (64)

= (en (FAC, P,, T1, II ,) (65)

The particle crossing the flameholder will begin burning after a time e~/V4 which is the
time required to drift from Station (4) to (5) while being ignited. When it begins burning at
Station (5), the heat release rate of the particle will be (x = 0 at Station (5)) :

q(o,t) = q~ (t—f /V’4) (66)

At some station , x distance downstream of Station (5), the local heat release rate will
• become that of the particle after an additional time delay

,~~ .1 dxN(x),

which is the time required to drift from Station (5) a distance x at tbroughflow velocity V(x) .
Then, at a location x in the combustion zone, the heat release rate will be:

q(x ,t) = q(o,t — i1) (67)
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The linearized versions of equations (31) through (35), written in terms of the Laplace
transform of the normalized variables are:

FA’S,H = — W

FA~ = FA’BIB e T
~~ 

S
q~ = W ~ + T ’ + , ~ (68)

T ’ =1.E ..~IL1 FACIC L T aFAJ e

~c
= [~~~~~~~~~]~ F A C +  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

solving for q,

[t  { E i1 ] } ~~] w~
(69)

+ + [i-~~-] T; + [!1.] ~
v.

A corresponding equation for the core stream can be directly written by chang ing subscript
“C” to subscript “H,” and changing the reference approach station from (3) to (3H).

= [ 1— {[ ~~~ [?~~ J~~~]5
} e

_ T DH S ] W~
(70)

+ [!~~~~]P IH + + [ 
~~av ] ai

The total volumetric heat release rate is formed by adding the heat release rates of the fan and
core streams:

qIv( = Q ( = Q I + Q~~= q c v~ + q ~v~ (71)

or, in normalized form:

• 
q~ [.

~
. ]q~ + [ -94~ ] q~ (72)

Equation (72) computes the instantaneous volumetric heat release rate of a particle of
combined fan stream and core stream fuel-air mixture when the particle reaches the flameholder.
The term “potential” Is applied because the particle has not yet been ignited. The particle is
ignited by the flameholder wake as It drifts a distance I~ at velocity V4. The particle begins
releasing the “potential” heat at Station (5), as defined by equation (66). To account for the fact
that the core stream has now been added to the augmentor (only the fan stream was originally
being considered), so the total heat release of both streams is being treated, equation (66) is re-• written as:

q(o,t) — q1 (t— 14 / V~) (73)
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Linearized:

q’(o,t) q~ (t— ~4 / V~) (74)

Equation (74) simply adds a delay into the system which allows tailoring the axial location of the
beginning of the combustion zone. For convenience in programming the equations, this delay is
added to the drift delay in the combustion zone (r g) to form an overall particle drift delay from
the flameholder.

(75)

The particle then releases heat throughout the combustion zone as defined by equation (67),
the linearized version of which is:

q’(x ,t) = q’(o, t— T E) (76)

Equation (75) was presented in part b, (Development of Acoustic Equations), and used to
evaluate integrals in equation (37). The combustion equations require that the following
information about the steady-state operating point:

I Qc 1 [ Q H  i r FA aT1 1 [ FA a,1 1
L Q1 J’ L Qt J’ L T1 aFA J C,H ‘ L  ,

~ aFA J C,H

1L~!L1 and 1!~!!~]L ,~ aP JC ,H ‘L ~ aT J C,H ‘ L ,
~ 

aV C,H

The heat release rate ratios QSQ~ and QH/Qt are computed in the program from conditions known
about each augmentor stream:

- 
(BPR T1~ ,)

~— (BPR T1~ ‘,~) + (T H ‘iN)
(77)

(Ti H ’iH)
Q1 (BPR T1~ ‘ia) + (TIN n~)

The partial derivative terms [FAPF, 8TI/aFAIC H are computed in the program from a
subroutine curvefit of the ideal temp erature rise curve. A graphical definition of the term is
supplied in Figure 113. The partial derivative terms involving efficiency are computed in the
Flameho lder Combustion Model and supplied directly to the rumble model. Alternately, they
may be computed from empirical data and be input by the user. The graphical definition of terms

• is similar to that of Figure 113.

This completes the combustion equation development for the V-gutter flameholder model.
All of the above equations apply to the Vorbix and Swirl augmentors except as noted below.

For the Vorbix and Swirl augmentor s, indep endent heat release rates for the fan and core
streams cannot be identified because of the flow mixing. In addition , the effects of pilot fuel-air
ratio on augmentor combustion efficiency must be accounted for . Equation (33) is again applied ,
but on an overall basis only.

q1 — W4T1~ (78)
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Inlet Temperature = 700°R
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Figure 113. Idea l Temperature Rise for Constant Pressure Combustion of Hydrocarbon Fuels

The overall fuel-air ratio is computed from total mixed airflow at Station (4).

FA — constant
• VT4 

(~~)

The overall ideal temperature rise is a function of overall fuel-air. The efficiency is assumed to be
a function of overall fuel -air, pilot fuel-air , and pressure at Station (4).

= fcn (FA) (80)
= fcn(FA,FAP,P4) 

: 
(81)

Then for the Vorbix and Swirl augmentors, the instantaneous “potential” volumetric heat release
rate of a particle of mixture when the particle reaches Station (4) is:

- I I PA ~F, 1 1 FA a~ ii ~q~ — L 1 L ~~ ~PX J — L T ~ ~IJ
(82)

Equation (82) applies to both the Vorbix and Swirl augmentors, and is equivalent to equation
(72) for the V-gutter augmentor. The Vorbix and Swirl augmentors differ In pilot location. The
Swirl has the pilot at f an duct nit, so that airflow through the Swirl pilot is proportional to fan
duct exit flow, W,. The Vorbix has the pilot near midspan, radially, and slightly aft of Stations
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(3) and (3H), so that airflow through the Vorbix pilot is proportional to total flow , W4. Then , since
fuel flow into both pilots is constant:

Swirl: FAP’ = — W1’ (83)Vorbix: FAP’ = — W 4’

For convenience in programming, W4 can he replaced by:

W 4 = W, + W1~

= + B pR ] ~~~a + [ 
~ + BPR ] W,,4 (84)

Substituting (53) and (54) into (52):

Swirl = 
~~
_ F !~~ IL 1 — I ~~~~~~~~~~ 1 )( BPR ‘

~ — 
( 

~~~~~~~~~ • _____q~ \ L T, aFA J L ‘i aFA J \ 1 + BPR / “ ‘i aFAP I )

1
I. \ L T1 aFA J L ~ aFA J / \  1 + BPR / J ~~

r 
(85)

+ 1 ~~~~~~~~~L ~ aP J

Vorbix ‘ = 1( 1— F.~ !L... 1 — I ~~~~~~ 1 — I FM’ a,~ 1 ~
( BPR ‘

~q1 
~, \ L T5 aFA J L ~ aFA J L ~ aFAP J / \ 1 + BPR 1)

+~
(
~

_ 1.!~I~_ i  F~~ _~i , _ 1_ I F A P  a~ 1’~
( 1

I.’.. L T1 aFA J L ~ aFA J L , aFAP J / V 1 + BPR / J SH

(86)

Equations (85) and (86) replace equation (72). All other combustion equations are identical
to those developed for the V-gutter flameholder augmentor. The partial derivatives in equations
(85) and (86) must be computed from empirical data and be input by the user.

This completes development of the combustion equations. For the solution technique, based
upon applying the Nyquist criterion to the open loop transfer function (OLTP), the OLTF is
formed by renaming q~ to q~ in equation (74) and by renaming q~ to q’0~~ in equations (72),
(85), and (86).
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APPENDIX E

• 
• 1. FLAMEHOLDER COMBUSTION MODEL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

a. Ginsral

The combustion model performs a multi-streamtube analysis of the flame stabilization and
propagation phenomena in a turbofan augmentor. The augmentor is divided into a multitude of
equivalent two-dimensional streamtubes with a single flameholder element in each. The program
evaluates each streamtube and then mass averages the results.

For each streamtube , the program proceeds from the augmentor inlet towards the exhaust
nozzle and evaluates each step in the stabilization and propagation of the augmentor process.
The ultimate result is the level of combustion efficiency in that streamtube. The program then
performs a small perturbation in velocity, pressure, inlet temperature and fuel-air ratio to
evaluate the efficiency slopes.

The final outputs are the fan duct efficiency, the core stream efficiency and the efficiency
slopes with respect to the four perturbed variables.

b. ModsIIng Approach

The approach taken for each streamtube is a step-by-step solution to the physical
phenomena which determine the flame stability limits of the spraybar flameholder configuration
and the subsequent turbulent flame propagation rate. These phenomena include liquid fuel
injection, droplet formation , vaporization, fuel impingement onto the flameholder , wake reaction
kinetics and turbulent flam e penetration.

The approach used is different for the fan duct streamtubes and the core streamtubes . The
necessity for different approaches lies in the degree of liquid fuel vaporization between the
spraybar and the flameholder. In the core streamtubes, the fuel is virtually totally vaporized in
the first few inches by the hot turbine exhaust flow. In the fan duct stream , the much cooler
airflow results in only a slight degree of vaporization in the four to six inches typical spraybar-to-
flameholder distance.

The  (‘(Ire stream analysis is thus done assuming that the fuel at the flameholer is in the
vapor phase and the flameholder wake fuel-air ratio is the same as the total fuel-air ratio. This
value is used in the kinetics analysis of the wake reaction to evaluate the stability limits .

In the fan duct streamtubes, however , the low level of droplet vaporization yields a vapor
phase fuel-air ratio at the flameholder which is well below the lean limit for hydrocarbon fuels .

• Since the liquid fuel droplets are not capable of entering the flameholder recirculation wake due
to their excessive momentum , there must be some other mechanism to provide the necessary
wake vapor fuel for stable combustion.

This mechanism in the fan duct streamtubes is the collection of the liquid fuel droplets onto
the surface of the flameholders and the vaporization of the resultant liquid film. This evolved
vapor recirculates into the flameholder wake with a portion of the droplet evolved vapor fuel to
genera te the wake vapor fuel concentration.

The streamtube analyses computes the degree of wake reaction at the level of vapor fuel-air
~~~~ ratio appropriate to the streamtube type and approach conditions. For the fan duct cases, this

- 
- • 

requires a convergent solution between the wake kinetics and the surface vapori zation .
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Once the flameholder wake reaction level is evaluated , the analysis computes the rate of
• flame penetration into the free stream as a turbulent flame sheet. This rate is adjusted by the

wake reaction level to account for the ignition response in the recirculation zone shear layers. The
flame penetration rate is integrated over the available augmentor length to provide the level of
strea mtube efficiency .

The program thus performs a quantitative evaluation of the phenomological processes
which occur in the turbofan augmentor. The individual calculations are a combination of
analytical evaluations and empirical results as required to ensure quantitative accuracy .

c. ModsI D.scrlptlon

The combustion model was designed as a complete unit. The program does not require on-
line engineering interaction . The combustion model may be run as a separate entity or as a
generator for subsequent stability analysis with the rumble model. When exercised alone, the
combustion model is an augmentor analysis program and the output is a comprehensive
description of the injection , stabilization and flame propagation processes. In this mode, the
program is useful as a design tool for conventional turbofan augmentors. The effects of fuel
system distribution and V-gutter flameholder tailoring may be determined .

When exercised in conjunction with the stability analysis, a less extensive output is given
and the prime purpose of the program is to generate the response of augmentor efficiency to
variations in fuel-air ratio and inlet velocity, pressure and temperature .

The augmentor breakdown and specific description of one streamtube is shown in Figure
114. For a single fan duct streamtube, the computer logic is shown in Figure 115. The identified
subroutines each evaluate a specific portion of the overall combustion process.

Core j
Fan Duct lIT

Cooling Flow .—J Liner

BPR WI>jc~/WCor. ; WCOOL — W~~~llng /WT0taI
Fl) 346414

Figure 114. Location of a Core Streamtube in a Turbofan Engine Augmentor

• The input requirements for a f an duct streamtube are those to fully describe the approach
flow field , geometry of the streamtuhe and flameholder and the total fuel-air ratio. The execution
of one streamtube proceeds as follows:

_ _ _ __ _  
•
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Figure 115. Single Streamtube Logic Map

(1) INJECT

This subroutine evaluates the droplet sizes formed by a variable area spraybar as a function
of the injection pressure drop. Five droplet sizes are calculated which represent the cumulative
volume versus pressure drop curve for this spraybar type.

This subroutine evaluates the amount of the liquid fuel which is flash vaporized by the
injection process. This evaluation is performed as an adiabatic expansion process from the high-

• pressure spraybar fuel condition to the low-pressure augmentor conditions. The appropriate fuel
enthalpy chart is used, keyed by the fuel type input variable.

The liquid flowrate which remains is partitioned equally into the five size groups. The total
flowrate is originally calculated from the total fuel-air ratio input and the airflow which Is

• calculated from the streamtube geometry and flow conditions.

(2) ACCEL

This program subroutine evaluates the rate of droplet vaporization and acceleration which
occurs between the spraybar and the downstream V-gutter flameholder.
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The equations for acceleration assume a spherical liquid droplet which is accelerated by
drag forces only . The drag coefficient is evaluated as a function of Reynold’s number based on the
relative air-liquid velocity.

Concurrently, the rate of liquid vaporization is evaluated as forced convection mass transfer
utilizing a mass transfer Nusselt number correlation which is also based on the relative velocity
Reynold’s number. The requirement to simultaneously solve the vaporization and acceleration
equations was met by a finite difference solution . A small time increment is selected and the
acceleration solution performed to generate a velocity increase for the liquid droplet. Using the
average velocity over this time increment, a vaporization rate is calculated and a vaporized
fraction evaluated . This sets a new droplet size for the next time interval. The average velocity
over this time is also used to calculate a distance travelled.

This procedure is repeated until either the liquid droplet reaches the flameholder or is fully
vaporized. This analysis is repeated for each size group of the five initially set.

(3) COLLECT

At the flameholder plane, the’ program evaluates the rate of liquid deposition onto the
surface of the V-gutter. This deposition occurs as the liquid droplets are unable to follow the
divergent airflow streamlines around the leading edge of the flameholder.

The evaluation of the rate of deposition is performed as a correlative solution to the point
where liquid droplets just hit the flameholder surface. The variables include flameholder
geometry , droplet diameter and flow conditions. The correlation equations are based on
calculations which were done externally to this progra m, where limit trajectories were established
based on potential flow solutions to the flow field approaching the flameholder.

The program utilizes the droplet diameter which exists after the vaporization evaluation to
calculate the percentage of the liquid flowrate in each size group which is deposited on the V-
gutter surface. This is done for each of the five size groups. The collection mass flowrate is
evaluated from each size group collection percentage and the liquid flowrate in each group at the
flameholder.

(4) RECIRC

The gaseous recirculation rate into the flameholder- wake is evaluated from a variety of
literature sources which present recirculation zone volume and flowrate as a function of
flameholder geometry and flow conditions. The program evaluates a “recirculation efficiency ”
which is the ratio of recirculated mass flow to the flowrate through the area blocked by the
flameholder. This typically runs 15 to 25%.

The correlations cover a range of the variables which control the recirculation such as
flameholder apex angle, blockage, approach Mach number, and temperature. The result of the
subroutine is the recirculation zone. These are used in the analysis of the wake reaction efficiency.

(5) WAKE

The wake reaction is treated as If it occurred in a well-stirred reactor with volume and entry
fiowrate as evaluated In RECIRC. The kinetics are assumed to proceed as a single-step, second
order conversion process. The kinetics utilize rate coefficients which simulate aircraft fuel
behavior. The required inputs are wake volume, wake fuel-air ratio, recirculation rate and inlet
conditions of pressure, temperature, etc. The output of the analysis is the wake reaction efficiency

• and mean wake temperature.
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A

(6) BETA 3

This subroutine evaluates the degree of vaporization of the liquid film which exists on the
flameholder surface. The vaporization process is one of forced convection from the surface into
the trailing wake shear layer and heat transfer from the flameholder wake through the
flameholder metal into the liquid film. The program utilizes a small element approach using 10
elements on each side of the flameholder. The mass flux and heat flux are evaluated for one at a
time starting at the flameholder leading edge. Any liquid left unvaporized is assumed to leave the
trailing edge of the flameholder and traverse through the wake shear layers downstream.

The solution of WAKE and BETA3 must be done simultaneously since BETA3 requires
wake temperature to find fuel vaporization and the vaporization influences WAKE through fuel-
air ratio.

The solution approach is described in part f (Development of the Fan Duct Combustion
Equations) of this Appendix with a typical result shown here in Figure 116.
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Figure 116. Duct Stream Wake Solution

• (7) FLAME

The turbulent flame propagation downstream of the flameholder uses a small step
difference solution with axial profiles of turbulence, flow, etc. The procedure is also discussed in
part f of this Appendix .

d. Input R.qulr.m.nts and Commsnts

The model requires as input the physical variables which describe the fan duct and core
stream geometry and operating conditions. Since the model functions by repetitive analysis of
single streamtubes, the Input is required for each different type of streamtube. A different type
is one with any input variable different.
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The input requires the following general values in addition to the set-up values of
Section ll-3.c:

- 
• BPR Actual value. Default to 1.0 if run as a duct burner with no core engine

and WCOOL = ½ x ( i ~~dm~~~)
M6C
M6H Inlet Mach numbers
NTC No. of types of fan duct streamtubes
N’FH No. of types of core streamtubes
P56 Inlet static pressure, psia.

Array input is required to describe each streamtube fully . These array values are
aerodynamic and geometric. The first array is the number of streamtubes of each type identified
in the fan (NSC) or core (NSH) sections. For example, two different flameholder widths with
three different fuel-air ratios per width in the fan would require NTC = 2 and NSC 3,3.

The program, as currently written, assumes a unit depth streamtube, i.e., 1-in, depth. The
mass flowrates will be based on this value. If true flow values are required , the number of each
type (NSC or NSH) should be the number of 1-in, deep streamtubes of that type. This is shown
in Figure 117.

The geometric inputs required for a single streamtube are shown in Figure 1 18.’The value
of blockage is referenced to Figure 117. The input should reflect the ratio of flan~eholder width to
the streamtube limits . This value of blockage sets the required flame penetration for 100%
efficiency and must be input correctly.

Core Stream Gutters

L.

/ 

Fin Strea m Oufter,

‘S

TypIcal Fin Dud Str.amtub.
PT) 1464in

F igure 117. Location of Typical Fan Duct Streamtube
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Figure 118. Single Streamtube Geometry and Flow Inpu ts — Fan

The value of EPSC is the approach turbulence and will affect the flame speed. Unless
specific data are available, use a value of 0.04 for a turbofan engine.

The input value for PFSR controls the mean droplet size from the sprayring, which has data
from a variable area orifice built in. If other values are desired use the equation:

= 795 ’ (PFSR — PS6) -°”

to determine the input value of PFSR required to yield a desired mean droplet diameter, in
microns. This is the only place -where PFSR is used so no disruption -occurs if nontruu values are
input. - 

-

For the aerodynamic inputs, also reference Figure 118, the required input is shown. As
previously mentioned, PS6 is assumed to be uniform across the streamtubes.

One input set requires external evaluation. These are the values assigned to WEXT and
TEXT In the fan duct streamtubes. The purpose of this input is to account for the influence of
hot gas migration down the wake region of the fan duct flameholders from either the core or from
a pilot. WEXT is defined as the ratio of this “external” flowrate to the recirculated flowrate. To
allow for flexibility In design selection, this input format was selected. The user must evaluate
whatever flowrate ii expected and calculate WEXT. For use in estimating the recirculated

3 flowrate, assume K 1 - 0.25 and use:

in, — K1 p5V~N

for recirculatlon rate per inch of flameholder length. Typical values of WEXT are 0.02 to 0.04.
TEXT I. the temperature of this “external” flowrate. These are shown in Figure 119.
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Figure 119. Externa l Heat Addition to Fan Duct Gutter8

The liner cooling airflow input , WCOOL , is the ratio of cooling liner air to total engine air.
As such the engine bypass ratio is required to evaluate the net available fan duct airflow. If no
cooling air is taken from the fan duct or if input fuel-air ratios are based on the true net air
available f o r  combustion, input WCOOL = 0.0. If a duct burner is being analyz ed and it does
have a cooling liner , set a dummy value of 1.0 for I3PR and set WCOOL by:

WCOOL = iil cooitn,/2 ‘ lil ij uct bur ner -

•. Output -

The progra m has two output formats , long and short . The long format presents detailed (
values for the proces ses which control the wake vapor-phase fuel-air rat ~o and flame penetration . 3
The short format essentia lly presents the overall results . For both , the results are presented as a
streamline by streamline analysis with fan and core summaries.

(1) Fan Sf reamtubas

The long format presents the input data for each streamtube and two calculated values.
These values are the effective streamtube fuel-air ratio and the effective recirculation

• temperature. The equations used for these are described in part f of this Appendix .

The output lists the calculated values for the injection process, mean droplet size and flash
vaponzation, and the influence coefficients, th~ ~3,, ~t% and K 1, which control the wake fuel-air
ratio.

A word of caution is In order here. If the output is preceded by the warning that the wake
temperature iteration has failed , the situation is such that the wak e has exceeded the rich limit
at the input conditions. Although output is presented, it is not valid and merely represents the
limits of the in ternal convergence search routine. For example, wake temperature will always be
5000°F for a failed case. If a single streamtube is being run , severa l other error messages will
result as the program attempts to interpret zero efficiency. If multiple streamtubes are being run ,
the program will Ignore the failed streamtube in all calculations.
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The initial fla me speed is the laminar fla me speed at the appropriate inlet conditions. The
turbulence level is the value induced by the flameholder.

In the stream efficiency section for each streamtube, the following comments are applicable?

1. The ideal temperature use is based on the effective fuel-air ratio~

2. The efficiency is the ratio of flame penetration to streamtube width at the
exhaust nozzle.

3. The actual temperature rise is based on 1. and 2. The exit temperature is
based on strearntube inlet plus this actual temperature rise.

4. The flowrates are for a 1-in, deep streamtube. The fuel flowrate uses the
effective fuel-air ratio.

The fan streamtube summary presents the major items from each streamtube and then the
exit average results . The cooling air flowrate ratio is repeated here. Two more values of
combustion efficiency are presented and two values of average exit temperature.

The average streamline exit temperature is the mass weighted average of the individual exit
temperatures. The chemical combustion efficiency is based on this value for exit and an ideal
temperature use based on the average effective fuel-a ir ratio and average inlet temperature.

The average duct exit temperature includes the mass weighted effect of the liner cooling air
being added to the streamtubes at the exhaust nozzle inlet. The average thermal combustion
efficiency is based on this exit temperature; the average inlet temperature and an ideal
temperature rise is based on the average input fuel-air ratio. -

Since engine analysis procedures generally base the fan duct fuel-air on the total duct
airflow and use the thermal nozzle inlet averages, the value of thermal combustion efficiency is
the one which is used for rumble prediction .

The total flowrate presented here includes the number of each type of str?amtube .is do all
of the above mentioned mass averaged values.

Also note, that at no time are efficiencies ever mass averaged directly. All average
efficiencies are based on comparison of the average results of individual streamtubes to the result
of the average inlet. That is, the burn-then-mix process is compared to the ideal mix-then-burn
process. Since curves of ideal temperature rise exhibit peak vs fuel-air ratio, the average
efficiency of two streamtubes, one lean and one rich , may very well be less than either streamtube
separately.

(2) Core Sf r .amf ub•s

Due to the absence of droplet effects , the output is greatly simplified. The wake reaction
results are presented as well as initial flame properties . Without liner cooling air there is no fuel-

• air ratio shift and thus only one efficiency definition . All of the comments in the fan stream apply
here except that thermal efficiency is not defined here due to the lack of liner cooling air.

If the message “Aerodynamic Loading exceeds Kinetic Capacity” occurs, the blowout limits
were exceeded.
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f . D.v.Iopm.nt of th . Fan Duct Combustion Equations

The equations which are used in the fan duct combustion analysis are highlighted in this
section. The reader is referred to the AFAPL TR-78-24 (Contract F33615-76-C-2023) for full
details of the analytical development.

The program utilizes the input to set-up and analyze each streamtube as a separate entity.
The results are stored for final summation at the completion of the fan duct analysis.

The flow field is first developed from the input: 
-

(87)

V.= M ~J~Wi~ - (88)

W = N / r  (89)

rn = p~V,,W (90)

The streamtube width has been set from the flameholder width and the blockage ratio. Note
that the streamtube is assumed to be 1-in, deep. The total flowrates are thus per unit depth. If
true total flowrates are desired, the number of streamtubes of each type must be set to reflect the
total true depth of that type. For example, if 5 streamtubes, of 4-in, depth each, are input as one
type, then set the input number of this type equal to 20.

To account for the removal of air from the streamtube for liner cooling, the input fuel-air
ratio is adjusted by:

FA )  effective 
= FA ) input 

~ — wcooL( 1 + BPR ) 
(91)

This increases the fuel-air ratio to reflect the air removal when: $
WCOOL = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ /m ,,, ,. (92) -

BPR - ii ~~~ /m ,,, (93)

Ii1im~i.. 
- ~~~ + Incur, - (94)

- ;  Then

rn, — m, (FA)d,. ,I,,

This ii required since fuel-sir ratloe are usually based on the total fan duct air flowrates . If true
- 

- -: 
values are known or If no cooling air is used, set WCOOL - 0.0. Refer to Figure 120 for details.
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Figure 120. Location of a Core Streamtube in a Turbofan Engine Augmentor

The injection subroutine divides the fuel into 5 droplet size groups which represent the
droplet size vs volume distribution . The curve used is for a variable area pintle injection . The
sizes used are:

Group % Covered Mean Value
1 0-20 d~
2 20-40

- 3 40 60 Cl,,
4 60-80
5 80-100 

- 
d,, ‘ -

The curve Is a function of the injection pressure drop where:

= PFSR — Ps (96)

Any flash vaporization is evahza ed from the fuel enthalpy chart assuming adiabatic injection , 
—

i.e.,~~H = 0

H, = fcn (PFSR, TFSR) (97)

H, = fcn (% vaporized, Ps) (96)

The droplet vaporization and acceleration are evaluated by a small time step integration
between the sprayring and flameholder . The equations are:

! -~~~~ -
~~~- (V. - ~~~)‘ (99)

dt 4 d , p 1
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I

f for acceleration, and:

= KA, p. In ( 
~~~. 

!‘ 

~ 
(100)

K — 
N~ D~ MW (101)- R d ,T.

N~ = 2 + 0.6 Re” p~1/ ( 102)

for vaporization. The evaluation of the liquid temperature follows:

h, = kN, /d, (103)

q = h~ A. (T, — T,) ~ (104)

~~~~e” ’i  
(105)

z = Cp~ mis-k d~ N,, (106)

~~ =~~~ 
— ins. A 

• 

(107)

dT, 
— ~.q (108)de — m, Cp,

4 ( d , \’m, = p , -~’s -  t~ -~-j  (109)

R, = 
p, d~ (V. — V,) 

- (110)

This procedure is done for each size group until the flameholder is reached and the net fraction
vaporized is evaluated - - 

-

— 
8~ = 1 — ( - ~~~ ) (111)

The impingement of liquid fuel into the flameholder is evaluated by use of a term 8, where

mf, (112)rn,, ’r

This evaluates the percentage of the liquid fuel exposed to the flameholder which actually collects
into its surface. The evaluation procedure is done for each size droplet group by a correlation of
8, vi flameholder size, apex angle, flow velocity and droplet diameter. The correlation is based on
evaluations performed by droplet trajectory analysis using the potential flow field aerodynamics.
Th. total impingement flowrate Is thus:

S

8, — E m(i) $,(i) (113)
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or

= 8, (1 — fi,) 1’ ri~ (114)

The liquid film vaporization rate is evaluated from the equations for the surface film vaporization
caused by heat transfer from the flameholder wake. The surface is broken into ten elements and
the vaporization and liquid temperature rise in each is calculated from:

= C1 A,P,In ( ~~~~~ (115)

c - 
N,,DV MW

~~ R~~xT, 
(116)

N,, = 0.33 R.°-’ P~°•” (117)

= fcn (Ti) (118)

q = iii~ C, ~‘F~ + A ( N~ D; MW ) p, A. I~ ( ~ ~ 
(119)

q = h~ A, (T~ — Tv/K)  - (120)

h, = N,,~ _1
~
- (121)

N,,,,, = 0.99 H.” P,°” (122)

.The solution procedure for 8, breaks the flameholder surface into 10 equally spaced increments.
The length of each is

1 N/2
= 

10 sin (a/2) • (123)

The fuel collected by the surface is equally divided into the 10 elements on each face of the
flameholder:

m~(i) = -~~~~‘ 8, (1 — 8~
) 1’ rn~ (124)

Equations (115) to (122) are used for element i = 1 on the surface with mr~ = th.~(i) and the fuel
temperature is assumed to be the same as the droplet liquid temperature at the flameholder. The
fraction vaporized is calculated and the liquid temperature use evaluated . The procedure is
repeated using fuel properties evaluated at

‘T~ (i) = ‘I (I)0 +— ~~ AT,(i) . (125)

This procedure continues until convergence, i .e., i~T, varies less than 1% between passes. Into the
next element, i — 2, the flowrate is set equal to the unvaporized portion of the I — I flow and the
collection fraction per equation (124).

m(2) — rn,(2) + m~(1) — mAl) ( 126)

‘
H-i 

_ _ _ _  
_______ 
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- - This flowrate initial temperature is set equal to the mass average of the exit temperature from
= 1 and the droplet liquid collection temperature:

rn~(2) ‘1’,~ + [m~(1) — m~( 1)J T~r( 1)
T,,(2) = . . . (127)

m~(2) + m~(1) —m~(1)

The solution procedure is separated until all 10 segments are finished. The vaporized flowrate is
the sum of all 10 in both sides of the flameholder:

= 2 X 
~~ 

m,,(i) (128)

The fractive vaporized , 8,, is:

— 
m~ — 

m~
‘ ii~~~~ ( 1 — ~~j ) F 8 , t h r

All of the vaporized fuel is assumed to enter the recirculation zone.

From these equations, 8, is a function of the wake temperature . The temperature is a
function of the wake fuel-air ratio and recirculation rate. Since fi, strongly influences the wake
fuel-air ratio, the solution for wake composition and efficiency becomes a curve intersection
procedure.

First we define the recirculation and wake kinetics equations and then the solution
procedure.

(1) A clrculaUon:

The wake recirculation flowrate coefficient is defined as:

K, = mir m. (130) - 
. 

-

ID, = p. V. N K, (131)

For mass transfer across the recirculation zone boundaries and a homogeneous wake:

- p,. V ,
in, = (132)

The wake volume is evaluated as a funct ion of blockage, apex angle , and flow Mach number from
literature references as shown in Reference 1. From this:

V. = C~ (LID)(B/D)N’ (133) - -

We set

~~~~ (134)

= _~j_
fiu.~~~ (135)
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Thus:

= 
p.V,,C~(L/D)(B/D)N

and

K1 = C,(LJD)(B/D)(r ’Y1 (136)

By curve fits of lID, BID and r’ vs a, N , Va , and Ta, we find the recirculation rate K ,.

(2) Wake Reaction Kinetics

The wake reaction is assumed to be a single-step, second order reactive controlled as follows:

dm 
— 

k . , ,  e _
~” (137)— — Xo Xr T” °-’

For a well stirred reactor (wake is assumed to behave as one):

A 
— 

k (m+ 1) , ,,, ~~~~ (138)
VOP 

— R~y Xo x~ T” °’

For the assumed single-step reaction process postulated here, the reaction mass balance is (for
propane fuel):

ØC,H. + 50, + 5mN, -~~ 3y~CO, + 4y~H,O + (139)

(4 ’—yE)C,H, + 5(1 — y€) O, + 5mN,

Also, a linear efficiency vs temperature function is assumed :

T = T. + ~~~~TId,.I (140)

From these equations, the stirred reactor loading capability may be written as:

A — k(m+1) [5( 1—y~)J’[4 ’—y J~
_
~e ’T ’ + ,4T) I -

V0P~ 
— 

R’y~[5(m+1) + 4, + yd~[T1 + ~~TJ 0 °’ (141)

Based on comparison of predicted results with available stirred reactor data , we use the following
values for this reaction:

n: for 4’-(1, n = 24’
for ~>1, n = 2I~a: a = n / 2

C: C = E / R , see Figure (121).

This yields:

A 1.29 x 10” (m+l)[S(l—yE)] • (~ —y~)• c _ T I + ,4T )

(0.06206)’ y,[S(m+l) + ~ + yd’ [T, + EAT) (142)

lean mixtures.
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The kinetics solution proceeds by successive iteration between = 0.999 and 0.70 to find the
wake efficiency where:

A K, f m . 1 3- V p ,  ( 4 )
0 O S

at a given fuel-air ratio in the wake.

The solution procedure for the wake compositon and reaction efficiency proceeds as follows:

1. The wake temperature is varied in steps from 1000 to 5000°F and calculated
at each wake. -

2. The wake fuel-air ratio is varied from 0.02 to 0.20 and the wake temperature
calculated at each fuel-air ratio.

The results of (a) are used in the wake fuel-air ratio equation:

FA )W .k. = FAh~,1 { th + (1 — 8,) ~ } (144) k- 1:
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This results in two curves which define the wake fuel-air ratio vs wake temperature and
wake temperature vs wake fuel-air ratio. A solution technique looks for the intersection of these
curves, if it exists. This then defines the stable wake composition solution.

The fan duct gutter wakes may be supplied with hot gasses from an external (to the wake)
source such as a pilot rogion, see Figure 122. If this occurs, the external thermal source is assumed
to effectively increase the inlet temperature of the recirculated air-fuel flowrate, i.e.,:

in; = K1 p. V. F + ~~~ (145)

T~ = 
‘1’. K, p. V. 1’ + T.11 ~~~ (146)

The program then analyzes the behavior at these new conditions as if they were input.

After the wake has been analyzed, the turbulent flame penetration into the free stream is
analyzed.

The turbulent flame propagation into the unreacted free stream is initiated in the shear
layers of the wake. The model used relates the local turbulent flame speed to the local
aerothermodynamic conditions and performs a finite difference integration of the flame front
penetration starting in the wake and proceeding to the exhaust nozzle.

Core Flameholder
- Gutter

____  
hot Flow into Fan Gutte rCore Flow 

- ~~~~ ~~ an~ T~XT

Fan Flow—~~

Fan FIow—~~ Fan Duct Flamehotdsr
- Gutter

PD Id1

Figure 122. External Heat Addition to Fan Duct Gutters
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For the purposes of current analysis, the following assumptions were made:

1. Uniform airflow profiles

2. Uniform fuel-air ratio

3. Incompressible acceleration of free air velocity by the flameholder blockage
with no induced profile

4. Known wake size and reaction efficiency

5. Two-dimensional ducted flame.

The schematic of the situation which is analyzed is shown in Figure 123.

The approach flow, at known levels of pressure, temperature, velocity, and fuel-air ratio , is
accelerated by the blockage of flameholder to velocity U, where:

U =  (1 — F)

Where:

U = Velocity at flameholder tip
V. = Approach velocity -

F = Blockage ratio.

At this point, Station 1, an induced turbulence level is calculated from:

= ~ + ( 
~ F 

) I }1 ] ½  (147)

This equation relates the turbulence intensity , ~~~~ to the blockage ratio and the flameholder zero
blockage drag coefficient, Cd.

At this location, the turbulent flame velocity calculations are initiated . The equation used
for the local flame speed is the Karlovitz equation: -

St = S~ + (2t1 S()’~ 
- 

- 
- (148)

Where: - -

St — Turbulent flame speed, ft/sec
St — Laminar flame speed, ft/sec
u’ — EMS turbulence velocity, ft/sec.

The value of u’ is:

u’ ” i ,U - (149)
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Additionally, the turbulent flame speed initial value is related to the degree of initiation of
the flame speed initial value is related to the degree of initiation of the flame front by the wake
by the following:

St = St X ,~ (150)

This generates an effective turbulent flame speed which completely fills the depth of the
duct and propagates at the same transverse rate as the full flame speed which does not fill the
duct. This arises from the fact that the inefficiencies of the wake reaction generate localized
regions where flame front ignition does not occur. This use of a reduced value effective flame
speed accounts for this in a two-dimensional model.

The initial value for the augmentor efficiency is the wake reaction level on a mass weighted
basis, expressed as an equation this is:

= , .E!x. (151)

Where:

—. Initial efficiency
~lw — Wake efficiency
rn , — Wake mass flowrate
m~ — Total duct flowrate.

The type of flame utilized in this model is a zero thickness flame which separates a region
of unreacted propellants from a region of completely reacted products . From this setup, the
average local augmentor efficiency is simply the ratio of the transverse flame penetration , ~y, to
the duct width , w.

To be consistent, the transverse location of the flame front at the initial calculation station
is taken to be:

~y0 = ~~ (160)

This value is assigned to the first axial station. This is assumed to occur halfway down the
length of the recirculation zone. From visual observations of wake stabilized flames, this is the f
approximate location of transverse flame initiation .

From this location downstream to the exhaust nozzle, the flame front transverse location is
- - calculated by a finite difference integration of the local flame speed. Several axial profiles are

introduced as the integration proceeds. These are:

1. The turbulence intensity Is decayed from the value generated at the aft
flameholder lip at a rate inversely proportional to the square root of axial
distance over an - effective jet length. The final value is set at the initial
turbulence level. The effective jet length is set at 10 L/D where the D is the
open area distance betwe’- ’ -4jacent flameholders.

2. The velocity of the unreac t~el-alr mixture is retained at the level
- generated at the flameholdm ~*p. Measured profiles from several ducted

flame test rigs support this assumption.
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3. A term is introduced which relates the local flame speed to the local average
duct combustion efficiency, peaking at 50% . This treats the counteracting
influences of reduced heat loss as efficiency increases and the reduced free
oxygen concentration. Local rates which roughly follow a sine wave fun ction
have been reported from duct data .

An additional term is added to account for the reduction in flame speed of a fuel spray
compared to a premixed flame. This term relates the ratio of effective flame speed to premixed
laminar flame speed. It accounts for the complicated interactions during flame spreading in an
evaporating spray in a simplified manner. The effect of the liquid droplet diameter is shown in
Figure 124. The droplet diameter utilized in the analysis will be the mean diameter as it exists
at the flameholder trailing edge.

80

Fuel Concentration = 48 mg/I

-
- 

_  _  _  _  _  _  _

I 

_ _4

~

T

~~~

4: 160
Droplet Dia - microns

- FD 13400M

Figure 124. Flame Speed for Monodisp erse Tetrali n Spray

Analysis of the terms utilized for evaluation of the laminar flame speed term, S,, has
resulted in the following: -

= S~(~) 
~~ 

) ~~ ) (161)

where 
-

S, = laminar flame speed at 1 atm and 5400
• = equivalence ratio

‘F. air temperature, °F
z.. — oxygen mole fraction .

The influence of pressure is indeterminate at this time and has been incorporated as ~V.
ke subatmospheTic data and no influence for pressures above 1 atmosphere.
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The finite difference soution uses 1-in, increments in axial length as the stepping variable.
This sets a time interval:

= 0.0833/V. (162)

The transverse flame penetration distance is thus

= St ~t = y(i+ 1) — y(i) (163)

where St is evaluated at the condditions of x = x(i).

The stepping procedure terminates when either

x(i+ 1) = augmentor length

y(i+ 1) = w.

The first defines ~ at the exhaust nozzle; the second defines 100% q,~ before the nozzle. This
defines one fan streamtube. The exit temperature is thus,

Teu (j ) = T0( i) + ‘,~(i) ~T1(i) (164)

~ T,(i) = fcn (T.(i), FA(j )erre ctj ve) . (165)

This represents the actual combustion efficiency based on the true fuel-air ratio in the
- 

- streamtube.

For multi-streamtube cases, the exit and inlet conditions are mass-averaged using the
general equation :

~~ ~ii( i) Z(i)
2 =  ~ . - (166)

~~ ~i~(i) 
-

i—I

The average input fuel-air ratio and average inlet temperature combine to yield the average
ideal temperature rise. The average inlet and exit temperatures yield the average actual
temperature use. Thus, 

-

— •ctual= 

~
,T, -

. 

(167)

This is the chemical efficiency. The thermal exit efficiency assumes that the augmentor liner
cooling airflow is included in the average exit temperature,

E mU) T,.U) + xii,~ T.
1’11111 — . (168)

~~ th(i ) + r n,.,,~

This reduces the average salt temperature and yields the lower value for thermal 
-

combustive fflclency. Thi. value for ~ reflects the average exit temperature bs~.d on the
average input kel-air ratio based on total fan duct airflow and fuel flow.
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Before execution of the core streamtube analysis, the influence coefficients which are
required are evaluated. These are of the form:

= Z(~ ) (169)

where A = V., p., T., and FA.

They are calculated from a 1% change in the variables and the linear form:

Ai~ A 
= 

,~, — (A 1 +A ,) (170)
~ A, — A 1 (?li + 7l,

where

A, = 1.01 A1. (171)

The value of p, is obtained by execution of the analysis at all the same input as ,
~
,, except A, is

replaced with A,. Thus, the analysis is done once for base and four more times for the Z factors.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CORE STREAM COMSUSTION EQUATIONS

The same basic analysis procedure as accomplished in the duct is used in the core with
several major operational differences:

1. There is no cooling air removal from the core streamtube s. Thus, the input
fuel-air ratio s are used in the analysis. -

2. The droplet vap orization rate is so rapid that the fuel exists only as a vapor
after a couple inches from the spraybar. This removes the requirement to
solve for the wake compositive since it is the same as the input fuel-air ratio.

3. The wake reaction efficiency is solved directly at the input fuel-air ratio and
recirculation rates which are calculated the same as the fan dw t.

4. There is no droplet size effect in the turbulent flame speed model. The rapid
droplet vaporization results in gaseous phase turbulent flame penetration.

The solution for a core streamtube proceeds as follows:

a. The set-up equation. are the same as the fan streamt ubes.

b. The recirculation coefficient, K 1, is calculated the same way as done in the fan
stream. This generates the value of A/VO!” required for the kinetics solution.

c. The wake reaction kinetics solution I. performed at the same value of fuel-air ratio
as input for the streamtube.

d. The turbulent flame penetration solution is the same as for the fan stream except
that the droplet correction term is absent. The equation introduces a value for the
oxygen concentration, Xo1.
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This value i. less than the fan duct due to the removal of oxygen by the mainburner
combustion process. This vitiation yields:

£
F 1’~iSolch

The analysis produces a value of ‘k for each streamtube, i, by the same equation as used in the
fan:

(i) = (173)
‘IC w(i)

where Y(i) is the penetration distance transverse to the flow and w(i) is the streamtube width .

The exit temperature calculation is different from the fan duct due to the vitiation of the
approach airflow and temperature removal in the turbine between the main combustor and the
augmentor inlet .

The ideal temperature rise for each streamtube is evaluated by generating a fictitious main
combustor inlet temperature. The procedure is as follows:

a. For known main burner FA and streamtube inlet temperature, Ta(i), a
fictitious ~T, is read from a curve as in Figure 125.

b. A fictitious main burner inlet temperature is calculated:

‘F’,,,~(i) = T.(i) — ~T~1~(i) (174)

c. An overall fuel-air ratio is calculated:

FA0.(i) = FA) 1 + FA(i) (175)

d. With FA = (FA)01(i) and T = T’.,5(i), the overall effective temperature rise
is read from the k’~eal temperature rise curve. -

e. The .tre.mtube exit temperature is

T,,(i) = ~T (i) + T.,~(i) (176) 
- 

-

f. The stresmtub e net ideal temperature rise is thus

~T (i) = T~(i) — T.(i) 
- 

-( 177)

This value is calculated for each streamtube and used exactly as the ideal ~T curve is used
in the fan streams. The streamtube nit temperature is:

T,, ~~~~~ — T.(1) + ~ ~T (i) (178)

Tb. inlet temperatures and fuel-sir ratios are mass-averaged as is the exit temperature,
ushig equstiosa (186).
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Figure 125. Fictitious Temperature Rise us Main Burner Fuel -Air Ratio

The overall core efficiency is calculated from steps (a) to (f) using average inlet conditions
to yield the average idea l AT and equations (178) and (166) for the average exit temp erature :

— ‘I’d (179)

- 

( 180)

The influence coefficients , as shown in equations (169) to (173), are evaluated as was dove
in the fan . 

-
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